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~STRACT ~ 
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, II . • \ 
This study was concerned mainly ~ith Pentecostal teachers In Newfoundlanl:f 
. and their rafus81 . to .partlclpata .In iha d~y 8~thorlzed~ob ~;;; of partial 
and complete withdrawal of services, as app.-priate means for resolving Impasses 
.. . . " . 
In the collective bargaining process. The Pentecostal teachers have claimed 
~ A ~ 
that their refusal to'engage In such activity Is an extension of their religious 
:~~s~phy, w~fch piaces education In a parochial context. · Conse·quently, 
conslderat:tt . le!'lsion has. b~en cre~ted in. the provincial bargaining . unit . . over 
• > 
.... 
..... 
.. 
' ., 
,. 
. ~ 
.. 
... 
.. 
.... 
. . ··.... ... .. ... . . . . . ' 
· how these teachers can . be accommodated . In ·collective bargal~lng if . they are · .~· 
. . . . . .. . ~ 
~nwllllng to. join their colle~gue~ In these mor~ ?hllltant Impasse' strategies. :·---~ • . ·· ·;~ 
,. ~ .: This s;udy r-as ~avelop~d to /docUmant ;hO. dlfferf..is betwaan P~nta;,~ '--...__ . . . ; 
· teacherS and the . rest of the t~abhlng .force In the province, on strategies for.: · . ~ 
resolving Impasses. The.lmp&Sse prof?edure~ examined were mediation and conciliation, 
fa'ct ffndii'Jg, binding arbitration, final offer arbltratlo~,' lssue~by·lssue 
~ ~. 
arbitration, .~ithhol~.9 of ·partial services, withholding of all . services,. 
' . ·. 
.. • t • • . • .. • 
politics"=-. activity.-aftd_use:_of the media. An _ a~empL.wa.s._afso made to J~Jy- · -------,-
1 . , 1 • • I 
any Influencing fa<i\ors whicl) might contribute to these differences. The Independent 
. .. 
. va~ia.bl~s Included for this purpose were ~chool ~ysteni (Pente~ostal or ... no::/. 
:- Pentecostal), teaching certificate level, sex, grade 1!3vel t~ught (ele.in'9rlt&rY. 
. . 
or secondah,), . po_siHen, y·eass · of teaching experience, size of .home t~wn, 
school size, degree of . ·JOb satisfaction, rell9lous commltme~t to the· teac~Jrigs 
· and practices of on~'s church, importance assigned t~ one's church, exte'nt of 
. . . 
union. involvement, !lnd ~egr~e of ·support for denominational schooilng. In 
addition, the ~tudy als~ sought direction. from the tea9hers as to th~ most 
acceptable means ·for accommodating the Pentecostals 'ln the. collactlve bargaining . ,. 
process. 
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Ttfe qu'esttc:mnalre designed for Jhl~ study was distributed to the total · 
... 
population of' 3d7 Pen.tecostaf teachers, and the same number of non-~entecostal 
. .. 
v. -teachers, In the prcwlnce. One way. analysis of variance was used to test for 
• ·s.lgntfl~:t dlffe~nces 'between · ttlese two grou~s, -~hila linear . multiple r~gra:slon . 
( ·:. ' 
& ' 
.(stepwise) was used to,examtne the factors Influencing these differences • 
. . . 
Significant dlffer~nc'es were found to exist between the Pentecostal' and non· 
Pentecostal t~achers with respect to· the use of bo~ partial arid complete wtth~rawal 
' . ' 
of services, political Involvement, an'd the ·us~ · ,of' th$ media to res'olve Impasses 
. In c~llectlve ~a~gafntng.· . Th~ ~~n~~co~tals ~xpr~ss~d cl~ar disagreement . wlth pa~l~l · 
.. . . . . . . . ., . . 
t\Od ~omplete ~lthdr~~al of • serviC~S to rQS~Ive imp~sses, W.bile .. on . politl~al 
lnvolve~ent and use of the media they expressed less agreement t~an · their non· . 
. . . l . . . . . ' . 
. ' ' . . 
__ [ Pef?lecost~l .. cou~terp~~· In .examining factors Influencing such attitudes, only 
~ . . ~· 
.• · · denominational · affiliation (Pentecostal or non-Pentecostal) and sex registered 
·-. - ' 
.· 
·- ... 
. .. . . 
as significant when . considering aO ·teachers In the province. ·However, when 
' 
_eentecostal or non-Pentecostal teachers . were analyzed \.Separately, '!'ore . variables 
' . 
. ' • 
~ ~red--the-r~~~~~qyatkuH!s-8flf*~U16' am.--------------------:~-
.  
The final part of- the study attempted to ascertain---the-views- of- both 
. . .. 
. .. ' ~ 
. . Penteco~tal and no~·Pen~ecostal teach~ on ways of accommodating ttie ~entepostals 
1'1"' • • • 
~ 
In coll~ctlv~ bargaining. Ttie · most favoured option· among· Pentecostal teachers 
/ . ' 
was thEt ~~eatlon ·Of a separate : bargaining unit with the same bargaining agent, 
• • • • • 4 , 
the Newfoundfand , TeacherS~ Ass"Oolatloii.· The non·Pentecostals, howaver, · were 
' . . . . 
. . . . . . . "( . 
largely uncertain ·about all ·Of th~ options, with no . clear preference expr~ssed 
' . I 
for either of the choices ·provided In tfle questionnaire. 
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'_/ 
' Who ·can find a ·virtuous woman? For ~r prl~ Is far ~ 
above. cu~e~. . - . . 
· The heart o( her husband doth ·safely tru~t ._ In tier, so 
. that he sh!lll hay~ . no. l'leed of spoil • 
She will do him good and not evil all ·the days of her / 
llf_e.... · · . _ - ___ ,. 
·. 
Strength and honor are her clothing; and she: shall 
reJoice In time ta. come. - . 
She openeth her moutt"l wlth•wlsdom: and In her tongue 
Is the law of kindneSs. 
·- . 
) 
S"e looketh well to the ·ways of her household, and 
eateth not the bread of ldlene~s. · ~ 
· He.r..chfldren· arise :·up. ·and call her bless~d: ·he'r husband 
also.~ and he pralseth.'har. . . . . . 
•. 
- (PJoverbs '31) 
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CHAPTER I . 
THE: PROSU:M 
·1. INTRODUCTION 
feachers In t~e province of ~ewfouf'dland, like their colleagues across 
( 
North America, have ·had tO do· so~e serious thinking over the >past few years 
... _,. - - ..-
about··the nature of their lnvolveme·nt In· collective bargaining ·strategies. 
Increasing attention h_as been focussed on· refusals to ~_ngage· In- ~upervlslon · 
, 
duties, work·tb·rule campaigns;-withdrawal of extra-curricular Involvement, IJOd { · 
st~tt'es .. . ' as tactics for resolving Impasses In contract negotiations. In the 
midst . of · the qon!inuing dellbera~ions o'3er such Issues, PentecQstal ·teachers.. 
-
within the province . have added to the tensions by retuslng to join the . majority • 
, • • • • .. • • • • • • 0 • 
Q 
-- . 
of t~!IChers In any typ~ of job action which ~lsrupts the . educat!ona!_ _·service . ~ 
' . -·- ,t . . .. 
_being. ~~~vided tstuden~,· claiming exemption on the basis of religious cor:avictlon. 
At present, the ~enllrpents are so strong that' tl)e Pente.costal teachers are 
.,PI -
actively pursuing legislative changes to allow them to be accommodated lri a 
separate bargaining unit: 
.. 
II. BACKGROUND. TO THE PROBLEM 
The right to bargain colle~tl~ely, and ' the accompanylf'lg right to strike; were 
....... . 
officially granted to the teachers of Newfoundland In ·1973, after a vigorous ~- . . r'-......._,/~ ~ . . 
campaign conducted by the Nc:twfou~dlaTd , Teachers\ Asso(JiJ\f~~ (N.T.A.), the 
organization which .~epresents all teachers wlthfn· the province. An -e·artler'· sala)'y 
. ~lsputE!~ .1~ .1971. had ;es~:~tte~ In a "selective withdraw,~ of "1RJrvlces" ·In ~eslgnated . 
' • • '<# 
schools. This experience convinced the Association of the need for . ~ legitimate 
~ ' . 
_process, entrenched In legislation, for handling fmp~sses ln neg~tl~tlon~ with 
. . 
the employer, _which In this Instance was. the pr~vlnclal government. Conse,guently, 
. . . 
.'the Newfoundland Teacher (Collective Bargaining)· Act •. 1973 was enacted, allowing 
• • 10 • - • 
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-f<?r~ resolution of Impasses In negotiations through' _a- concll!atlon boa~;_ ~lndlng 
. \ 
arbitration when agreed to by both parties, or a. Strike (My~, 1978: 69) .• 
The first clear Indication of d.lfflc~ with respect fo Pent~costal teachers 
joining their colleagues fn collectl98 job · action seems to have occurred "'during 
, 
the 1971 negotiations. Shortl~ ~~~r strike action had been authorized, th~ Ge~ral . 
Executive of the Pentecostal Assemblies of Newfoundland, through ~r 
Superintendent, Rev. A.S. Bursey,· sent a · letter to all Pentecostal teachers 
' 
expressing "grave concem" over the threat of a strike amongst teachers. While 
-
.. 
recognlzln'g that teacherS should be paid a "reasonable remuneration for professional 
. . . . . ·. . . 
·,:. services rendered'', Rev~ren.d Bursey went pn to s'ay: ' 
. . . ' I 
'we. cqn~ot . rec~nclla· ,dtf\fot~n to duty . ,nd co.mm!.~~ent to 8: 
purpos·e, whicti calla .for dedication, with empty. classrooms · 
and the t~s of valuable time. when ·pupils badly .need · . 
counsel and _guidance. (Lattin t~ Pentecostal .. Teachers, 
February -s, 1971) · \ , 
Later In the latter reference was made to a constitutional by·faw of t~e Pente~·ostal 
Aase.rnbtles of to~ewfoundland which states: 
• 
. " _,J~Jcle 18. Section 10. Strikes,__ and Plc.ket Unesj _ 
a. We place on record that as the Pentecostal Assemblle~ 
of Newfoundland and Labrador. we do not endorse unionism. · 
. . . ' 
b. That within prevailing circumstances we feel ~~ must 
leave the matter of . union membership at. the· discretion 
of. the· Jndlvtdual member of our Assemblies .. 
-· . 
. -1!. · That W,8 strOngly £Ondemn tile.- action of any member 0( " 
. . oor Fellows!'IP bilng p'artlclpants of. picket lines, voting 
'· for strikeS, _or pledging allegiance to unions~ that Sf$ 
.;.ntawtul . and detri1Tl&t1llll t(! their Christian ,.,testimony . 
and our stari~ard · o! separation. 
d. That .we ltislst 0~ our me.mbers bein~ go>;~e-;,e$f by·, the 
Scripture aS · regards theJr attltudtl towards ~hose ln 
a.Uthortty: · · · · ' , -
, . 
, 
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: t' • • • 
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- -
, 
... 
e. That we declare ourse~'!es opposed to any organization 
or union that has B!lY tendencies of disloyalty to our 
freely elected form of Government, or that will bring 
In a class ccnsclousness leading to unrest, strife, 
hatred or lawlet.sness. • 
J '· 
y 
3 • ' 
The following year, after lhe imm~diate controversy of a strike · had been settled, 
the Pentecostai .Educatlon Council, which was the recognized Intermediary between 
. . . 
the government and ·: the church In . educational (J'lstters, ~ubmltted a brief to the 
premier of the province opposing the proposed bill on collective bargaining rlgh.ts 
for teachers. 'In that submission it argued against ,._the rf~~~ of teachers. t"J \ ....:.. . ' , . 
. strike, on the basis that an •innocent third party,· namely . the student,· would be 
negatively affected.· . Furtheimor~. th~y stated: 
.. :tor a teache~ to strike on salary ·· matters · Is for. him. to 
hold his inhOcent . pupils · · and their lam Illes to ransom, to 
use them ~ pawns in his econo~lc bargaining. Such behaviour 
', Is obylously unworthy of · every ·basic principle and Ideal of 
the teaching vocation •. (P.E.C.· Brief, December, 1972) 
-.. 
Shortly thereafter; the Pentecostal teachers themselves, through their elected 
' . 
., 
r:epresenta~lve, the Pentecostal Teachers' Fellowship (P.T.F.) Executive, began 1\ 
voicing similar concerns, 'and the church aff,iclals began adopting a IJlU~h lower 
. ' . . 
profile In such tllsc~.:~sslons. The first formal presentatlqn to the<~ Newfoundland 
. \ 
Teac~ers' Asso~latlon (N.T.A.) .?as mads by the P.T.F. Executive, on behalf of 
. . 
their teachers, In Decqmer~of )97-2. In thd\- .brfef, exception was taken to job -
• r\ -~· ; ·- . 
action · as an appropriate rilllans for- resolving Impasses Jot eight. baslc reasons: 
. . ' . 
\ 
(1) Such a~tlo.~ :was con.sldered regressl~n light of current t~lnkln~ on 
~~~our relatlonsi (r No one really .. wins In ,« ~trl'l~; (3) lnn~cent chlld~en 
would be the ones to suffer; (4) Educat)on was an · essential servlcei (5) Strikes 
- . . '-· . 
. . 
damage the status of the profession; (6) Teachers would not be good role .models 
if they engaged ~in such. activity; (7) Sc~lplurai principles prevented their 
• 
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4 
compliance with such action: and (8) ·Their church requested that fts members 
not participate In such activity (P.T.F. Brief, December, 1972). 
1 
This· effort seiina- to tiave . given th~ Pentecostals satisfactory accommo~ation 
. 
within the . Association, for In April, 1973, the t)I.T .A. adopted a resolution at 
. " 
Its annual convention which declared: 
. . 
'. 
,_. 
• •• a teacher who hofds religious or moral conv~c.tions that In conscience 
prohibit. him from partlclpatl_ng In a strike may pfraln from _participation 
or SUjlpOrt; ' ~ · 
PROVI.OEO . that · a teacher ~xempted · as · aforesaid shall not 
·voice an objection to 'suctt ~r!ke ,by poblll uttbrance ·. or 
~hrough ·8uCh · agencies . a.f ctrc~a[S. newspap~_televtslon, 
or tadio; , . ' · 
.. - > ' 
•• PROVIDED ALSO that the ·aforesai~ exemption· sttaU . f'!Ot appl~· 
to·· a ·teacher _who .refuses ·to participate In a ·strike · for any · 
reason · other - than ... as aforesaid stated · and specifically a · 
teacher· Is not ·e~e,npttltd viho may obje~ to a· strike for t~a J 
_reason that· strike a~lon Itself· or ·at any given time rs bad . 
policy or ~ad stra~'gy. (A9~ Minutes •. ,April 24-26,_. 1973) 
. •, 
, -. .. 
• 
• 
However, this policy ~as Jatar ··rescinded at the 1976 .cbnventlon of the .I 
. ' -
I . 
' ·.J.. . 
'> ' 
·,· 
. ' 
"· 
' ' 
i, · .; 
~~:~:-::_ 
. , 
. . . I ' 
~latiOn, by a vOle 01 51;:jlch· wo;' a caUSe for ~concern .~~ng the· 
Pentecpstals. In r~aotlon to that concer:n.. the president of the N.T.A., Mr. Lome 
. .· • . ,I . • . 
Wheeler, assured the Pentecostals that this· change In . policy did: . 
. - . . J-- ,'· . 
. ... not repre~ent a change In N.T .A. pql_lcy regarding thJa.\right 
of members to ~P.l out .of ~·strike on the basis _of rolfglqus 
or !11Qral convictions. Rat~er, ttle action recog_nlzed the · l~gal ' 
right of any mem~r to opt out of strike action for any 
_ re~son. (letter to B.T. Fradshar:n~ September 13, 1976) 
. . ., . . . . 
The previous "conscientious obJector" clause was, thus, represented as b'elng too 
-; 
restr,ptlva, and the ~escl~dlng of the 1973 resoltJ~fon was pres.ented as allowing 
-· . . . 
teachers to opt out of strike actlon for-ellher religious or n~n·_rellgtous reas.on~. 
• • J 
• - This lnterpretatl~n.. coming from the presld!3nt · of the AssoolaiiOn; gave the 
. ' \ 
Pentecosf~l teachers t~mporary reassurance, and the Issue was not raised apaln 
until 19~1, when the. possibility of another teacher strike arose. At that time 
)· , 
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5 
the Pentecostal .Teachers' Fellowship advised 'the Association that while they were 
, 
"supportive· of the N.T .A: position with regard to negotiations•, they al&o felt 
. ' 
o'2!1ged to_ .remind them of their position with respect to job action. Once again, ' 
through their ~ctlng presl~ent, Mr. Calvi~ Be_)ln, they ~elterated: 
. . . 
As professing Christians who tlellave In a fundamentalist"" 
statement of faith, we- cannot, In all honesty of conscJence, 
as· a group, participate In or support any strike or similar 
action take~ by our organization. (Letter ·to Brian Shqrtall, 
February 5, 1981) 
-· The N.T.A. responded by !fleeting Y{lth the Executive of the Pentecostal' 
, Teachers1 Fellowship to discuss \h~-· ra~1ficatlons of their ~speCtive positions, 
• I / • .-
.. . . / ' 
but no depnitlve results were realized. . 
.· 
.- , A sl~_llar. meeti~g w~· h;· in' .th, follo~lng school year, ~t- which tlnie Mr; 
Wayne Noseworthy, representing th~ Assorifatlon, stated that,· In his opinion, 
. . . . . . 
the position of the· -Pentecostals 'had not bee_n ad~quately presented within the 
~ 
Newfoundland Te~chers' ~oclatlon: ~\e tharifore suggested some .~IJ dlrectlo;_ 
from the ~en~ostals In the form . of a brief or resolution (P.:r.F. Minutes; 
. . . 
October 26, 1981). In January, his request was honored and another brief was 
submitted to the N.T.A. on obehalf of the Pentecostal teachers. This time an 
effort was made to en.unclate. precisely the ratTonale of the Pentecostal position, 
and for tlie ftTSt time It was Intimated that .the Issue went beyonci9 th t of just 
job action. . The following · e{cerpt:~ from that ·brief, Illustrates 
concern: 
.. 
. . 
·Any Issues that \viii weaken the partlctflar mandate o r 
Church has to _operate our schools cannot be supported by s 
· · as PQntepostal teachers. · We are .partl~ularty . wary of t e • 
N.T.A.'s position ·:on the Issue of •suitability elaua~·· e 
. also view with some alarm some N.T .A. statements that s em 
. . to. reflect · a prefer~ nee for a. non-denomln_atlonal .educatl nal 
· system, that Is, a. fully Integrated governmeftt-admJgls red 
- educational system. • 
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• 
In view of thJa. we bQUeve that the whoJ~ Issue goes much 
deeper than the surface Issue of strikes. Accordingly, we 
:wontfar If' we shouldn't be negqtlatlng with you on a position 
that would go beyond just a cOnscfentfous objector status. 
· · Particularly,• we are thinking of a separate bargaining ~nit. (P.T.F. Brief, January ·a; 1982) · f · 
6 
.. I 
In an atte~pt to clarify the Association's posltlon on these matters. Its 
executive secretary, Mr. William O'OrlscoiJ, met 'with the . P.T.F. Expcutlve on 
FebruarY 25, 1982 ....... He ass~red 'the Executive ·that the N.T .A. simply felt the . 
.. ;
. . -.. ' . 
'';) _ .... 
, 
. .... ~ 
-.. \
. . . ,.; 
suitability clause, .which allowed school boards to hire teache.rs who wer~ · I" . 
.. • • I • .. 
11sultable" ' to their respective philosophies, was too broad In scope. 
. . . 
·With 
regard to deno~lnatl~mal schooling, he noted. that official N.TA policy clearly 
. . . 
.. . , . . , . . . ~ 
d~_monstrated the Asaoclatlon's acceP,tance of th~ system, a[th(?ug11 some Individual 
member& might be oppo<ied 'to It (P.T.F.'Minutes, February 25, 1982). 
I • • • ' • 
During th~t same year the PentecOstals sought permission from the ASsoclatJon 
. .. 
I ' . 
to· att~'nd Its annual m~·eti~g as· observers, wlth .'the intent of galnin~ •n opportu~lty 
. . 
to address the matter on the convention floor. Although that ' request wa; denied, 
. . ,.,._. . .. 
~ 
the president of the P.T.F. did manage to attend through the courtesy of the 
- .. 
Exploit's v,uey ~~nch of the N.T .A, and ~as able to pla~_a ·resolution . before 
I 
the delegates stiggestlng that the previous . conscief.lllous objector ·.·clause be 
.. J 
> • 
reinstated. His resolution was. h~we~er~ rejected • tJY the majority at the meeting 
(NT A. Disciplinary Committee "rranscrfpts, Septeni~~ 23: 1983).. · t · 
·.Eventually, the c~nfrontat~on · which had. been dreaded by both parties 
~ ~ 
occurred. In 1983 'teachers . wlthdr~Yi selected services 'to protest .. unsatisfactory· 
•' .. 
contract negOtiations, and schools were subsequently closed. Yet, over 90% of 
the Pentecoptal teachers contlnu&d to. pr~vfde full services, and their schools 
· remafJl~d open th1oughout the dlsp~te. As would be. expected, considerable 
. frustration and tension was-experienced by both parties. 
. t: 
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7 
At this stage Jhe N.T .A. attempted to Invoke disciplinary action aga~st the 
Pentecostal teachers, charging them with •unprofessional con~"-anaer' Section 
' 16(9) of the Newfoundland· Teachers' Associallon Act (1974). These proceedings 
were halted whe~ an appeal a-~tsfnst the judgement of tl1e dlsclpllne committee 
was launch~ In the.Provln.clal distriCt court by Harold Andrews. -~ . 
' At the end of the court proceedings the judge ruled In favour of the appellant, 
- I -
stating: 
~ find _ _that the failure ~f th.e Appellant to withdraw selected 
services as ordered by .thG EXecutive :on April 4, 1983, Is not 
the sort of conduct contemplated In Section 16(9J of th'e 
N.T .A. A~..(1974) . The decision of the Dlsclpl~~ary Committee 
Is conltary to the evidence submitted tc:- me on this appeal. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Judge went on to note: 
.. 
As previously stated there undoubtedly should be a method 
whereby the AsSociation can deal with a member who falls to 
. can:y out an Executive decision but I find that Section '16(9) 
can~t be used to achieve that purpose. 
Having determined that the evidence cannot support a breach 
of Se.ctlon 16(9) It Is not neceesa,Y for me ·to deal with the 
other grounds or the · appeal. (Andrews' v. Newfoundland . 
Teachers' Association, 1984). 
- ~ . 
I 
\ 
This statement . led the - N.T .A. to begin woridng towards the establishment of a 
•' 
· ·-'* specific disciplinary procedure to . deaf · expressly ~lih teachers who re)used . to 
.-:,..-
• '· ' . • 0 
·comply with a duly authorized directive for withdrawal of seNlces. · . 
After the district court decision, the .N.T .A. made a proposal .that Pent~costal 
\ . 
. ' 
teache-rs be accommodated through 1J separate bargaining unit within the Association, 
and consequently a vote was conducted among the Pentecostals with two o~tlons \ 
providedi: 
... 
1. I wish to remain a member of the N.T.A. th_rough a separate 
bargaining unit, with the N.T.A. bel~g my bargaining agent 
...- !ltth the following understanding: 
. . 
.. 
• • I • ' f/f . : • t • : • ~ ..... "" 
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a. I ·agree to pay an amount to the N.T .A. equal to 
. 15/190 of my salary rnJnus an- amount equal to 
· strike pay and other atanaard deductions; ~.·i~ 
b. I understand the N:T.A will stop all disciplinary · 
8 
""' action against me .for my action last spring. · 
; ~.·- ' ·---' ./ ~ I WTsh to' exist. In a unlt_,completely separate\ from the 
. ~ N.TA (P.T.F. N~letter, March 7, 1984) 
( . . As a result of that vote, 79% of the Pentecostal teachers expressed a preference 
6 . • 
. · . 
for complete separation-from the Newfoundland Teachers' Association . 
· T11e president of the N.T.A. at thla time, Mr. Ray G~ulding, ~ponded to.~· 
' . lt /. . . . .,.\ , . 
this d~clslon .by e~resslng disappointment~ . and acknowledging that the Asso~iatfo~ 
" --,/ . . 
.r _: ...... _- ~ould halve to oppose lt. stating: 
(tt 
.. 
:.. ..~'1' 
I : 
' . • 
\ , 
.. 
. 
·. 
:: . . · 
:'•' 
~-·· 
. 
. · . .. 
' . 
' ,-~. 
il; 
. 
. 
< . . . . ···* . . . . . 
__.., ... the provincial . Executive has now decided to recommend to 
the 1984 · AGM (Annual Gen~ral Meeting) th~ N.T J\. ·resolutely 
and· vigorously oppose any attempts to amend the ·1973 
Newfoundland ·Teac~ers' (Collective Bargaining) Act to exclude 
t~e Penteco~l .teac~ers. : We can do no oth,t Jo allow that 
, collecttv&bargalnlng unit . to be splintered ialong any line, 
djnomlnatlonal or , otherwise, haS grave lmp{lcations for the · 
· . protection of all. 8,450 teacherS ·In this pr9v1nce. (Letter 
· . to .Ron Mosher • . March 7. 1984) - ·--
Several months later the N.'{'.A. fonnally withdrew its previous offer of 
accommodatl~n t~ro.u.Qb a separate bargaining unit. but expressed an Interest In 
. . 
the ~oncept ,. of a ·consclentlou~i-moral-rellglo!JS objector article for all teachers . 
~- . 
At thfs·:~91nt the Pentecostals rejected such .a·. suggestion · for. three reasons: 1) 
;; T . 
they want~d the ·lss~e addressed for 'them collectively, as . ~ groupi 2} they 
feared such'' aceo.mmodatlon could be re~clnded too easily at some future time, as 
. . , . ·. . . . . 
was the· prevtous. consclentklus objector clause; and 3) .the conditions attached 
to such a clause were unacceptable' to them (Ron Mosher, Letter to Ray Goulding, 
· oeto~r 1, 1984). 
· The loablllty of the two ~rtl~s-1a reach an agreement on an acceptable 
melhod for accommodating 'Pentecostal tead.ers within the 0!'11~..-t:g. 
1.!·. 
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9 \ 
process resulted In a request to the provincial government, by the: f:»entecostal 
Teachers' Fellowship, for a separate bargaining unit. To ·date, no definitive 
'"--......__ 
actions have transpired which might lead to th~ necessary legislative changes 
being made to grant that request. 
111. PURPOSE OF THE.STUDY 
The purpose of this s.tudy .was to examine the attitudes or Pentecosts teachers 
. 
In Newfoundland toward a varietY Of strategies for resolving Impasses I contract 
n~gotlatlons~.> d~term'in~ :~ their vleJm in this regard differed from tho. · ot their 
' • • ' I • I . : . 
non-Pentecostal· colleagues, and :attempt to account for :any ~bserve<:s differences. 
Since. t~e _Pentecostal 'teachers J,.;tm' t~~.ll." poslilon . art~~~ o4f -~, rellgfo~~ 
. . I ... 
pri~ciples, · . consideration _was ~l~e~ ·-to"'!.h·i.~; v~rlabl~, e~peclally In Its. r.ellltlOn 
' • 0 • • : · • , . ·.) ~;:i •: . . . .. . . . . · .. • . . ·,.P 
to the sy$ter'n . of denominational schooliffg • In which funding 'Is provided for . 
' I I 
. church-op_erate·d· schools by thE( p~ovlnclal government. Thirit- opinions · ot' both 
·Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal teachers were also'sought as to .how the Penteco~al 
./ 
position,' 'with respect to fob action, could be ~st . accommodated within the 
structure of collective bargaining as it presently exists In the province. _ 
It Is hoped that . the result~ of this study will lielp clarify the position : 
. ' 
of Penteco~tal teachers, and ·provide some direction for accommodating them within 
the .eess ~f collective bargaining. 
. \ 
. IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES 
. . 
Research Que~t!oos 
This stwly atfempted to address three general questions: 
. """' ~ ~ 
4' 
1. Are there differences be~e~n Pentecostal and non·Pentecosta~ teachers, w~ 
re;pect to ·preferred methods for resolv.lng lmp~es In coll~ctlve .blgalnlng? · · . 
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3. 
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I 
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• Are there varfablea, other than denominational alfl11atfon, which are relate~ 
to differences among_.!ea~h,!rs with respect .to ":,reierred .methods fo~ reso~ing 
Impasses In collective bargaining? 
What are the~vle Of Pentecostal aryd non-Pentecostal teachers With respect 
to ways of a modatlng Pentecostal teachers In the collective bargaining. 
1 
process? 
Hypotheses ' I I 
To examine these ~esearch questions, several hypotheses were tested. • I A/ 
I de.talled rationale for these hypotheses Is provided In Chapter If. . . .. . .. . ' 1 . (a) · Pentecostal . teachers are le~ likely than non-PentecoStal teacherS to 
~ : .· . ' \ 
support the more militant -bargaining strategies of partial or 'complete · 
. . 
_,__,....- . 
.  withdrawal of services, as appropriate ... means for · re~oMng . Impasses In 
collpCtlve bargaining . 
(b) There are no differences betWeen Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal 
teachers In their . suppq~ of the less militant bargaining strat~gles ·~ 
_of ~edlatfon and ~~ncl.llatfon, ~acf finding, binding arbitration, 
final offer arbitration, issue by lssue arbitration, Involvement In 
the political process, and the use of the med!a. as appropriate maims 
for resolving Impasses In collective bargaining. 
2. The attitudes of .teachers, both p~'ntecostal ·and .non-Pentecostal, towa~ds · 
. ' . . l . 
appropriate means for resolving. 1mpasses in colle~tlve bargaining 
will be related to variables other than denominational affiliation • 
.• 
(a) Male teachers will be more likely than female teach.ers to support the 
.. 
more militant bargaining strategies of partial and co~plate withdrawal 
' . 
of services. 
·. 
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3. 
(b) Secondary school teachers (7-12) will be 
school teachers (K-6) to support the more militant barga 
of ~attlaJ ".!)d complete withdrawal of ~ervlces. · 
t1 
(c) Classroom tea~hers will ~e more likely than principals and vice-principals 
' tC:> support the more militant bargaining strategies of partial and complete 
,c.-- -/~ 
· '~tbdrawal of services. 
"IIJ.:itl.?: 
(d) ~u~~rt for the ;,ore militant bargaining ,strategies of partial and 
~ 
complete withdr.awal of services will vary directly with teaching 
('(• 
certificate level, size of home town, size of school, and extent of 
J(nlon Involvement, but will vary Inversely with teaching experience, 
degree of Job satisfaction, extent to which teache" consider themselves 
' 
to be religious, the · Importance of the • chur~h to the teacheri and t~e . 
'. . . . 
--extent to which the teachers favour denominational schooling. ~· ;. " · 1 
Pentecostal teachers are more likely than non-Pentecostal teachers 'to 
support some form of separation from othar teachers, as Indicated by 
.-1 
Items APC 1, 2, and 5, and less likely to support such other measures 
as Indicated in items APC 4, 6, and 7. 
V. DEFINmON OF TERMS 
arbitration: A proce~nder which a. neutrai third . party, 'e lthe~ an 
lndividf or a panel. known as an arbitrator. hears both the 
' . 
I union and employer side ln....a labour dispute. a11d rend~rs a decision that may or may not be blndlng on both sides. 
' 
bargaining agent: The union organization that Is the exclusive representative 
of all employees In a bargaining !Jnlt. 
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binding 
arbitration: 
· collective 
bargaining: 
compulsory 
~rbitratlon: 
fact finding: 
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~ .( 
flnal offer. 
arbitration': · 
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12 
A group of ~mployees that· an employer has recognized and/or 
an admlnjstrative agency has certified as appropriat~ for 
representation by a union for purposes of collective bargaining. 
-
Arbitration which> ls not advisory but binding on both parties. 
The comprehensive negotiating ,process ~hlch · ·leads io a 
contract between labour and management on wages, hours, and 
·~ er 'conditions o_f e~ploy~~nt, a~ well as the ·subsequent 
~minis~raiion and interpretatl~n of the signed contraCt. 
. ' , 
.:-
\ .. 
; . 
A negotiating process whereby the parties In a labour dispute 
--are required by law. ·to submit It to arbitration by .a third 
party, and to receive . an award based on the judgem'ent of 
the'· arbit~tor. 
An Impartial review of the lsst.~es In a labour · dispute . by a 
specially appointed ~hird p~rtY. (the ''fact finder"), which 
• 
. . co·urd be a'n Individual or a panel. The fact flnd~r holds 
. . 
~earfngs ari~ submits a_repow·-Us~~IJY adv!sory In nature~ 
Sometimes called flnal offer selection,· this negotiating strategy 
. . 
.· 
.has an arbilrato; ·choo~e_9~e ·co~plete offer from' t.h~' disp~lng 
parties' flnal submlssfM$. 
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Impasse: 
( 
Issue by lSS!Je 
arbitration: 
--
( .__ 
) 
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... 
strike: 
) 
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13 
A condition that exi s_ts during labour-5nanagement negotiations 
when ~lther p~rty feels that...no further progress can be made 
~ard reachl~g a settlef'l~~t. - . . ; "' 
I • 
' 
A negotiating sl~egf whereby Individual items ~Tdlspute 
. 
can be referred to 
• 
~roposat. 
arbltratlo~. rather than a complete · contract 
' . 
0 ) 
-
Sometime; called conciliation, mediation r~rs tQ any attempt 
··' . -
by .af) Impartial third · pa_!W-.to.:;·hefp settle dlsputel> between • 
labour and man~ge+ Ttl~ ~~~~;~~as_ no power be_yo~r 
tha~ of suJgestlon and persuasion. ;: ~ . . ~ 
. . - .. \ . 
A mutual agreement among workers to a temporary work stoppage 
'-- . 
. 
In order to obtain or ·resist a chang~ In thel~orklng conditions. 
The ta~ •partial" ~trike is -sometimes used to · ref~r to a 
... . 
wilh'drawal of some, but"'ot all, services. 
• . . I 
• 
t 
,; Arbitration which Is mutuau/ agreed to by ~o parties, i~ 
. 
ttle absence of any leQ!ll or contractual requirements, and in 
which the partlas so concerned are regally· bound' by the 
doclslon(5) of\the arbitrator. 
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work to rule: Work slowdown In which all the formal work rules are so 
~ 
'· 
.. ... 
scrupulously obeyed 'that produc_tlvity suffers C0'!5iderably • 
·~ 
I 
VI. UMITATIONS OF THE; STUDY 
The following limitations· are recogolzed {:lS being inherent within the pre.se~t . 
stud~ .· 
1. This"" study Is limited In- that the participants may have had . difficulty in • · 
responding 'to some very personal, and Sei'\Sftive questions. The 'possibility Of 
... • • • , • • ... ... # 
t~actiets he~Jta~n~ ~o express radical Yie~~s:recognlz~d. · . .·.·  ··.: ·.-.... 
. . . ll J • " • 
Since ·the attitudes expressed. Jn this study. exist. In a 1,1nfque. system of public. ' · • . 
. . ... .. .. · . . . ... . . . · '· . . ·. ;_ . . . ·. . · .. . , , . - ' . 
education, In which the ·churches· ~av~· ·~lgnlficant control, cauti~)n. shouid be 
• # , 0 ,o 0 • 
• • ' .14 • • .. • •: • 
·. 
• 0 • • 0 
exerclse.d ln. 4)xtending the 1lridlngs beyonCf Its iinmediate context. 
. . .., .. . . ·, 
3.' · At the time of 'this study discussions w~re coAtinu1n~ q~ · thl~ probtem: It is 
4 • 0 .. • • • • 
. ~ : 
· .. 
. . . 
possible t~al futu.ra:__d.evelopments could tr~n~plre Y!'hlch • i lght ~Iter the . 
attitudes pr:esentfy b~ing ;expressed~ ... • 
' I • o o o 'o •~'!~ :, •: 
' ~ ... 
VII. -DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY • 
' .· . f~:: ... ~ , o 
The following factors are ·acknowf.edged ·as ·~elimYtations I~ the study! 
.... 
1. 
• , I 
... 
• f ~ .. :. 
·.· this 'lud¥; Is .. liml;ed· IO,, ~~~c~ers · pr~~enlly ·employed In 1~ .. PeniJcos.r. · 
' • .. I 
Integrated, and Roman C;tholrc school systems In the province of Newfoundland. 
,· \ 
.. 
·/ 
1· . .. 
~ 
If~ •' 
~ .... 
. ' . . 
~-
~-::.. . . - ·.., ·.. . 
Sub!!titute teaQhers, who are ~ · part· of tha present t>argatnrng unit, were not 
Included in the study. 
VIII. , ORGANIZATION. 0~ THE THESIS 
tl t /. • 
:· .. 
. . . . . . 
·. · This• Introductory. chapter has provided 'he background:. to ·the. study, stated 
, ·· . ' ' . '·. .. t .. : ·- " · ~ 
the purpose, pose~ s~me baste res~arch qu~stlons . and hypotheses, ,provided the 
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. 
necessary definition of terms, and ·acknoytledged the limitations of th.e study. 
\ I 
In 
~ . 
Chapter II, a review of the current literature related to collective bargaining In', . 
. 
education · Is given, with attention· directed towards various strategies for resolving 
' Impasses i~ the negotiating process. 
~ 
Chapter Ill presents a brief oveNiew of the . historical and 5~0sop'tiical 
... context In which this problem occurred; Chapter IV presen~~· the. methodoiogy used 
. - ' . . / . , . . -
lfl the conduct of tt)e research; while Chapter'· V ·presents the findings 9f thft 
. . . 
4 • • • • 
study.' · nie flnal ·chapter deals whh conclusions of the- study, provl~es 'a .summary ·.· 
. . . 
, 
. . . . ' ... . ~ 
·· of the th.esl~, !lnd ma!<es some recommertdatlons. 
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C~AII· 
REVIEW OF RELATED UTERATURE 
'• 
I. tNTRODUqtON . 
In • Canada the acceptanpe of the rights of 'teache~ to bargain eollectively In 
-· 
their pu"ult of satisfactory contracts Is . much more prevalent than In the· Uni~ed 
'. ·.· 
' States, wltti .nine of _the ten provinces providing full c91tectlve b~rgalnlng rl~hts 
.~. ' . . ".. .. - . 
for teache~. The tentt~- province, 'erttlsh ~olumbla;. allow& teachers to bar,9aln 
. . .. .. . ' . .. . . ' . 
only on monetary ftems, and· n·ot on terms or conditions of e{Tlployment (Sr:telgrove, ' 
. . . . . . . . .. . . ... 
. '1S86: •1.D-U). ·ay· c·ontrast, only 49% 'or ·the school districts In the United Smtes 
. . . .. : ' . ·. .. . . . . ~ . .. . . . . . ' . . ~ . . . . ·, 
· . repdrt~d <:11f8ctlvaly .f!e~otl~t~~ ~gr~~ments In 197~. Vi!' even that figure re~e~e~ts-
.. . . ·. ' . , . . ~ . 
a' signifleal\t . ln~rease, from ' 19 ~ eollect~e· agre.~ments reported in s~hools in ~ 1964. . . 
' • •'" -o o t f ' '\ f' I ' 
0 
° ~ 0 I I "t , , o ' \ 0 0 , 
.' . to over: '.1a;po~ : 1n· 1979 (Mitzel,· 1982; 297). This .comparison reflects one .area· ln 
' . :·· . . . .. . 
which . Canada has t~ken the lead. over Its American counterparts, with Its public' 
. ' . '\ , ... 
(t employees enjoying · the same rights unde.r provlncl.al legislation as1 employees 'In 
.. 
the prlva~e sector (Goldenberg, 1979: 254-255). 
t • • • 
• ,. 11.. • 
. · The growing trend of teacher lnvci1vement In makln.o contract demands closely 
. . 
parallels the experiences ·of the pubilc sector In general. Stinnett, KJelnmann, and 
. . ~~re .(~966: · 173--176) ·po~tulate th~t this drive for co;le~ive~on Is attri~utable 
to a number of ·factors: On~ c~ntral' _Influence w~ ·the rapid flow, events since 
I . , l 
\W~rld War 1~ · .• -;lch condltion~d th~ . Am~rlcan people to' ace~~~.- ~ew value~ _an~ 
mores, thus creating a ·more rec;eptl~e climate for public employees to gain recognJtlon. 
• '• ' I 
. . . 
Included .with ttils d~vetlpment was ~ substantial ll"!crease In the number of public 
• • I • 
employees, · ~aklng .them a potent . group on the political seen~ combined with lin 
• • •• ' I I') ' ' 
lncre~ing m~ve ·tow~rds..· urbanization; whlch:rrnade tht city popuiatlon 'the domlpant · 
~ . .. . . . . . 
group. Howe~er, .th~ re~ll~blg lnflue~ce. In the evolution of publl~ employe\ . -
rlg~ts ~as· a c~e~9a~d ·pub~ o~l~~on, eng~ndeie~·. by· the ··~aturp . ~f 'servlc~s· ~e~a~ded · • 
_,_• . 
I·' 
·. . 
. / . . 
, • . ·. 
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from those employees and the ·Increased degree· of competence· requlr~d of the~. 
. . ., . ( 
. . . . . 
Highly skilled technl~lans, economists, sclentls.ts. sociologists, computer specialists,- · .) 
. . . 
accountants, and many. Qther professional groups, 
' / 
were· needed to seive· a society 
that was becoming more and more ·complex. 
. ~ . 
) 
• • ' . . Other factors, highlighted . ~Y Snelgrove . (1986: 8-10), •merged with these to -
. - . .. . 
bring teachers Into the bargaining· arena. They lnc)uded an Increased effort by 
' · " 
unions to get ·educators Into their ranks, an Increasing recognition by teachers of 
. . i .. 
their economic potency, the deveiopmen~ of larger ' school systems, the movement 
. . . ' . .. 
tow~rds more democr~tlc. a~mln.lstratl~, bn~· u~l~n !=Oinpelltlon In JPGG~Ited St~tes. · · 
. ' . . ,. 
Consequently, collective bargaining . has become ll!rg~ly ac~epted- as a tegl~!ptate 
' 4, ' • • • / I 
negotiating P.rocess, b~t with' It has c~me ·a . noticeable · Increase In ·the use ·of 
0 • • , 
strikes and other strategies,· by teachers,-to realize their contract demands (Muir, 
. . . 
. . ... 
1976: 11). There Is evi~nce', howev.er, 'tftat such strategies ·are belrig used with 
g~er reluctance In recent years. In Ontario, for example, Selinger .(1980: 52· · 
. ,/ : . 
53) has documented ~ marl<ed c;tecrease 'in teacher ·militan~ with' •esppct \o t~e· 
"' 4t I ' ' 
Issue of collective !'egotiat!ons artd the use ·of . sanctions to enforce contract 
r ... 
demands. He reports a growing concem am~ng teachers related to the lnadeqt.~acles 
of an. adve~artal ap~roach to bargaining, and « desire tpr other s~clal mech~~:nlsms 
to replace lt • 
. I 
Flndrngs like ~hese · Jnevitably cause people t~ question the bargalnlnSJ pr.ocess. 
y 
The controversy ·over the relative merit(s)" of collective ·bargaining has been 
present from its ·earliest · Inception. 
. . 
. • I-
Critics argue that It falls to produce results, 
. .. 
. . ( 
and may actually operate as a deterrent to quality e~ucatlon. Priest (1984: 9), far 
• • I 
I ' (' -. • . ,.. • ' ' 
example, develops this 'themt:r when he claims .th~t ,collective batgalnl~g "pr~~tes . 
. • . • • • • . It,. . 
a'dv~rsarlal positions ·between groups, stifles lnnovailo!1, spawn~ 'hostility, misrepresentS • · 
. .. . . . . ·. . 
• iaCts, and · often ends In a manipulative struggle for power. Advd~tes of th~ ·· 
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.:- ' . . 
process, on. the other hand, cont~{l~ that It Is reforming the schoois, making them 
' a · better place f~ bot~ students and t~achers. . Knott (1984: 20) claims that' even 
. . . . , .... 
. . 
the traditional acfyersary perspective can have a positive effect. given the •mutuality 
• 
o,f Interest" between teachers and therr employers. . 
. ' 
. . 
Both sides of this debate were presented two d~cad~s ago by Myron Ueberman 
. . . 
. (1965: ·334-353}, and ll"le has changed since then except the spo)<~spersons. It 
has ·been elaborated more recently by WAters like Stephen Bailey (1981: lx), \vho 
declares: 
' . 
. , .. ... 
p .. few Issues In . the. field of American education have be.en · 
more controversial I~ th~ p~t two decades 'than the .iise ·of 
teachers! unions • . Struggles over appropriate bargaining agents, 
. what lsaues are· negotiable, grievance ·procedures, the right tu· 
:. strike; and .even .the urider1ylng compatJblllty · o' unions and 
the • educating ptOfeSSIOnS , have • dlv(ded' f8CUJty, • Outraged . I 
administrators,. politicized schools and colleges, entangl.ed t~ 
courts, and roiled public opfnlqn. . 
.... ... . ' . . . 
1 f) • • • • • 
Yet, de$plte the difficulties, collective bargaining Is o.enerally viewed as a necessary 
' 
process In providing public employees wfth equal representation. As such, It has 
. i • ·· Qecome firmly · entrenched as ~ fundamental right In Canadian· society. 
II. PtJ~UC VERSUS PRIVATE SECTOR BARGA~NING . . . 
. ' 
Collective bargQinlng has mushroomed In the public secror to Include a large 
. ' . - . 
· rpilorlty of public servfce. employees. RobGrtson (In Th(,)mpson and Swimmer, 1984: 
. . '· . . -------
. xlll) claims this has Improved the relative Income positions .of public servants, 
. . . 
teachers., nurses, pbllce officers, and others who work to serve th,· pa.nadlan 
... ' , - - · . 
' . . . I 
people. However, turbulent economic conditions have led to frequent suggestions 
. ~ ~ 
. ,. 
· that t~e ri_ghta e~erci~Bd by employee! In the public ··s:erAce should ~ curtall~d to· · 
' I • • • ' 
protect tt:t~ l~terests of t~e general population. . . 
. . . . ..... t, 
.. Such ·~suggestl~ns imply a d!ffa'rent ·~proach for public •sector bargaining, 
# . 
whfch has prompted some writers to lnvest,gate the· differences between the two 
· y 
.. 
.. 
I . ':. 
\ 
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groups. Retslnas (1982! 354-355) emphasizes that. while put;»llc sectdr bargaining 
- p-'\ .. usually adopts the private sector . mod;l, · ·wtth ~e same terms and procedures, 
( 
.. 
. ' 
\ 
I 
·! 
t: 
t' 
,I 
· I 
.. 
, 
( ' l 0 0 ~}~. · .... I.· .. . 
. ' ~ 
/ 
there Is a· distinct difference between the two groups. In 'th~ p~vate sector, 
labour and management bargain on a fiscal basis, with the key factors being the 
corporation's -ability to pay. The goal of the pri~ate enterprise Is to maximize 
i 
profits, and by using various· measures of productivity management can evaluate 
. the "worth" of labour. If costs are judged exce~1$e, r.nanag~ment can shift t~ a 
• 
. ' 
__ ,cheaper labour market .or change to a more lucrative endefvour. 
Public sector bargaining also negotiates In fiscal terms, with a key question 
, . 
bel'ng government's ability to pay, but (here Is no profit motif wl,ereby performance 
• 0 • 
can' be judged. In . a~~ltlo~! public . service employees· bargain on poiiU,cal term~1 ~ 
• •• • t • 
with IJ fu~daf!!ent~l questlpn also belnQ government's willingness to pay, especially 
8s the need for revenue outstrips the wllllng~ess of the populace · to pay lncre~ed' 
. . -~ ~-
levies when there fs greatet competition for the govefrlment dollar. 
. . 
Goldenberg (1973: 27) confirms a~other maj~r peculiarity of public s"rylce 
bargaining as s,teavmlng from tHe fact that the government Is th!3 emplov,~r:-
• • • 4 
. ' ~ . : . 
A government, by virtue of l~s legislative and executlve 
functions, Its obligation to protect the public purse and to 
~nsure. the provision of essential services, Is clearly a very 
· different kind of employer than one finds In the private sector. 
In such • . ..;,~tionshlp~ piiw •. ~~~. ~mployer, . .;.n: ··~ua;l; l~glslate ion end to · 
the dispute. , Furtherm~here .Is an unavoidable, conmct of Interest Inherent In 
, . 
. the system since gpve~ment, which Is Itself party ·to a particular labour dispute, 
admlnlste·rs the ms,chlnery for conciliation or arbl.tratlon. 
0 0 
E~wards j1977: 4) brings another. signlffcant difference between 'J>ubllc· and 
private sector bargaining to our attention, related to job . ~ctlon and Its effect •on 
the gene~al p~bllc: 
l 
-- • 9 
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l) 
Many 'government semoes are monopoly services and when 
there Is a strike those services are denied to the. public. 
-~ Within a relatively, short period of time ~here are P!Jbllc 
/ demands for a cessation of the strike and either a legislated 
settlement or an Introduction of leglslatlon to remove the 
rlgf:lt to strike perman'!!11y from' rubllc employees where a 
denial of these seNices would up~e the public. . . 
20 
. It Is factors ll\9 these whl.ch have limited the growth of collective barg,ainkl~ 
among teachers In the United States, and. have Ia~ some writers to argue against' 
.. 
public sector bargaining laws ~cause they have been wrongly patterned after the 
. ' . Industrial model. Neal (1985: 91-92) contends the two sectors are just not comparable, 
repeating some of !he eartler arguments:. 
' . ·" (' . 
Where~ the private ·sector Is essentially a private economic; 
ma\ter betvieen · producer. and specific consum,rs, government 
Is . essentially a ·public political matter between th!! goverriment · 
. and citizens generally. Additionally, many government services 
are humane in ~J'iture, whe.reas most private enteQ)rfse. Is 
·• based on mutual gain. 'This fundamental' Incomparability of 
the private and public. sectors Is the basi~ for all .of the 
many sp"clfic. reasons tffat lndustrlaf labor-management 
·collectl'-:e bargaining. cannot be transferred successfully to 
the public sector. 
MY.ron Uebertnan (1965: 334-353), a one time candidate for the presidency of 
. 
lhe 'Amerl~n. Federation of Teachers, r~cted these~ arguments, claiming that such 
bajpalnl~g .~ .teachers . ~~~ not mea~ . loss of discretionary powers by the school 
. -..... ./ . 
boards. Neither .did the facts ·support .~ny ·favoura~le advantages experienced by 
public service employ~es. I~ addltl~n, although gove'mment • v.:as not motivated by . 
_profit, school. administrators: _had to contend with pressures to reduce costs just · 
• 
like any Qther busln,ss executive. Ueberman concluded that collective bargaining 
was definitely not unprofesstonal, and it was an appropriate procedure for teaChirs 
to adopt In negotiations. 
However, In a surprlsin{t twist of events, Ueberman (1979: 415-4,9)' later 
rejects~ these ~ewpofnta and· began arguing strongly against them. . His new 
perspective was taken upon consl~eratlon of the political advantages· enjoyed by · " 
'I 
·' ' . .. · ·~;i.:,,:·:·\,' :: :· .. ·. :.:· ... . • ·. ·~·. ·· ..... :.·: 
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teachers, especially when public management u~ually had le$S Incentive than 
private management to resist union demands. Combined with ttlfs were · several 
other Influencing· factors, such as the employer's financial situation being known 
I • .. • t • 
to the . union, th~re ~lng very ilttle obligation of loya,lty to the employer, the 
I 
.. 
• 
school system's Inability to move ·physically, and the existence of certain due · 
processes for teach~ rs even In the absence of a collective agreement. Within his . 
new foc.jnd philosophy Ueberman.. began to declare that teacher representational 
" 
.. 
I 
~ rights should be reduced co~slderably. 
.. 
.,, 
.. . ·: . 
Ill. IMPACT OF COLLECnVE BARGAINING 9N EDUCATION 
'\ 
C~llectlve barga!nJ..ng Is rapidly coming of age and becom.lng . the subject of 
extensive research in tt:te social sciences. The evidence gleaned ·to date Is limited, 
but ther~~s\. a / spirit of . ~nqul~ ,prompting many researchers to lnv~stlgate t~e 
Impact which the bargaining process Is havlflg on education~ Sometimes the results 
'or that research are S\.lrprfslng. At other times they a;e predictable/ General!~, l . 
. ~ 
however, the Impact of collecthie bargaining on education 'can be <;Qnsldered In 
.. 
~erms of the effect on teachers, on ·students, and on school governance. 
Teachers 
The absqlute wage gain for unionized ' teachers In the United States has ·been 
• I' ! . 
relatively small, when compared to that of non-unionized teachers-, with most 
. . 
_. . -
. studies rep5>rtlng frC!Im one to flye percent lr:tcreases (Mitzel, 1982: 304). Hall and 
Carroll (1973: 840) found that· teacher bargaining organizations did Increase salaries, . .. 
~ . 
but the magnitude of ' l!icre~es .!as very· r:ntnor. Zabrfs~le (1980: 38. 1.15) cont.ene1s 
. 
that teacher wages have not risen faster In negotiating jurisdictions .with collect~ve 
' .. . ...... 
. . 
. , 
bargaining legislation than In those where teachers do not have such provisions. 
' 
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• In his own• study, Zabriskie also found that the legal right. to strike had not 
reaulte_,9 In slgnlfl~nt ~ In wages and benefl_ts. among P~nn.syfvanla teac~ers . 
_Zuelke an~_.Ec.ohrereh-(1977: 86) m~de . the surprising discovery ~t among small 
. ---
and Intermediate sized school districts In ~sconsln, collective negotiations actually 
..)ad a ·negative effect on teacher sa~es. However, these seem to be exceptions 
.. 
- to the ge':leral rule since, as Upsky and ~rot~l.?.g (1976: 450) have demo~trated, 
the Initial effect of cqllectlve barQalnlng on teacher salaries has been 7 slight 
Increase In wages, but the Increase Is usually _fess.than three percent. 
.. , . . . 
. . 
Upsky .{1982:r 36) also warns that such findings can be misleading. becau.se 
they fall to account for .. spill over" eff~cts. whereby the sal~ries of teachers ~h9 
.,. 
are not organized to b~rgafn are higher because of the ga!ns realized. by · bargalnl~g · 
teachers: . · He add'\ that other factorS m~t· also be tak~n Into· account when 
\ ' 
analyzing such data. These Include the nature of the teacher labour mari<et, the-- .. -
. 
, . '. ' 
surplus of teachers during th~ 1970s, the structure of colle~lve bargaining tn 
... 
~ducatlon, and the gener81 lnf!_uepe'e of publl~ po_!!9les. In concluding his comments 
-
' he concurs that the bargaining effects have not been nearly as large as some 
' . 
feared, and others hoped, they would tum out to be • 
rn addition to the direct benefits sought In contract talks, teachers have 
. -
also tumed their bargaining efforts to · wori<load isSues, encompassing Items like 
class size 41nd ~ 'clearer definition of duties. Flango (1976: 133) provides one 
exam,le of how collective negotiations wpre found to have a dramatic effect on 
th~ pupil-teacher ratio In elementary scho~ls. According to Mitzel {1982: 3Q§), 
' I 
. . 
the most dlscemlble changes resuftlng from this focus have been with respect to 
the llmlt~tlon of duties and responsl~llitles of teachers. More and more eont~cts 
are lncluetlng•--speclfJed teacher preparation time, duty·fr~e lunch periods.- and . · 
re~g~ of extra-curricular demands. .Snelgrove (1986: 41~) Illustrates 'this'· 
• 
t· , 
• • ~·. • ', • ' • ' : •, 1 . • • ;t • ... ' · ' ;, ... •. • • • · .. ' 
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trend In Canada, usmg spec~flc. examples, and speculates that teachers will become 
Increasingly concerned w~ such Items In future contract negotiations. 
Students 
· Research. i~ almost non-existent on the effect collective bargaining by teachers 
has had on stt6ents. This may be. explained by the fact that such effects are 
· ~ral byproduct&_ of. negotiation~, rather th.an a central cc:'mponent of the process. 
It might also be that negotiators are so concerned with the Immediate problems at 
• 4 • -( 
hand that they fail to see the overall effect of their declslo' on the educational 
system. MeDon net and Pascal are not sat.lsfied with ~uch ~l:».lanatlo~s. altho~g~ 
:- ... 
• • # 
they . do recognize _the complex task Jnvqlv~~ ·In linking bargaining outcomes ... to 
· student achleyement: 
\ . 
Students experience the effects of bargaining only Indirectly 
and ~ccaslor:~ally. They may. attend somewhaf smaller classes, , 
~ut ·for fewer hours per day and fewer days per year. Rising 
personnel costs may result In l'ess supplementary learning 
resourceS for students, ,tiut at the same time teachers may be 
. hap.Pier and aides and specialists more plentiful. · Ah older 
and more highly credentialed teacher force may mean more 
expertise In Instruction, but perhaps less flexibility and 
energy. How any of these consequences of cqllectlve bargaining 
·Influence the rate of learning or . other student Interests-
remains largely unknown. (In Et;>erts and Stone, 1984: 42) 
. .--. 
According to Mitzel · (1982: 305)~ . collective bargaining would be expected to 
i~pact upon the age;-, sex, education, and experiEmce of teachers .through .sar~.rv · 
structure changes· and' the growing Importance of seniority. Consequently, It woul~ 
· be reasonable to expect an . older, more educate~, more experienced, . and· more 
· expensive teaching staff. Such teact)ers should, In tum, lead to hi~ pupil 
!'If 
achievement. ,. <· 
There have been more specific tlndlngs on the effect of teacher strikes on 
. . 
students. Caldwell and Moskalskl (1981.: 3-141 summarize several ~dies done In 
'· . 
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........... 
this regard. l'hey report that In Ontario the ·Department of Education (1980) 
- . 
carried out a study which concluded· that students with striking teachers experienced · 
a d'eterioretlon 'In the student-teacher relationship, as they saw their teachers 
primarily concerned about money- and their own welfare. That same study also 
. ~ 
found the number. of students dropping out of school to have Increased significantly 
during, and Immediately following, a strike. They further report Hashwltll's study 
· (1977), wh.lch revealed that students In cities that had experienced strikes had 
poorer attitudes toward teachers, and felt the school system had less concern for 
their needs. Caldwell and' Moskalskl's own conclusion was that there was a negative 
effect -o~ .. stu1~n~ a~~levem_e~t in the first' ~? ·_years ~allowing a strike, but · n~ 
luting effects remained after three years. Hctgler and Thomp~ (1985: 460) cite 
- . ar:~other study showing that students attending s~hool In districts without a strike 
' . . 
had a more positive , attitude towird learning, · and fert their paren~. had more 
Interest In and greater support for the school, than students In 'striking districts. 
- -
. . 
Crisci and Lulow (1985: 197) examined the Impact of teacher strikes and the 
... \.... 
resulting loss of Instructional time on student achievement In reading and mathematics. 
They fo~nd the reading and m-'ematlcs achleveme.nt of studen~ ·fn dl~trfcts wit~ 
long strikes to be slgnlflpantfy lower than those In districts with short strikes. · 
. 
However, · they emphasize that additional research ,Is necessary before any firm 
- concluslo"s can· be drawn. 
' 
r 
School Governance 
fn addition to addressing contract Issues, collective barg~lnlng also pr?vldes , , <'. 
tea~!lers with th~ opportunity to voice t~~lr--~plnlo'ns on a wide range of school 
• 
related matters. At the root of the collectlv~ bargaining philosophy Is the concept 
· . of allowing employee~ to participate I~ . the making and lnterp~etrng of the rules 
·~ 
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by which they work. This principle then lnfluen.ces school board decision-making 
and policy development. 
In the early 1970s, Perry and Wildman (1970: 186-189) Indicated that such an 
opportunity had not yet resulted in any radical restrucluring of traditional control 
patterns affecting school district policy or Its Implementation. However, they do 
acknowledge th~tlal In the bargaining process to allow ever lncre~slng 
teacher lnvolvei'Tfent In these areas. More· recently, Cresswell and Murp,hy (~960: 
386-387) have generalized that the governance of schools has ·been strongly Influenced 
·'' by a multilateral bargaining system, the Introduction of new participants Into 
scl;\ool decision-making, · official Influence from outside bodies, the broadening--
scope of . Issues falling lntQ., bargaining talks, and the changing nature of manage'rfal 
control. Other writers have agreed, stating: 
Collective . bargaining ·does impose rules that diminish the 
scope of management's ·unilateral decision-making authority. 
There are tendencies to formalize ' and centralize, to create 
more written policy and more careful organizational planning 
that considers the Impacts of the labor contract. The number 
of ad hoc decisions tends to be reduced. Staff specialization 
and expertise ·in labor relations grow. (Mitchell, Kerchner. 
Erck and Pryor. 1981: .151) 
I 
A year long study of the effects of collective bargaining on the p.ubllc schools of · · 
.. · 
. • r 
New York ar:td Michigan. concurred w'ith this generalization, reporting that such ., 
bargaining · gave teachers a greater voice In decision-making at the district level, 
> • • ') 
thus giving them a higher degree of .meaningful l~volvement In the educational 
. . 
system (~Study of", 1983: 3o) . 
-
"-. 
When collective 
IV. IMPASSE ~ROCEDU~-- • 
bargal~urs In -! democratlc __ ~nner, total agreement 
. betw_~en the parties Involved, on all Issues, will probably never./ achieved. If 
the ' tUsagreemenis ate so strong that either o~ bOth parties rnounce that It . Is · 
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Impossible to reach agreement at the bargaining table, and refuse to continue 
discussions, an Impasse Is said to exist. Becker (1976: 319) claims that such a 
.l 
condition Is a oriels which amounts to an announcement that the process ?' 
C{)llectlve bargaining Is not an effective means for reaching an agreement on 
relevant Issues. Most practitioners, however, reject this claim. 
In· theory, an Impasse may be triggered by either party, but In practice It 
tends to be a tactic of the employee orgdnlzatlon. Becker (1975: 31~20) suggests 
. 
that the employer. can afford to continue negotiations indefinitely, but the employees' 
organiZation ·wants and 'na~ gretment aS soon as possible. .·Consequently, 
the Impasse may be eltheJ the lne I able result of endless hours of bargaining 
without reac~lng ~n agreement or a matter of strat'e'gy to apply pressure on th~ \ 
em~loyer ,..In an attempt to prodw;:e a dltlonal cOncessions. 
There are ·various meChanisms for dealing with an Impasse. The parties may 
lnsl~t on a strike. or ·.lo.ckoLt. They may appe.~f for outside help from a neutral 
third party that either attempts to help the negotiators move towards an agreement 
, . 
or, In some Instances, sets th~ ten:!!s of agreement on which the parties themselves 
/ \... . . 
were unable to reach a settlement. In more extreme cases the government or the 
. courts may ln~er.tena and bring about some kind of legislated settlement. Cresswell 
. . I . 
and Murphy (1980: 344) Indicate. that In the United States the private sector has 
retied heavily on ~oluntaiy so~utlons and 'the s~rlke, whereas the public S'edo~ has 
. 
~epanded more on mediated ~r adju~lcated solutions. This tenden·oy :has been 
. ' 
attributed largely to Am~rioan· restrictions on th~u~Je of strlk~s In the 'Public 
sector. In Canada, where public lli'hployees enjoy much greater freedom In collective 
bargalnln.g, 'this dlstlnctfon does not appty so readily • 
? • 
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Mediation and Conciliation 
Mediation Is a non·judlclal attempt by one or more outside parties to help 
. : . . 
unions and management resolve their differences . .,~ Usually it Is the flrst step In 
resolving an impasse. It can be considered as a difect extension of the collective 
bargaining process, sin~e any settlement reached through this . means must ge 
mutually agreed upon by ~ the parties. Cresswell and Murphy · (1980: 365) use 
tlaurice Trotta's d~rnitlon of a "mediator" as: 
• . . .. a dis I terested third-party, usually a government employee, 
who hel s to settle disputes Involving the terms and condltlon;J 
'\ . .- . 
·of a c lectlve .bargaining agreement.. He Is assigned ~nd paid 
by the state . or federal agency by which he Is _!tmpt.~yed. He 
Is not selected by the parties. The mediator readers no final 
and binding .decision. He merely suggests solutions. 
This concurs witb Myron Ueberman's definition of mediation as "an attempt bV an 
·--
Impartial third party to help in<;~ve thebargalnlng forward or to settle an employment 
• ,. • • _, 0 • 0 • 
dispute bf means of suggestion, advice or o.thQr ways of $tlmulatlng agreement 
short of dictating an u"ltlmate solution" (Ueberman, 1979: 215). 
lpe terms ·mediation ancl conciliation are synonymous today, but there has 
traditionally been a subtle distinction petween the two. Conciliation '(las considered 
as the· less active term,· and tech"nlcally referred '0efforts to bring the parties 
c 
together so that they could resolve their .P!oblems themselves. Mediation, h~wever,'­
implled that an active effort would be made . to help the . parties reach agreement 
by clarifying Issues; asking qu~stlo~s. and ~ making specific .proposals. In recent : 
.... . . ; :·- . 
years this distinction has disappeared and fue two terms· are used interchangeably 
•. 
. . 
) 
~-· 
.. . . \ 
-~· 
... 
,.~;~·;;. \ • 4 
-~~:: .·~,-~-~. · - ~ ·:'_ .:. :~ . . 
(Shafritz, 1980: 208). 
More recentlyi~ new twist has been Introduced to ' the collective bargaining ., 
process with the development of "preventive mediation• •. Whereas lfadltional 
. ~ 
mediation • Is us-ed to eff~ct ~ontract settlement, when negotiations are about to 
.break down, preventive mediation occuts during the life .of a contract and emphasizes 
l •. 
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the pRitleJ' retatlonshlps, thus !imlng at sHeeting negotiations Indirectly. ? The 
, process of p~even~lve 1'\l~dlatlon e~nters on Individual~ .a~d _comm~nlcatlons, almln\ 
.to c~ange the. attltusfes of parties· who are hostile, ~amine. the assumptions ·of 
. 
each party In-terms of behaviour and attitude, and clarify and explore the values 
• • 
•·. q • 
· tnat each party· possesses. .As a general . thrust, It seeks to remove misunderstanding 
:ihat .;.,. Intrude. upo~ an empi~y.er:;~p~oye& o\1~i1ons~ll' a.nd .-cbiersely ?e 
•. · th~lr •blllty to. negotiate. ·a contra<:~ (Marqofle, 1982: ~l?·121). ·' , . : .• • . · 
· To ·bfj :effective the mediator must maintain ,a strong belief Jn the valUes and . 
•• ' • I • • ~ . • • • • • 
. str~·~g~hs of. the 'ltectlve bargalnln~ pro~ess, and r~~~gnlz~ t~at,:h.~ I~ a.' ~~iVa~t · 
.. of the public th;t employs · him. as ·y.'~ll as a s.erv~nt of. the P~.rtl~s .wltf\'~hom' he 
. . ' . .. 
~ ' .: ... . · ~,-~ 
• . ·• . •; I ':'j 
• .. . I' 
--
-i . 
. ' 
• I • , . , ,._ ··· ·' 
.. 'works. · . t-;t ls function Is to assist, not sCJpplant, the parties and the process. ... . 
... . ' 
,,. . ~ . - . 
·'Simkin {197~: 31) warn's that the mediator who attempts to create ·the • lmp~essfon 
I ) 
that he Is the, most Important person , at .the barg~lnl.ng table Js of. no · help to 
. , , 
anybody. ! 
. ' l 
. .. ... . 
·•· ... ' 
Robins (1972: 325-326) sumi!Jarlzed .the mediator's skills ~9 Jdenti'fylng the 
' , ,, . ... 
. decfslon•make'rs, n~rrowi~{U,~, gap' betv.:een th~. parties, eam;ng ~heir confJdence, 
. rnalntarnlng communrcatrons at' vario_u~: ,revttls, se"ttlng a balanced · pace, getting 
, . . . 
so~e ! u'~d~rstandfng of· the esoteric languag~ of the negotiations, and 'keeping 
;-~ 
~ . . 
~~v~men~·-going •. whit~ develp~ Cl:d achlevln~ . a mutual ~Ill a~d p~~h 10 settl~. 
Simmons (1976: 2-3) ~ emphaslz~at the mediator .must have a fairly high degree 
~f . ~-c~pt~bti~·~ by th~ partlt!~(lo .. the ~lspufe, and he must ~ regarded ~s genul~ely' 
. . .. 
lnt~rested 'in · .t~e · J:'l."ob(sm at hand, bel.ng bo~h sympathetiG and patient In his · 
I • ' " ,. 
• • • • 0 • • .. • • 
approact).' Yet, as Simkin. (1971 : 32)·1'C:autlonS', at some pcfnt the mediator may be 
• t ~ (:-.1 • f , 
required to state cteaify · the differences between the des·lrable and the attainable .. 
·- • a • \ ' ,. I •8 " • • • 
on· some Issues he ma~ eyen be required to advise capitulation, bUt throughout all 
' . . .. . . . 
of his Involvement he must remain court~ous .and diplomatic. , 
•. 
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-\.. ~ 
While thera may be occasions when Joint mediation Is deslr-al)le, In most . , 
cases a slngte . mediat~r deals with the dlspiJtlng parties, In both their separate 
' 
and Joint meetings. The mediator m~y ~ talk separately, and confldentl$tfy, ~Itt} 
. '1 • t'l~ 
. 'both parties, . but he will ' always encourage them to .. make their r~spectlve positions 
.A • • \ ~ 0 • • 
. \ 
. known; or he may make ··a proposal himself. 
,. . - ~ .. 
AnotHer · Important fact Is presented · by .Bel}t and Reeves (1978: 245), when 
.. .. ::) . 
.. ,
. • = . \ 
. they. (IOta tha~ a · medlat9r CQntlnues to function only as.' long : a~ ~both parties · 
·~·gree to hi~ pre~enc;" :. He wlthdra~ fr~m the case·.'lf (1) an ~gree~e~t Is .rea~h·~d. ·.· .• )It .. .. .  :.: 
. ' 
... . 
) . . . . 
.. . . (2) . one .of the two pa'rtles requests ·pis departure, {3) th4tt ... agreed . upon· t ime coryle~ :·. ·· 
. ·. · .. ' - .. . ~ . ~ : .~· f~r ~~o~het . s(ep. In the proc~dure, .such as arbltratio~.~r (~) he feels his acc~ptabiUty ., .. ~ 
.,. 
· or. ~~~~iveness Is exh~~sted • .. .. · , . : , 
.A~~-1 
. ' 
. . 
. . . 
· In· an e~~rimental study conduCted by the State University ort'New Vorl<, 
'· . \ . . . . 
Prultt_.,and Johnsbn (1970: 246) found !l:u;.pt)rt tnr the hypothesis: that a third par_ty · 
. ,. ~ . 
·can effect~vety stimulate . cortcesslons from ·. bvth pi~s by ~uggesting eqult,ble 
• ~ • 0 ~ 
; · ." sol~tions. The~· ~pclus'lon ~as that this res~ltea fro~ fhe . '!';dlstor', ·providing a 
means -~~ereby negotlato~ cou1d make cc;»ncesslan~' .;;itho.ut percet~lng . thems~lves . 
. . 
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as· being. weak. Such a face-savll'\9 . device allowed the negotiators to shift blame 
. . . . \ . . 
for 'their. ~'w~ conc~sslons Ol)t~ the medlato~. . ' . ' . 
\,' . · .. .. 
It Is ~ecessa,Y to ~e~o.niie tha\ medla~ion · can be a timely ~.an~ vlat!lle. tool 
In ~ont~nulng\ ~- ·stall~d ~olrectlve · .bargaining .process. Its " effec{lv~ness ·may be 
• • .. ' .. .. ""'- ( • • 6 •• 
dlff!culf to judge\ accutetgly, blit it appears· that ~ skillful mediator can, «ccordirlg · . 
. . . . ' 
to Fuller: ' · \ ; . . " .. . 
., ! I ~ 
.•. speed. the· KEfgo\latlons, reduc~ _the llkelill!lod of miscalculation,/ 
~ and ~nerahy help 'the parties reach a souoder agreement, an 
adjustment o(.t~elr .'·dlv{3rgent valuat~ons that' ·will produ~e 
something ll.ke .an optlmu.m. yle.ld of th~ · g~lns of reclprocl~ 1. (BI~nbaum, 198~~ 1.16). .• .. • · . I' . 
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t .. • • 
There Is, then, a geheral consensus by ei<perts that mediation Is .the stage at 
which 
. 
most Impasses are ·resolved (Bimbaum, 1980: 117; Bent and Reeve:~. 1978: . 
,. . . . . ( . " . . · 
' Its· general acceptance as the most d~slrable and the most favoured of 
. ... . 
243) • 
Intervention techniques ~es!s In its function as a s~rvant of the parties, with ~he 
mediator wedded to the concept of voluntarv agreement and, thus, to free collective· 
.... . • , I 
,, : bargaining. 
. ' 
EaC? Anding 
In · some jtlrlsdlctlo':J.s, fact finding Is the step Jn· -the - impasse proceSs · ~1"\at, 
' ·. 
' 
. follqws unsu9cessfu( medlatlo_n , attemJ?ts. Fact flr;'~lng Is· deflned ·as a prQcess 
• ~ • • ' I I : 
: whereby a neutra.l 'or a paf'o/ of neutrals Is charged wit~ t~e· resporislbllity for 
" o ' .t ' o • o' I 
hearing the argumentS of both partt.Bs In a ~ labour disptrte, collecting relevant 
• • • • • · .~ • • • : • r • • • . ' ,_ • , 
~ofOI'J!1atlon, and Jss,ulng a report based on the "facts" discovered. l_!ke mediation, 
the recommendations of the fact finder are adv~sory only, and not binding _,o~ 
either · party. lt.· Is unlike mediation In that It Is ,a rather fo~aJ· process ~hlch 
. . 
occurs In a. ~uast·judiC'iiil setting, with Its report usually. being made public at the 
~ end of the· hear1n9.!_ (Bimba~m. 1980: · 1 t.7J. Many statutes requirln~ fact finding 
·:also mandate· that strikes and lockouts be pr-ohibited during the fact finding 
. . 
,. . 
procedures and· for a stipulated period following the Issuance of the fact finder's 
,.... 
report. 
Ke~rneY. (~98_4: 254) briefly · summarizes ~he literature on public Impasse 
procedure!! which labels the term "fact finder" a misnomer, conjuring up false 
. . ... - ' -
notions of precision, objectivity, and virtue. He quotes McKelvey, who e~lalns: 
I .- . . 
Although the 'name of the game' Is fact flf'dlng, ... the sport 
· Itself . has little to do with fact41ndlng fn the literal sense of 
determlnlf!i obj~Ctlve facts. through ttte judlclat processes of 
trlat and proof to provfde· evlde_~Jtlary answers to the resolutloh 
of Impasses. 
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Since. there are at least two diHerent ~nterpretatlon~ ·of. the circumstances ~undlng 
any dlsp.ute, objectiVIty .becomes somewhat blum~d. and the. principal task of the 
~ ' . } . 
f~ctjlinder Is to determine whf~h set of •facts" Is paramount ln. any given labour 
relations context. Velr (1981: 187) reports that fact finding Is less of an attempt 
' 
. .. \ ' 
at seeking . a compromise .....and more of an attempt. at determining which side is 
. . . 
. 
closest to being right. 
· ·/ . ' 
· 0'Rellly (1978: 41-46) claims the process of fact flndlflg · often ·becomes a 
mks o~ determining the parameters wlthln whlc~ th.e parties ~ay adopt a co~mon 
base from which to bontinue btrgainlng. Or, the ~ 'finding recommehdatl~n 
might be written .in such a way as to encoura·g~ the parties to reject It and reach 
' 
their O)N(\ agreement. In Still other instances .the process may be used to do what 
the parties cannot do themselves, as when they. may need an outside source to 
· verbalize their agreemenf so that they ca~ save face among their me-mbers • 
There · ar~ several advantages .given for usl~g fact ~nding as a means of 
resolving Impasses In qollective . P,argalnlng. First, like mediation, it leayes the 
0 final determination of the contract to the parties in dispute. Secondly, unlike 
mediation, the fact finder .. does not have to gain a high degree of trust and 
confidence from the parties, so some degree of personal subjectivity Is removed . 
. 
A third advantage lies In the pressure that can be appHed to both parties by ·the 
' threat of public disclosure of the fact flnder's· report (Walter, 1975: ~o-61). 
. -
A.i the same tfme, thelct finding process has several specific disadvantages 
associated with it. :~hlle t appeals to both parties to 'be mlrydful of the public 
.- . 
Interest, It can not be effective If one of the parties Is Insensitive to public 
. . 
opinion (Leddy, 1971: 16-25). A 'second difficulty Is that the fact finder usually 
' 
' . 
knows considerably less about the situation than the parties to the dl,spute (Bickel, 
. . 
I 1969: 1().11) •. Gatewood (1974: 48-50) adds that the . process Is further limited by 
-·· ,-, 
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' I 
the non·blndlng character of the fact finder's re~mmendatlons, the tendency .it 
has to prolong bargaining to the extent that the parties m~ Incorporate it Into 
the negotiating process •• Its dependency o:i media coverage If maximum putitlc 
Influence I~ to be gained, and the direct coats Incurred by ~th parties, who have 
to shar~ the expense of the proceedings. However, the major disadvantage, as 
- cited by Walter · (1975: 61-62), Is the "dilution of consent and the reduced effort 
by the parties to make the agreemenl work". 
Word ' (1972: 6~) . an~lyzed t~e experiences of Wisconsin and New Yori< 
. . 
State ·with public sector fact flndl.ng, .. ln an aHempt to discover.whether It was an 
appropriate s~bstltute for the a strike. 'His concluslqns . . were that, on the whole, 
.. 
the negotiating parties and the fact 'finders considered fact flncnng to be more of 
a 'complemen~\to.,;ather than a substitute fb~. collective barg:alnlng ·with the 
. . 
strike optlbn. . Two-thirds of the public employers and three-fourths of the fact 
. . 
finde~ said the process complert:~ented bargaining. The employee 'Drganizatlons 
were not s~ ~ert~ln, with . 36% saying t~procedure comp~emented, 36% ~aylng that 
It subStituted for the bargaining process, and 28% being undecided. 
· Gerhart .·and Drotnlng (1981: 279-286) c~nsldered the usefulness of fact 
finding, as a connlct resolving technique"' In public sector Interest disputes, by l 
' 
studying the relative effectiveness of the procedure In six ~tates. , They concluded 
~ 
• · that fact finding forces the parties to think through Issues, provides a time gap 
between .the end of mediation and the beginning of arbitration, and reduces the 
. . 
dependency on arbitration. Their recommendation was that fact finding be retained, 
subject to several conditions. Fl~t. the fact finder should be encouraged to 
·._ . 
- , . 
en_gage In mediation. Second, some form of final offer arbitration stiourd follow 
fact finding if 1tle parties could not resolve ·their differences In this manner . 
Third, a rigid timetable should be adopted for the conclusion of fact finding and 
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this tlmetable·could only be modified with the mutual consent of each party. And 
finally, the parties should' be . p·ermltted. by mutual agreement, to modify or create 
entirely separate Impasse procedures. 
O'Reilly (1978: 44-45) agrees that In some situations, which frequently arise 
In the public sector, fact fi~dlng can be vety helpful. He provides several examples. 
such as when school boards re'fuse to make realistic off.ers, when militant teachers· 
• Insist on unreasonable demands, · or' when citlze~s need to be convinced of the 
need for .Increased spending on education. However, he cautions that when too 
~ .. • • J 
f'!'&ny Items arrive'- at .the fact fl~dlng' stage Jl Is_ a strong .. Indication that one or 
the· other ~f the paitl~ )las nC?t bargained In· goo_d faith. 
. ~ 
In practice, fact finding has' ·never been afforded exte_nslve recognition, a(ld 
some areas have ceased usin~ It altogether. In other Ju.risdlctfons -( has never· 
been used. The literature on Its effect apP,ears to be largely limited to opinion 
and logical argument. so there Is ·really Insufficient data to generate ~ny conclusions 
on its suitability as an Impasse resolution strategy • 
• 
Arbitration 
Arbitration Is described by Trower (1974: 3) as ao ancient process . for settling 
"" 
. . 
... 
,, . disputes .between parties ~~o agree to submit ·to the judgement of an-: umpire •• a • 
tribunai; or. a panel of mutually agr!Jed upon adjudicators. This str~t~~Y has been 
· . 'used to settle both commercial and_ International dlsp~tes, a~d has by no. mean~ 
~en limited to dlsagrE!ements t?etween labour an.d manapament. Kuresa (1983: 1 7-
:1 ~) provides an historical overview of arbltr~~l.on, beginning with _-the/ 
account of King Solomon,. who was chosen to "arbitrate·" the famous case In· which 
. . 
two mothers were ctalmlng the one baby. From. there he traces Ita. development 
. . I . 
through the Homeric period. Into the Greek city states, across the ocean, to the 
.· 
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I • 
early Ouak~rs of North America, and Into . the Industrial era. It was- in this latter 
-stage that arbitration rapidly gained cre~lbility as a convenient means for resolving 
,_. 
Impasses In collective bargaining. 
Mo~t writers a9ree that arbitration, In f"Y of its various forms, Is the most 
controversial Impasse procedure short :of the strike. It Is defined as essentially a 
l judlclaJ proceeding, with the arbitrator(s) holding formal hearings at which each 
I • 
partY· to_ a dispute subry'li~ evidence. The decision of .the arbltrator(s). Is simil~r 
to the verdict of the court In a civil lawsuit; and Js called an award. ·The award 
.~ 
'a 
sp~clfles- what action Is to be takeA With regard to each of the ~~ues. In the 
dispute. Arbitration Is voluntary wflen both of' the parties, of their own volition, 
. . •. 
agree to sub_mit a di'sput~ to arbitra_Uon, aryd compytsorv if required by law In · 
·brder to prevent a work stoppage. It ~ t.: when the. arbltratton award need 
, ..,......... . 
not be accep~ed, and binding when the pa l~ust ac~ept the decision of the 
.. ' 
arbltrator(s) (Becker, 1976: 322; Kuresa, 1983: 7). 
~ When cpnsiderlng arbitration It Is necessary to .,.distinguish .the two types 
. . 
widely used In labour ·negotiations. First, there Is "rights" arb~ration, In which 
4 • ' I • 
· an lnte retatlon or Judgement is given . on ·the meaning of the contract. · This Is .. . 
. . . . 
. . 
en .accomm ated In some fortn of grievance process. The other maJor type of 
. . . ~ 
. ~ . . . 
t 
· arbitration Is . cane ·• t 'st• arbitration. In this ·case, the arbHratlon plocess. Is • 
. lnv~ked to pr~du~e a ~cislo~ abo~~- ls~ues lnv~l~~d In lh~ . negotl~tlon ~~ a contra~. 
. . 
__ , ....... . 
Cresswell and Murphy (1980: 368) report 'ha~ a large maJority.1lf arbitration .cases 
l • , • • 
. . . 
tend to consist of rights arbitration. 
; . 
A ~lphlflcant' . e->~nt In the history ot labour arbltratlo'n In- the U~lted States 
. . , 
·' . 
' ' 
· . was the founding of the National Academy of Arbitrators lo 1947. The origfn of 
. this body was· explaln~d bY ~n~ of its presidenfs In the following-manner: · 
' . 
h was the· conviction of a dedicated group of professlqnal 
· men that the arbitration process could be preserved . ~nly 'if It 
. .. 
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were kept In professional hands, and away from' both the 
. amateurs ·and the shysters. (In Kuresa, 1983: 26) 
--
The purpose and alms of the Acad~m9 are: (1) to establish and fdst~r high standards 
- . 
and competencies among those engaged In the arbitration· of disputes on e, J:Afesslonal 
basis, (2) to adopt a code of ethics to govern the conduct of arbitration, and (3)' 
to promote the study and understanding of arbitration in disputes. 
The arbitrator's qualifications and responsit?llitles to the. profession Include 
-r 
qualities such as honesty, Integrity, Impartiality, and general competence In labour 
" . 
relations. The arbitral'or must demonstrate ability to exerciH- these personal \ 
qualities faithfully and· wit~ good Judgement,· In b?th ' procedural maHers . and 
substantive ~ecislons (Rothschild, 1979: 65). 
Gu~derson (1983: 28) ·argues' against arbitration, saying that negotiation Is 
preferable . to arbitration. The negotiating ~~ocess provides an· understanding of 
the other party's side, encourages compromise and trade-offs, promotes the i'rtlculatlon 
0; preferences and the intensity of those preferences, and encourages the parties 
to reveal their true demands and offers. These, In turn, help e~sure that the 
se'ttlement will be acceptable to both parties, 'and workable in the long run. In 
· additl.on, the. negotiators and their principals become . .accountable to·r the settlement; 
which can help reduce lllbgal strikes~ by. u.,tons and blatant contract violations by 
,..,... 
management. 
. "'- D . 
Resparchers and--practitioners have worked diligently for techniques to make 
--·. ' . . 
arbitration more compatible ~lth the bargaining process. Some of the: suggestions 
resulting frofn their efforts ha~e Included: (1) final offer arbitration. In which the. 
arbitrator accepts the final position of only one of the parties; (2) lssue-by:lssue 
f) 
. . 
choice, with Individual · Items . of dispute submitted 1o arbitration ·rather than a . 
. , 
complete contract proposal: (3) multlple·flnal offers· that allow the a.rblttator to · 
require each party to submit sev~ral proposals, from whlc.h he chooses the one he 
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~!nks the best: (~ re~eat · ~er seloctlon, allo~lng the arbitrator to reject both 
offers submitted by the parties and to require two more; (5) modified-final offer, 
which allows· the arbitrator to modify the- offers subrtaitted by the parties and 
write his own award on that basiSi and (6) mediation arbitration, or med-arb, with 
an arbitrator actlflg as a mediator In the earty stages of negotiation (Donn, 1981: 
461-463, Gunderson,. 1983: 12-18). 
Sorne of the c'ritlclsms levied against Interest arbit~:atlon are summarized by 
•l, 
Kruger and Jones {1 981: 359): The most publlclzett complaint is that it has a 
..... 
"chilling" effect on the parties' lncentrve to bargain In good faith.~ If .. either 
• . .. . 0 . . 
• • • • ' 6 • • 1 • • 
party anticipates Jt will g·et more from the arbitrator tha11. from a negotiated 
.. 
settlement,. then It will hold ·its final position In the hopes that the arbftrator will 
provide the better settlement. Another criticism' Is that the· parties may become 
• • • 0 • 
dependent on the process~ ThlsJis known. as the "narcotic" effect: (neanlng the 
. . 
parties may fee.! t_hey can avoid responsibility for making a decision If they allow 
. 
the Issue to go to arbitration. Consequently, the · process may ~come attraCtive 
~ . 
to the ~xtent that they depend on It excessively. · A third negative effeCt Is 
.. 
labelled as . the "(lip flop" effect, In which a permanent arbitrator may award in 
. . . 
favour of one pa'tty the first time and ttie other' party the next' time. Co!J'lblned 
. • : 
with these dangers Is the lack of 'experience . on tHe . part of many arbitrators anet 
) .... .. . . . 
·their often limited understandtJ:~g of public fin~n~. 
Ponak (1982: 386) Illustrates that conventional arbitration leads to a lower 
rate of negotiated settleme,-.ts In Canada, as compared to systems In whlc~ .stHkes 
are pe~ltted: For ~xal"((ple, British Columbia teachers·operating under ,rconv~ntlonal 
. . . 
arbitration system have been a~le to achieve negotiated settlement 70% of the 
'time: Ontarl·o. teache,;., ·with a right to s~rlke, have a settlemeht rate of 93% • 
.1" 
Federal · civil servants, . who must submit their disputes to arbftratlon, manage to 
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'\ 
settle 75%. of the time, whereas federal civil servants who can strike achieve 
settlements 88% of the time.' 
Another major criticism of arbitration in the public sector Is that It Is a 
"decision process inimical to the tenets and operation of our system of representatlv~ 
government" (Feuille, 1979: 71). The accountability of elected public officials Is 
shifted to · administratively appointed arbitrators, who Insulate public decision I , 
- processes from publlc Influence. Kearney {1984: 262) states that this constitutes 
; I \ 
an Illegal delegation of power ·to persons who, though not responsive to ' the 
. . 
el'ectorate, are charged with making decisions on the expenditure of public monies 
• # . 
·and other signiflcant public Issues. ·· Because of this~ several ea~ly Judicial declsJ.ons 
• 
· in the United State~ found arbitra!ion Illegal. and even today It has been dect.red 
unconstitutional or Illegal in four American states. Cfarf< (1981: 371 r agrees w!th 
" 
' such opinions, stating: 
It would appear that the public Is beginning to recognize 
that compulsory .arbitration Involves decisions being made by 
. ~ 
unelected third parties who have no political accountablllty 
to the public at large... , / . ~ 
He ·goes on to suggest there Is a trend aw~ f;om using I~ .as a means. for resolving 
impasses in·collectlve bargaining. 
· , In . Canada conventional Interest arbitratl()n has been quite successful at 
eliminating ~ork stoppages in 'the public sector. Underlying the use of arbitration · 
{ 
is the belief that certain organizations are so vital to th~ proper functioning o~ 
society th'at. strik~s and lockouts can not be permitted. Characteristically, this 
attitude has be~n taken· with respect to the civil service, the pollee. firefighters, 
hospital employee~. and In s'ome Instances the tea~hlng · professlon. The result bas 
> • 
been described as "Institutionalized CO!Jtpulsory arbitration". However, ·an such 
schemes emphasize the value of reaching freely· negotiated settlements rather than' 
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39 "~. 
arbitrated ones, so there Is little chance of compulsory arbitration becoming the 
dominant Impasse mechanism In the Canadian publl~ sect~r (Giasbeek, 1976: 54-55). 
The Canadian system of collective bargaining generally recognizes the Inherent 
.... . 
contllct of Interests between. employers and em~loyees Involved In contract 
I 
negotiations. A natural and relatively frequent consequence of this conflict Is the 
Inability of management and employees to resolve all their disputes at the b8rgalnlng 
table. The most powerful and controversial economic weapon available for dealing 
. \. . . 
with · such a difference Is the withdrawal of the employees' services by striking. -
: . . . ' . \ . 
../ .... 
Corresponding to t~at option Is the ~ariagement's . ablllty t_o cease operations and 
I ' 
"lo'ck. out• tne employees ·until they are more willing ·to accept the employer's 
. •. 
offer. The strike or lockout, or more accurately, the threat of a strike or lockout, 
provfdes a major Inducement for both parties to make concessions and compromises 
rather tha.n be .. r the costs related to such job action (And~rson and Gunderson, 
1982: 220). 
·· The term "strike• Is thought to have originated on the oceans with the 
sailors' practlc'e of hauling down, or "striking", their. sans to quit wdrt<. The 
. l ~ 
courts, and other lntere~ted ~arttes, :generally Interpret a. strike as "any concerted 
stoppage of wori< by empfoyees .• ;and any 'Concerted slowqown or other concerfed 
Interruption of operations by employees" (Keamey, 1984: 207·208). This definition : 
entails practically any Interruption of normal . job operations, whether through an · 
a~ual walk-oLrt, slowqown, sick-out, or similar tactic. · 
l ~Inca t.tte Canadian piovtnces are given exclusive authority to control education 
. . 
'· ·ln. their. resp~ctlve .jurisdictions, there tends to be some varlatlof! across tile 
nation with respect to teachers' right to strike In the collective bargaining process • 
, 
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Two' provinces, Prince Edward .Island and Manitoba, have outlawed teacher strikes 
and establlslied arbitration as the final strategy for resolving an Impasse In 
. ~ 
negotlatlo~s. Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Ontario and Alberta place no restrictions 
. . 
on the strike option. In Nova Scotia, the strike Is legal at the provincial level of 
. . 
bargaining, ·but not at the local level. In Saskatchewan the .legislation makes a 
distinction ·.between conciliation and mediation, with conciliation being a more 
forma111eo process. If the. conciliation process Is selected strikes are legal, but 
they are 111egal if ~be mediation proce'ss· Is chosen. In Brit(sh Columbia the strike . 
is legal only If the Issues . are non-salary and b9nu~ relatet:;~. lnter~st!pgly, In . all \ e 
areas where the strike I~ leg~l th~ provinces reserv~ the ri~ht to legislate an end 
I !"' • .. 
to the strike (Snelgrove, 1986: 15-16). 
\ 
Nicaud, Villere and O'Connor (1983: 
.. - ...:..- I ' . , . . 
· . concluded that they f?Uow a set fo,rm of predictable ems or phases: (1) 
· :> 
. . 
individual complaints lead .to • g. roup ·dissatisfaction; (2) general dissatisfaction 
increases union militancy and solidifies group goals: (3) Increased militancy · leads 
to open l:onfron~ation In · .. the form of job action and strike: (4) aftermath. The 
... ... =··· :. '\ 
•' .. ... :-.• 
. ~ .. 
' • ,. f ~. 
. . 
. , 
.. 
·. , ,. 
, duration and Intensity of eaqh. phase depends on key situational a~d envlr~nmental 
factors, such as the lntensjty of the feelings of the participants, the degree of 
' . . . . . .. 
the adversary ·nature of the relationship, and. the length _of time resentments were 
harboured· l>e~e&n:th• p.artle; prior to thO strike. ·. . . · • ('...! f / 
Another stuqy by Hom,.McGutre, anct Tomkiewicz (1982: 162-164) agrees that ) 
. r ~ 
te~cher strikes are not_ unpredictable random · ocpurrences. They focus on the r ) -\.--. , 
dls~retlonJA'..-poW'ers. of school 
be le.ssened conslcterably when 
· thefr teachers. 
, .. 
I •': • 
boards, claiming that the Incidence of strU~es can 
. . - ~- ' ·> 
boards engage In meaningful bilateral ·rel~tlons ···with·. 
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The history of strikes In the public sector is review d by KoChan (1975: 
189), wh•o advances a number of tentative concl~slons. Ai , the~ effectlve~ess of 
the strlk~ as a union tactic Is dependent upon the • polltlca~ power and Influence 
of the' employees •. · Second, the likelihood of a serious sirik~ threiltl and ~ actual 
• I 
I • strt~e. Is great?~ In large, polrtlcally complex areas where u?lons h"ve traditionally . 
.been a~e and powerful. Third, InJunctions have had litt~e success In ending 
. I 
strikes by large unions. . Fourth, . employers and the publi~ have become more 
·willing to resist st 'e pressures In light of curr~nt econo~lc con~itlons. And 
. · flnaily, not all stri . s are ~u~ed by unions .seeking major · i+pr~y~nts for their 
. . . . \ r 
membera.:. '' ·· . · . . 
All oi these c2!!cluslons lead Kochan to the c~nclu;lon t~~t ·:the . effectiveness. 
of the·· strike as a political or economic weapon ~varfas consldera~y across localities, 
employee .groups. and over time• (1975: 169). 
IV. DETERMINANTS OF TEACHER MIUTANCY 
IN COlLECTIVE BARGAINING 
Teacher ~lltancy has been a growing phenomenon In Newfo4ndland over the 
past decade. This corresponds to Increased teacher mlllfancfm ).>oth the United . 
, I . 
. 
States and the rest of Canada. The exact cause of such a trend l is not precisely 
t<ftintlffed. since · diHerent disciplines take differing p~Jrspectlves l on the topic . 
,I ./ I 
Eeonomlsts focus·· on ·the :Conomlc envlronm~nt, sociologists to'* at the social 
. ' 
system aRd the bargaln~ng proce.ss. polltl~l scientists and hl, torians . tend - -t~ 
emphasize the political envtronmer'tt, while Industrial analysts zerb In on dlepute I ·--- . I -~ . ( .... ~ 
resolution atratt~les. · 
. Mu~h of the. lllerature-s~ggests that low teacher pay, coup!Jd with a .general 
. - . • • • 1 . 
. , rtae In- th_.lt standard of living has been the Impetus. i Zuelke and W111erman (1984: 
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139-140) posit a number of other reasons, such as the rising number of men In 
the ~sslon, the civil rights moveme~t, _the lowered public support for education, 
the low professional status afforded teaching In some area5 of No~ America, the 
. G 
-shift in union organizing from the private to the public sector, and the rising 
material expectations of our scn::1ety. They also summarize the larger socio-economic 
' 
(and socio-political Issues related to this phenomenon, Incorporating both organizational 
. rl?' . . 
and demographic variables. They COJ'Itend the g rowth of public sector unions ar1d 
the , advent of collective bargaining tn the 1960s J11Bant teachers had a p~auslble 
means, through.· united' efforts, to·-prove their conditions. ~ence, unionism and 
bargaining each In' tum contributed to teacher militancy. 
1 Cresswell and Murphy 11980: 358-360}. consider militancy In terms.of propensity . . 
to engage in strike· action, and they describe three categories o~haracterlstlcs 
which have been u~eful In discussing this tendency. Flrit, ~hose wt are~~better 
off economically ~re not as likely to support such activity, Second, r the teacher 
..... 
who· chooses to strike Is likely to have a stronger professional orientation, wher.ea.S 
the non-striking teacher Is more likely to resemble the worganizatlon• man. And 
flnally, there are a number of personal attrlbutes\.whlch appear to be correlated 
. .. 
with .a willingness to strike. Such teachers are generally less religious, more 
. 
liberal politically, likely to be male, younger {but not the very· youngest), teaching 
at the secondary level, and less satisfied with their work and career. '• 
The literature reviewed In tills section concentrates on teacher characteristics, 
.-... , . . . 
as they Impact upon ~ttltudes toward collective bargaining. ~et, · It 'Is acknowledged 
-· 
that there are other factors, mostly outside of teachers' personal domain, which 
- 4 
can affect those attitudes. However, these are beyon~ the scope of the present study. 
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·, 
There Is a preponderance of evidence supporting the hypC?thesis that ·male 
teachers are ~ore .. militant than female teachers In· their attitudes toward collective 
bargalnl~g. Nichols (1981: 86) found that male teachers, more so than their 
.. . ' ; ' 
female counterparts, were more favourable_ toward col#ective bargaining, were more 
. . 
. ' . .. - .. . 
receptive to advanced union activities, were bolder In advocating a strong bargaining 
. .. 
process, ~nd were more convinced that coll~ct1ve bargaining would enhance the 
. ' . ~ 
.P.rofesslonal status of teachers. and ·lead to ·. greater Job security. Warren (1974: 
t . · - . 
97) reported that striking teachers are more often men than women. Rooks (1980: 
ao..3_1) repo~ ~h~t Slnlcropl (196~) . a'}!f CIQCtlnger (19i1). found slgnlflel!nt difference~ • 
, . 
'I 
. I~ a~ltudes ~~toward ~llectlve ~aln.in~ whe.n . respondents were ~ateg·~rized ... .. ,.----·-. . 
. . ,. . 
according to sax, with male& being more mllltant, as·· dld also Dunn and Bailey 
. .I ' I' 
(1973), Mikrut (1976), ·and ~ohnson (1979). This finding Is confirmed. by Aluto and 
. ' . . . . 
· Belasco (1974: 223), Bru{'IO and Nelken (1975: 82), Fox ar:td Wi'1ce. (1976: 55), and 
Zuelke and Wlllarman (1~84:: _142). 
.... -
Rosenthal (1969: 63, 68) has suggested · that this was because men have 
.. 
tended to- be more aggressive than women due. to social expectations encouraging 
• .. • t • 
rri~les ~o be mor' dominant .and power ori~nted. Tomkiewicz (1979: 92), however, 
.. provides a slightly different· explanation. 
. . . 
He claims males are ty~fly more· 
• 
caree.r oriented simply because of their greafer long term financial responsibilities 
. 
u :headsf C?f the family. 
Teaching Certificate Level 
Fo~ t~~ yst part, collective behaviour has . ~een found to be positively 
~rrel:ated with .the educatl_?_n~l ·~evel~hers. Fox and. Wince (197p: .55), for 
example, found militancy to be .'positively associated with having a Master's degree. 
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. 
Similar findings were recogl"!lzed by Jessup (1978: 46). In Newfoundland, Snelgrove 
. . 
(1986: 104-1 09) dr.c-umented significant differences between teachers with different 
level certiflcata·s · on a :variety of elements within the colleCt,.; Qargalnlng 'process 
In Newfoundland, bllt none of these differences was directly relate~ to militancy 
' ' . 
In collective bargaining. · ·Rothm~n (1982: 34) claims. any . positive c;:orrel~tlon 
' 
between higher· certificate levels and teacher militancy In collective bargaining Is 
.. 
. . 
- .. ~cause the rewards ··Qf teaching are refativ~ty low, when compar~d · to ·-other ~ 
. professions. The petceptlon of r.elatlv.e depriyatlon ~.Yill 'thus be strong~r . among 
. . ./ _,.. ~ 
• . . • ~ 4 
· teach~rs with mor~ education,· so one . would expe~ a · gr~ater Inclination toward 
. ' 
collective' behaviour ~mong teachers with higHer ·levels of education. 
'" . . 
:. However,\ this does . not' always translate Into ·attitudinal· militancy . tow~rd · 
, . '"'~ . . . ,. . . 
~ollective bargaining: Wa~en (1~74: 9e), for . example; found th~t the educational ··: 
level ·of teaehers was not a significant factor In determining teacher attitudes 
toward strikes. ~rren's· finding e~hoes those of an earlier sts,&dy, at the Unlver.~lty 
of South Carolina, which ·reached the same conclusiC?.!L.(Towers, '1969: 206). Caution 
must therefore be exercised In making any bold ciaims about the influence of 
educational level ln. determining teact-l_er attitudes toward collective bargalnlnQ . 
Exoerlence 
• . . 
. Expe,rlence Is gene!ally related to ag$, although women teacherS' may sometimes . 
in~errupt their ·careers at various .Points to raise families. Still, according to· 
Stember~. the .Variable ye.ars of exPerience can be lnter.changed with age without 
., : ' . ' 
.n~gatlvely affecting conclusions (In Rooks, 1980: 29). 
One of the classical studies done on collective bargaining ·In acllon . was 
condu~ed by Stephen Cole (1969: 91-92), who show~~ t.h~t. teac~ers over the· age · 
of fifty ·were less militant than lhelr younger colleao~.es, anc;f more ll~e~: to ha~e · . 
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negative attitudes toward unions. Cole considered this finding Important because 
It reflected the . type of socialization to which the teacher had 'been exposed. 
Nichols (1g81: .21) cites Osbum's study In Oregon, which showed teachers 
with favourable attitu~es toward collective bargaining generally having less than 
' the average number of years of .exp_erlence. In his own study, Nl~hols discovered 
t~at . teac~ers who have _one t9 ~ve years of e.~erience were much more supportive_~ 
·, 
' 
of the bargalnll"!g process \han we~e · rnore experienced te!lchers, and ·the younger · 
. . , 
teachers \_Yare lde.ntlfled as primary targets for union lead~rs who· wanted greater 
·teacher support (p.' 87). 
I •' ' • I 
. .. \ . } 
Earlier, Sternberg had found that yea~ of experience, or 
0 • • ~ • • • • 
·age, was the most consistent contributot- to attitudinal differences among teachers 
. .. /" 
· toward · collective action (In Rooks, . 1980: 29). - Ahlum•s·. study (1geo: 59) of public 
·-
school teachers l_n Pennsylvan!a · agr•.· noting tha~ teachers~ with ' fewer thah 
I (-:-twenty years of experfenc& favoured strike action ~'~:lore than teachers with more -
than twe~ty years of experience. This factor was also .;considered by Fletcher 
(1978: 23), who reports that persons under forfy supported organizations advocating 
colle~tlve. bargai'nlng, · the · paSsage of bargaining_ laws, and the withholding of 
services to a greater ext!3n~ 1 than ~Rd those over forty. More recefltly, Toniklewlcz 
and Tomkl~wlcz (1985: 188)-demonstrated that non·tt!nured teac~ers .have significantly 
. . . . 
more favourable attitudes towa~ unlo~~ ·than longer ·service teachers. . ~elgrov~ 
. . 
·. 
(1986! 122) also found slgnlflcant difference~ .. to exist In attitudes towar9 publlo 
- . 
dlsclos~re of Contract _proposals when teachers were ranked by expe~ence. .· 
Warren (1974: 125) rationalizes that ·with respect to job action, the very 
youngest group of ~eac"'~r:s tend to strike :less than. the gro.up mean because ·they 
are still In the "honeymoon phase• of their" career, and h&;'e not flrmly establlshe~ 
themse-lves In the profess~o~. · J'he oldest group, on the other· hand, are noCve,Y 
·-
· militant either.~ Having taught for ~any years they are generatly _quite ad~ancad 
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on the salary scale. -So the teachers with the most t9 gain from an Increase In 
'- . 
' .. salary levels are the ones with five .10 ten years of experience, and they are the 
ones. who are usually \ost supportive ·'of militant action: Rothman (1982: 32-33} 
adds that this could also be related to the .fact that younger teachers receive less 
.. 
. 
rewards from the system, and usually have less power and authoritY-
Te~chlng Leye! 
There Is ~omeijmes .conHictlng eyid~nce · on the effect the gr~de level at 
. 
which teache_rs an~ . -employed . has dn : their attitudes toward colle~l~e .bargaining. 
Nichols (19(J1: 22) summarizes several st~dle~ which show no difference In attitudes 
. . 
Qf teacherS at th.e eh,;menta,Y level and their colleagues aat the secDndary level. : 
. . ,· 
. . 
Nlchpls did find, some evidence In his. own study, however, to suggest that secondary 
level teachers perceived a greater need for CQIIectlve bargaining than did .elementary 
teachers. He also concluded that' ~econdary teachers felt collective bargaining 
. ~ 
. would benefit their profession as a whole, while elementary teachers were much 
' 
more ca_reful In their assessment (p •. ·88~) · 
- . . 
, In his analysis Qf the Ne~ York te~cher strike of 1962, 9o1e (1969: 132·136) 
• I .. ' ; 
found th~t a much greate~ num~r of elementary· teachers refused to follow the 
decision to strike than did high scho~l teachers. 'FolC .and Wince (1976: 55) found 
militancy to · be positively correlated to ··grade level taught, ·though only:~o a minor 
. ' 
. 
extent. Oonnenwerth and Coic (1978: 462) ~lso found the grade_level taught to 
. : ,, 
\ 0 ' . 
have "a ~comparatrvely large direct . effect orv attitudinal militancy". However, they. 
. . 
recognize that this ml~ht be a sex factor since, traditionally, there _hav:,k~" 
. ' . ' 
mor~ male teache~ emp_loyed at the sec·ondary le~J. Similar findings were made 
.. . . " .. . ~ . 
by Warren (1974:· 106), and iuelke and ~lllerman (1984: 143), who have rep~rted 
~ . 
teachers at the junlbr and senior ~igh schoor to be more militant' ~han -efe"!'entary 
.. ,
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school teachers. Such ~nee supports Rosenthal's aarller claim (1969: 68) that 
secondary teachers are mora likely to rank high on a~ Index of participation and 
combatJvaness scala, and be more Inclined to participate In strike action. 
Commun!tv TyPe 
., Community Is sometimes seen as an Influencing varlabl~. when considered as 
being either rural' 9r urban. Moore (1971: 250) has written that rural· residents 
t' : . . 
are known to share a strong anti-labour bias, W,hlch they often lmpa~ to their 
. . 
· children. McKelvey· (1969: 539) also. noted this distinction ~hen he acknowledged · . 
I • ' ' , • • 
. . 
the fact finding process to be ~ore effective In smaller _cOmmunities and rural 
areaS than lit· larger urban centers, where strong and ~llltant ·labo.ur unions· .exist 
arid ·where both sides have had moreit.''experlence with collective bargaining. 
Nichols (1981: 21.) extends this claim by referring to Osbum's ~tudy, which found 
Missouri teachers In urban areas to have more favourable attttudf3s toward collective 
barg'alnlng than teachers In rural areas. 
The literature Is rather limited on this rural - urban difference, however, 
and sometimes appears to be contradictory. Alutto and Belasco {1974: 222), · for 
eX&mpla, reject the above . findings_ w~th ~heir conclusion ·that teache~ In ur:ban 
districts. ~eveale.d ~llltant attitudes, probably because they were provided a 
. hlgh_~r degree , of participation In th~ decision-making process. The research, 
. . . . 
ttlerefore, doe.s not ,support. any bold claims ·an.·the ~ffect of com~unlty. type on 
.attitudes toward collective bargaining, but It Is a fact~r to be conslder:ed since so 
.. 
little e~ldence presently exists o~ Its Influence In collective bargaWiftt • 
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• 
• Position 
... -.... 
Local schodl administrators, who basically Include principals and ylce-prlnclpals, · · 
are· often described as being caught in the ·middle of a schizophrenic dilemma 
, 
when It comes to collective bargaining. Teache~ tend to pertelve them 8.s 
re~esentatlves ' oi the school ·boards. but the boards do not afford them full 
ma~agement privileges. 
. . 
Caldwell and Curfman · (1979: 37) make reference to a number of studies 
. . . ' . . ' 
which Indicate that . In a bargaining. situation teac~ars perceive the principal as . 
. ~~ ~ . 
the direct agent of their employer, the sch~l board, arfd claim that relations 
between teachers .and local administratorS are strained after a period of neg~~latlons. 
·of' 
Dunn and Salley (1973: . 'ffS:120) reviewed ·~he literature In an attempt to IdentitY · 
~ . - . . . . 
. 
trends In· attitudes toward collective ba!gainl~g. 'They reported that the · most 
. " 
significant difference In . a:ttltudes was linked to the position of the respondent . 
. \ tfhey cite Fisher's study (1968) showing sl gniflcant., difference~ between teachers 
and principals In their 'attitudes toward colle~lve bargaining, Carleton's conclusion 
(1967) that principals were less favourable toward strikes; and Phelp's · flnd!ng 
. . 
{1970) - that administrators' attitudes were· more similar to those of boards of 
. . 
education than t~ teachers. In Newf~undland, Snelgrove {1986: 134-135_) found 
i,3 
significant. attitudinal differences to . exist . between principals a!:'2 teachers .on a 
. • ~ • \t:.; . • ... ~.. ,. 
numbet. o~ selected· ~spects of collective bargaining, Including corrpulsory binding 
arbitration, which principals tended to favour nic;>re than .teachers. 
Massett (1983: 79, 29) studied three l!rban school districts In loalslana to 
. - . . 
determine If principals differed from te.achers In their perceptions 'of. collective . 
:..,t 
bar~~\ng. His da~-revea~ed that teachers p~rcelved -~collective bargaining ~or~ 
positlv,ly ~han did principals. · This led him. to ·suggest· that the atm~sphere Of 
pd1'8rlzatton has often led principals to choose sldeis, and they tend to move 
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-
towards management. This con:urs with lleberma~·s earlier observatlo~t 
"there Is a clear cut tendency for prl,nclpals and# supervisors to pull . out of teacher \._ _ _....._ 
organ~tlons at all levels and become plearty lde.ntlfled as a paf\ of ma~agement" 
(In Roberts, 1980: 38). In ·Canada this tendency Is "ot so evident because principals 
are often members of the teachers' Wllons. 
• 
"Job Satisfaction 
If a ·teacher's ·.predisposition toward militant union activities Ls · strongly 
. . 
.Influenced by soc,llzatlon acq1.,1fr~d . prior. to entering. the profession, It se~m~ 
.logical ~:t It Is· ~lso .. a~~~ .. ~~.~ exp~rfences enoou~tere~ after, en~e~pg the 
. school system. Cole (1969: 101) has reported teacher ~lssatlsfactlon with. wor1< 
.cond1tl9ns as having a slight lnfluen~e·. on teacher militancy. Alutto an_d Belas.co ~· 
. ~ (1974: 224-225) f~und careeri:.dlssatlsfactlon and felt jobt,tenslon to be a slgnlfl99nt 
' ? 
predictor. of attitudinal militancy· among teact;ers and nurses, while Bruno and 
.Nelker{ (1975: · 82} discovered that th~ higher a teacher's morale: the less likely 
was t~at teacher's propensity to strike. Warren's study (1974: 122) also showed 
. 
. . . 
striking teachers· to. be more unhappy with their choice of career than non·strikers, 
. . ~- . ' 
• 
Union lr)yo!vameot • 
.. 
' 
. ·The.re Is IIHie research co"elatlng union Involvement with aHituc;llnal militancy 
• ! . • ( 
amo~g t~achers. ·:MoSt . of the· ·available . evidence comes from the United States, 
where' m.embershlp In a teacher union Is strictly voluntary. Nichols· (1981: 21) did 
report Osbum's finding that teachers with favourable aHitl:'des towarct eollectlve 
. . ; . . \ . 
bargaining ·usually belonged to a Ulllon.'· Warren (1974: 114-117) likewise noted 
· that membership In a union tqcal wa~ a~gnlflca'fl related to teacher strl~~ behavlo.ur. 
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One of the strongest statements on· the effect of membership In a professional 
employee organization on attitudes toward .collective bargaining ls.'made by .Sternberg, 
who claimed that ·office holding u~lon • members -supported strike tactics to a 
greater degtee than did other teachers (In Rooks, 1980: 32). Such a finding does 
..,., . . . 
seem consl;nt with what one would logically assume. Thitt Is, more active. union 
members wo ld be more supportive of collective action taken by that organization . 
. . 
. . . 
' . . 
Religion ·• · ~ 
Cole {1969:--\6-87) discovered that "no chatacteristlc of :a feache~s pos~ 
In his profession w~s more closely .related to militancy than were -reflgiQn and 
I 
political affiliation•. He r~ports a strong r:"~egatlve correlation ~twee-n 'lnt~nslty 
of r"ll~lon' and t~acher r:nllltancy. 
.... 
Fox and Wince (1~76:. 55), _In their stu,dy of occupational militancy· among 
. . 
te~chers, found that Roman Catholic teachers and teachers· v_~ith no religious affiliation 
' 
were more militant than ·were Protestant teachers. alestlnl (19~0: 83) . has added 
that In • a Roman Catholic sett_lng, ~religious teachers perceive collectly~-· bargat~lng 
as. having a more· negative effect than do lay teachers, while Zuelke .and Wmer/nan 
(1984: 143) found religious affiliation to ·be a significant demographic variable In 
determining teacher militancy. In Newfoundland, Snelgrove (1986: 99-104} found 
highly significant differences . between teachers .In each o~ Integrated . distriCts and 
Roman Catholic distriCts on the one hand, and teachers In the Pentecostai district 
on the .other. Pentecostal teachers expressed~~ger agreement with computsory 
binding· arbitration than their 'non-Pentecostal ·colleagues, were less confl~ent 
. . 
about the positive Impact collectiVe bargaining ~as · had on the protection of 
tea~ her r:fghts~ and were ~C?~e···.S.l~c;»ng1y c~nvtnced that the · N.T:A. w~ --/re heavily .. 
lnvolved ·ln "union• rather than professions~ activities. ( . 
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v: CONCLUSION 
The emergence of the collective bargaining process has sparked the l.nterest ... 
of many writers and scholars, as evidenced by the growing collection of literature---- . 
on the subject. Researchers are graJually 'piecing together various clues to 
.. ~ ' • 
understandlng of this new phenomenon. It fs expected that provide a c/ear~r 
· collectrve bargalnrng ...;11 . continue to flourish,· especially In democratic societies 
, which foster: Its growth. "'-- I 
At the same 'time, it must·. be recognized that the system has not yet been 
. .perfected. There remain some fund_amental philosophical Issues to be explore~ 
with ·respect to .the. n'ature and rot~ of . collective barg~lnlng In education, . as 
. teachers seek to ratJpnallze their .. attitudes toward the , process. Educators cannot 
aHord to accept collective bargaining. carte blanche, withoUt placing . It In Its total 
. ._ ~ . . 
context and ack~~wledgl~g the -~r~lcatlons It has for the complete social st~cture. 
·Neither can they consider collective bargaining as unl-df~ectfonal or on~fmenslonal, 
for It Is· lnte~lned with a myriad of larger societal factors and shaped by a host 
of personal attributes. To place It In Isolation _from the very forces which shape 
It would be misleading. 
As teachers examine their rol~ In the bargaining process, and In society as a· 
.whole, new trends niay emerge. Collpctlye ba;~alnlng may be refined or modified 
to better serve teachers while also satisfying the needs of the people for ~hom 
·the school systems have been estabflstted. However, through thoughtful . analysis 
and careful reftectlon, aided by empirical research, teachers can adapt 'the collective 
bargaining principle 1o the field of education without sacrificing their prof~sslonal 
Integrity; 
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· CHAPTER Ill 
' 
HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHJCAL PEASPEC~ 
1. INTRODU.OT10N. . 
·The· Involvement of the Pentecostal Assemblies of Newfoundland In education 
is a relatively recent occurrence, with mQst of Its activity taking plac~ In the 
t 
past thirty years. The_ Pentecostal schools In existence today,. within the province 
of Newfoundland, grew out of a specific. historical context, and the philosophy. of 
\ 
_. education espoused by its supporters stems largely f~o'!' that history. It I~ therefore 
. . 
Important to :examine these historical ~nd philosophical. robts if a clear understanding 
of the attitudes expr~~sed by' Pentecostal teachers Is 'to be reali'zed. 
II. HISTO~IC~L PERSPECTIVE 
Life during the early years of settle~ent In Newfoundland was quite· chaotic. 
Although permanent settlement on' the !~land was ~rohlblted by the ~rltlsh, :· .. ~ome ' 
J • • • 
people • refused . to heed tha~ . law an~ estabilshed them~elves In various Isolated · · 
communities.. Howevtfr, th~ir ' life. was not easy. They were menaced. by th~ ship-
fishermen . and fishing admirals, whll.e also being subjected to attacks ·by the 
' ( ' 
French and other natlOI)S covetlng Newfoun~l~nd's rich f!shing grounds (Sheldon, 
1972: 4) . 
In that environment no -provision was made by any governing · body for the 
moral or cultural · welfare of these ~ettlers. ·. The only agencies to pro~lde any 
. . 
form of education and culture were the churches. whose efforts in this regard 
were ·directed towa'fs ed~cat19n. through a · numb~r of .. ,es". These Included 
The ~oclety for · the Propagation of the Gospel In Foreign · Parts (c. 1723), The 
Society for Improving· the Conditions of the. P~or In St. John's (c. 1804), The 
... 
Benevolent h'tsh;..society (18~6), and The Newfoundland School Socfety (1823), 
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52 
which was later kn9WJ'! as the Colonial · and Continental Church Society. Of these 
• • four societies, the Colonial and Continental Church Society Is generally cpnsldered,. 
/ . . . 
as the most Important. Its chief aim was "to communicate free Instruction to the 
~oor Inhabitants of all deno'Y'Inatlons" (Rowe, 1964: 26-41) • 
. -
This Initial rnvolvement of the churches In provld~'lg .~ome measure of education 
. . ),. 
.was vital In establishing the tradition that churches had a right to direct education 
In Newfoundland.: Acc9rdlng to Tereslni: 
The early schools, then, were organized for the children of 
the poor, under the direction, of the Churches, or under 
Church-sponsored Institutions. This circumstance Is perhaps 
one of the most. sfgnrtlcant In unde~andlng the· Importance . 
· that .t~e .Churches .have always ~en glven Jn ·the organJzatlori 
and admlnlslratlon of education • . (In Sheldon, 1972: 10) 
. . . . . . 
·. Th~ denominational character of education wd'Felnf~r~ed by t~~ p~ttem~ of 
settlement:whl.ch developed In Newf~undland, with Prete~ a.nd Roman Catholics 
often . settling In ·areas where the!rs was the predominant religion. When this 
. . . . 
occurred, It was relatively easy for the Church to maintain ~ntrol of the educatlc;mal • 
' system '(Pmons, 1964: 12·13) • 
~ 
I ' Adherertts of the Methodist ..Cht:~rch also a~empted .to provide their own 
· ~choQis, · and · th~re. Is some '·evld'bl'\t'e to suggest· th.at Methodism ·made Its gre~test 
. ' . 
~ .... ... 
galris l')elhose areas where educatlo,al facilitieS were r!lost lacJ<Jng: Their Interest 
In education reflected the lmporfan~e they attached;to. ey~j.ndlvldual being able 
t . · / "' 
· to ~ad .and . uiid~rstand the BlbleP Sl~ce the Me(hodlsts were largely cohverle' from I 
' . 
Anglicanism, ·there was often conslderabre tension between the two church gro4ps 
(Parsons, .19~:10; Rowe, 1964: .75). This factor rnay have reduced any de~re for 
e.xtenstve cOoperation between the· two ·,n educatlon'ar matters. 
When Nevdo~ndland's 'government pa!Sed Its first. Education Act In 1836, 
. . 
thtee yeara .after 'tts first .local assembly for Representative Government had been 
·) ·' , set up, · th~ deno~natlonal b~ls 'for .education had ~en firmly ~stablish~d. In thaf 
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53 
first Act, the government undertook to financially ·assist organizations carrying on· 
educational work, and also set aside funding to encourage boards to build and 
maintain new schools. 
" . ln'~uccesslve years, all attempts by the government to reduce the denominational 
ct,~racler of education In Newfoundland met with dismal failure. One attempt to · 
set up a n~m~enominatlonal academy in 1844 met with resolute opposition, and 
' 
the exp~rime~tal school had to be abandoned a few ye~rs later. Other attempts to 
lhfringe on the · ecclesiastical· control of education resulted In an endless array of 
. . . J . . . 
controversy and conflict (Rowe, 1964: 82). -
. . . 
· By 1874 the political climate was ripe to· allow the division of school !Jystems 
.:•' . t1 
along denominational : lines to be extended evep further. Consequently, the Bill· of .. -· 
•' ' 
..• 
1874 was enacted, . which stated .that Protestant educatlonw·was to receive grantS 
I I . ' 
:f" 
"equal In . proportion, according to population", to · the •"'sums approprtated for 
. 
Roman Catholic educational purposes. This allowed the ~ivlslon of the Protesta~t 
. . 
grant along denominational lines, &f1d a census was taken fo·r this purpose. At 
that time t~e population qf Newfoundland was shown to be distributed In the 
following manner: ·. 
Roman Catholic . 64,317 
Church of Englaf1d 59,561 
Methodist 
Presbyterian 
Congregational 
35,70? 
1 ~168 
461 
These churches were then recognized for educational purposes, wlttt the 'Salv&Jion 
Army Ch~rch being added to the trst In 1S92 (Parsons,. 1969: 8·9). / 
. . lr;tterestlng~, the principle of denominational schoolln~. lnvlted/ crttlclsm from 
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the time of ita Inception. When the Bill of 1874 was being debated, the Honourable 
M. Stabb Is recorded as warning: 
.. Many In this Council would lfve to see the day, when those ., 
n_ow u~glng on this work. wttf .regret that It WaS ever consummated; 
In St. John's ·Its efforts may not be Immediately or very largely 
fell, but In the small communities, ~sldet lessening .-the 
efficiency of schoofs . It wlil engender a spirit of dislike 'and 
., hostility amongst children growing up as neighbours. (In Parsons, 
1969: 9) 
• It was ·against this historical background that the Pentecostar Assemblies of 
. .. 
Newfoundlart!linltlated Its attempts to galn government recognition for educational 
purposes In the first half of this century. Its present-school system has a rather 
colourful history~ Inseparably linked to the growth of Pentecostal charches In the 
.. . . . .. _:_ . . .. -· 
province. Thl~ link between church and school developed largely out of necessity 
more so than ch~~ and the lntr~ate r~latlonshlp between the two lnstiMlop~ 
' -
has remaJ.ned throughout the years. . 
• 
• Cttrren11fentecostal roots ln .. North America can be traced to the beginning 
of ~b~ twentieth century, when many of ~aditlo~al church~s were Ignoring 
~ 
" the value of a personal experience In religion. In its stead, they were embracln~ 
a "new criticism" and liberal theology, which at. times .attacked the fu.ndamentals 
. . 
of faith which had been conslde_re~ ·sacred In the past.. This led some to see religion. 
. . 
as becoming a formalized rit~at. devoid of personal relevance. I. 
.. 
To counteract this perception of religious Inertia, · or loss of evangelical 
~ . 
• fervour, so~e people began to give themselves to heart searching prayer,. fasting, 
and Bible study. Within this seHIJ)g, the unusual phenomenon of glossolalia, commonly , 
• 
referred to as •speaking In tongues', ~gan to occur In 1901 and 1906 (Nichol, 
.. ____ . 
1_966: 26-28). From these.' beginnings the Pentecostal' message exploded Into a 
.. . 
massiVe fi!ndamentallst m~vement which today encompasses the world In scope. At 
.__ _ -- · ·. - . . 
the heart of the · Pentecostals' doctrine Is an unshakeabJtt. conviction that the . Bible 
./ 
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55 
Is the inspired and Inerrant Word of God, and its principles are as relevant today 
, . 
'as when they were first expressed. Their doctrinal teachings stress salvation 
through repentance, personal holiness, a deeply emotional :hd meaningful religious 
• 
experience known • as the· bap~ism In the Holy Spirit, divine lnterventlo"' by God • 
Into the affairs of man In response to prayer an~ faith, and th~ Imminent return 
of Jesus Chl'ist to earth. These beliefs, coupled with those of .orthodox Christianity, 
-stind as· the comersto'nes of their faith. 
· I 
In Newfoundland, the Pentecostal ~hurch began .when a lady named Allee 
4!' . Belle Gar'rigus, ·52 years of age and single, came to the country in response to 
, 
what she considers~ a divine call~ng. She arrived at Port-aux·Basques In November, 
· ..: .... . ... 
1910, •an~ pro~e~ded to St. John's to beg_ln her "missionary" endeavours. On Easter 
.. - , l ' 
. ·sunday, 1911, ttie firSt Pentecostal ~hurch optped Its doors under the name of 
"Betheseda Mission•, at 207 Gower Street ln. the capital .city. Yet, It was not until 
19~5 that the Pente~emblle~ .of Newfoundland became Incorporated as an 
• 
official religious body (Janes, 1983: 133·1-44). 
When the Pentecostals arrived on the ecclesiastical circuit In Newfoundtafid 
they were usuaifY !'e.ate~ as a fanatical"' group, ~us attempts were ma~e to 
stifle their growth. One effectlvfJ means of doing this v.tas thro~gh the school 
, 
• system, as the ~.xlselng churches were not always obll9ated to provide- schooling 
. ,. ,.. 
for persons ·of other faiths. ·Since the mainl.lne chu~ches controlled the schools; 
) 
. . 
any attempts to adopt anything outside of those systems could lead to being ostracized, 
,. 
• I 
being kept out of school, or being ridiculed (Janes, 1983: 132·133). -; 
One c~ear lllustratlo~ of the kl_nd of rellg~us prejudicp faced by Pentecostal 
. ... • I,. • 
peo~e stems from a ·sltuatlo,; In ~ld Bight (now Beachslde), where a Pentecostal 
it;hurch was bein~ start~d • . The sueerintendent··Of ~ducation with the United C~urch,_ 
Or. Levi Curtis, wrote the following warning to a gentleman In that community: 
• 
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EYI«:~entJy .the people of Wild Big~ have proven disloyal to 
the (:hurch, and have been runJllng Nter something else. Now, 
let me say that we thlnk no effort too great to make for 
~eople who. are loyal to ua, but when people prove disloyal 
they do not deserve r.nuch consideration. lf the people of 
Wild Bight tum theJr back upon 011 Church and link up with 
something elu, they must taki that something else and make 
the beat of lt... ~ 
) • am, however, writing Mr. Sweetapple /requesting him to 
se~Jd the teacher to WUd Bighr for the bal.ance of the yeat 
and by tbat time we shan· see whether the people of Wild 
Bight Intend to stand _by th_elr Church or to leave lt. If they 
have no. ·more· regard for their children than to have them 
grow up In lgnor8rice';fQr,the. sake of some fanatical movement, 
they do not deserve our consideration ... 
. , . . 
If you can iissure tne· that the people of Wild Bight are go_lng 
. to stand by the Church 1 shall seefhat you get all that can 
be. done 'for you In sc~ol r:natters. (Letter to Robert Yo~ng, 
March )3,,1929l ,.. · · 
>· • • . 
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-. 
It wu .circumstances suctt. as thls wh_lcfllad the s~perlnte~dent 0~ the Pentei::ostaJ 
Assemblies( ~everend( Eugene ·Vaters. to protest unfair t~eatment and '"embar1< on a 
• • f • • " \ • • ~ • • • • • • • • • 
24 year struggle Jor 'govemp\ent ·~gnltlonilto order to prope·ny p~e educatlo.oal 
• • • • • u : • • • • 
. .. . 
sei'VIces to the Pentecostal people~ .The first foothold for the fledgling denbmlnatlon 
. . . . 
came In Point au Sty, as the result of a. •revival" In the earty 1930s, when practically 
• 
.· 
the whole community' acc~pted the Pent~costal IJleS.Sage. The Unlied Churcl, school . . . 
. " . . . 
-ooa~d·. ·con~~q~ent~. felt no 'obllgatl_~!' ·t~ -~~ntl~e provl~lng &chopl services to ·. 
these people, since tbey we~ . no· longer mentblrs of I~ • church. This forced ·the .. 
. . . 
parents _In that .~m~~nl~ ~o ·~eek ~or:ne other means of schoonng. In '931, ~lth ·· 
. .. . : : . . . . . . \. . 
no:..~ovem~~."~ · ~nding •. the~ d~ded . to · u~e . a former • fish lo~ a~ ·their school: . 
_ .. R~Jrand,Vate~ obJected·fo ~avfhg to res~rt to ~ueh m~asur:as. stating: . 
-··-
.. 
. . . 
It seems to me the ·Pentecostal people of . this cOuntry.' have a . · · 
right to some attention on the p~ of .. those governing them ... 
We as Pentecost~t people, who new number some thousands, 
demand fair treatment and equal. rights .from our G.ovemment. .. 
~ The time hu come foi some practical cooperation. (letter to 
Dr. P. Vlncent.Buli<e, August 25, 1?33) 1 •• 
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57 
With the Introduction of Commission G9vemment, In 193ll, Reverend Vaters 
repeated his appeal, comptalnlng of no r~presentatlon for his church. and ,speaking 
of unfair treatment from churches who .. would prefer to see us out of existence". 
Pointing out that his church was operating schools · in several communities, without 
., 
government monies, Reverend Vaters continued his argument: 
I wouLd like to see it that the Pent~costal Newfoundla~der :, 
-any other Newfoundlander wo':!ld bl given the same _privfleges 
· and civic-rights as any. other orthe most powerful denominations 
and that church Influence · was lifted out entirely: (Letter to 
F.C. Alderdice, April 11 , 1935) . · 
. 
• A • • • , ' ' 
A subsequent request, in 1936, for a Pentecostal .board of eduqatlon. ana a further 
proportional diviSion ~f the Education Grant was :tu;ned down,, with the fo!lowing 
' . 
note being recorded Jn the govemment's 'minutes: · 
.. - .. . .. 
.. 
. . 
Ordered that fn do"r1nectl~n wJth Educational administration In 
Newfou!'ldland, the_ CommiSsion ~dhere to the principle·· of 
recognition of the three predominating rel~glous denominations,_ 
~ • ' . I • only, vlt;.:..the Church of England, the Roman Catholic Church 
and the United Church, as adopted ln~the .Education (Amendment) 
Act No. .11 of 1935; and are not· .prepared to authorize ·any 
s~ivlslon of the Educatlonai· Grants beyond these three major 
. ' dE\nomlnatlons. • , . · 
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58 
and showed their nllmber to be 3,721. The Department then tried to satisfy the 
Pentec~stal _People by providing funding . fo~~hools In such communities· and. 
' 
whenever possible, a Pentecostal teacher. Consequently, by 1939, through these 
. 
and other circumstances, there ha~ ~en Pentec~stal teachers en,gagf)d at Windsor 
(Reginald Andrews), Horse Island (Effie Rowe), ·sansom's Island (Mabel ~arch),· 
Point au Bay (Robina Parsonsk.Salt Pond (Ursula Slade), and Black Island (Douglas 
. " 
. 
Luff). The Improved treatment accorded th~ Pentecostals at this time came about 
largely_ . ~use of the efforts of one .Gf the chief executive officers for education 
at ·the time, Mr. I~J. Samson, who .cut across red tape and attempted · t~ Infect ~ 
greatei:.·degr~e ~f equal treat~ent ·Into' departme!Jl'l policies. Reverend Vaters was 
• • ·... • • • • • • • • • • • Q • • 
alwaY,S lavish. In his ·pra1.5e of' Mr •. Samson, later referring . to him as •a .father to -
. ..... . . ... 
\ . ' . . 
. ..... .' ' 
. u~_·ln :e~~catlo~al ~~airs" •. :<Pen~e~~t~I .. Brief, 19~: ·4) , 
: · However, ·the arrangement. did I_'IOt pr9\le · sati~factory, for the Pentecostals 
,' , 
··.- .. 
;. 
-· , •' 
· ' 
.... 
'"· .· ~- . ~;·· !, ...... 
<·~; ;,~ · ... ··. ,:: ·•'' · ~ 
still only ' had· an -Indirect voice In the Jof)trol and operation· of those schools. It · 
.... 
seeme~ that ..they were · just as their name suggested, communltx . schools; and 
I 
anyone ln. the community. could -use them. for any purpose. This resulted ' ln the 
schooi buildings beln; used for d~·, bi~o. card games. ·atnd slmiiar 
activities, all of which were considered sinful by Pentecostal standards. This led 
' . ' 
Reverenct Vaters to write the Oepa~ment of Edu~tlon, stating: 
. ... 
The Department- cannot~ expect to continue to hold down 
. about 6,000 people • we have grown/ a iot since fast census-
. and treat them as nonentities, partlct,tlar1y If a degree . of 
self·govemlnfJ or democra'tlc rule is restored to this country. 
We ... were willing· wlttf others to pool our aspirations for · the 
general. good, and we were not favourable t the denominational 
system as It w&S ... 
~ ... 
/ 
. Vje are thoroughly dlss~tlsfled with' the . resent ·educational 
system, both es. to· management ·and cum ulum,. as It affects 
. us, and s~all be foremost', when VJ& are lloyJed a voice, In 
repudiating lt. (letter to I.J. Samso?, August 7, ~939) 
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In reply . to expressions of concern over this matter, the 'Commissioner for 
Education, H.A. Winter, made· it clear that while · the Pentecostals were being 
accommo(fated . in this ma.nner, there was no way they could be allow¥ any sense 
, I ' 
of direct contr91 over these community schools. He etcplalned to Reverend Vaters: 
.. 
I should like to make it perfectly clear to you that while the 
Department. will welcome at any time any representation or 
recommendation you may wish to make •••• naveitheless the 
appointment of teachers, their dismissal, and, Indeed, all other 
matte~ pertaining to the control and management of Community 
Schools. must remain wit"the Department. (Letter to Rev. E • 
. Vaters •. May 19, 1941) . _ . • 
~hen, ·ln. that same letter, ·the Commissioner suggested that the Pentecostal 
people were not -wllllng to bear their share . of the loc.al co~ts In maintaining 
• • • c~ t • ' 
•.. · 
schools operated by other chur~hes, ·In wf:lich they had s\udents, R~veren~rs · . 
. . . . . . . • . A , , • 
replied that his: people refused to· c~ntrlbut~ anv more toward~ the con~truction o_f. 
. . ' . 
property over which they :had no control and In which th.ey had no special right . 
__ At til&. same time other frustrations were expre~sed:, 
• 
Asked. to produce a good teachllliJ s.taff we are not given the 
ground In which to produce such a one. Our teachers are 
confined to a few of the dingier places. Windsor being the 
one exception, and these are none too .....securely regarded as 
ours. In the larger pJaces we are not permitted a teacher. 
At Bishop's Falls, for example, where fully one-half of all the 
pupUs In the Amalgamated and United Church schools combined 
· are PentecostaJ,. we cannot place .a teacher. We have nothing 
to do with the running of the ~hoofs .... 
I feel sure, Sirs, that the absurdity of the situation Is apparent. 
Cannot something more be done, something practical to meet 
the act~al situation? (Letter to Educational Council, October 
--
28, 1941) 
The response of the Educational Co~ncll, through~mfssloner Winter, was 
- . 
that the Education ~ct, by which they were bound, did not recognize the Pentecostal 
Assemblies ~s a ."denomination" for educational purposes. However, · wtfel8 
·-· . 
clrcumstanc.es warranted,· the Council would be wiUlng to have certain properties 
; 
, 
vested In the Government to be held In trust for the Pentecostals, thereby protecting 
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60 
their Interests In the properties conceroecf. Any member of the rocal church 
.assembly would then be working on his own school when he provided free labour ; 
or materials for .Its upkeep (Letter to Rev. E. Vaters, Novef!1ber 5, 1941). This 
arrangement was tried for several years, but It did not resolve the Issue to the 
satisfaction of the Pentecostal people. 
' 
When the census of 1945 Indicated there were 7,558 Pentecostals In the 
colony, Reverend Vaters renewed his efforts to receive . government recognition of 
his denomlnat~n for. educallot:'lal purposes. This time ~Is request i<'ntalned ·specific 
. 
exampies of situations tn which teachers were dismissed ~ other school .. boards 
for attending a Pentecostal church, situations where the majority of students wer~ 
. . I . 
Pentecostal but the people were still wlthou~ any· -Input into the school systems, 
or where whol~ communities had embrac·ed the · Pentecostal teachings, oniy to find 
. . ... ....-" - . . . . . . . 
. . 
their. schools clos~d· down by their f~rmer church group. In the latter ·circumstances 
.the Pentecostal Assemblies was then forced to address the need of Its members 
. . 
for schools, but without the full benefit of government funding. (Rev. E. Vaters, 
Letter to CommJssl~n. of Govemmenl for .Newfoundland, March 11, 1945) 
- lnjerestlng.ly, · at this time Reveren<J Vaters c~nsldered the possibility of 
merglr:~g the educational Interests of h is a group with the United Church, to be 
looked after · under Its auspices. In writing to Or. I.F. Curtis, at the Department 
of Education, he stated: 
, 
I have ever been and am now for amalgamation with proper 
protection for our Interests with others, and particularly with 
the .United Church which I believe of the denominations has . 
the best schools fn the country. 'Pentecostal people were 
generally of that · mtnd too until they woke up to see how 
little their Interests were thought of by others and how petty 
persecution could be. Granted an understanding of equal and 
-falr treatment and with Interests protected, I think the 
.. Pentecostal people would be as wlfflng· as. before t~ merge 
with another for the good of education generally... (Letter to 
Dlf I.F. Curtis, May 7, 1945) ....-- · · • 
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I 
Later, It was stated tt1at the consideration of this option was largely due to_the_ 
• 
fact that Mr. Sa~son, wt,o was respected and appreciated so m'uch by the Penf~costals, 
had been advancing the possibility (Pentecostal Brief, 1954: 3-4). Although , the 
Genera£ Conference of the Pentecostal Assemblies of Newfoundland passed a 
resolution, in 1946, to the effect that it looked with favour UPf" the possibility of 
linking up with the .United Church In ~chool affairs, nothing materialized in tlils 
direction. This seems· to have been because of some division among thl[t Pentecostal . 
. . 
peqple as to the wisdom of such a move. 
Over' th~ ne,d eight years Reverend Vaters continued to make. ;epres~ntatl~n .. 
to government .on behalf of his people. Faced with growing requests from various 
~ 11 • J 
'parts of th~ island, and Labrador, he 'could do no other. Over and over, he made 
. . 
the ~ame cas·~ .to government representatives, but. to little avail. \ Q 
. · • . ·>·whe~ .·Newfoun~Jan~ became~- pro~lnc~ of _c~n~·dil ~~ ·1949\in~ a new. sy~te":' 
• : of government was introduced, the Pentecostal · people received the first glimmer 
. ' 
of hope In achieving the status which· they had b$en seeking · for a quarter of a 
. ' . . 
.. 
century. The premier of the new provinc~, the Honourable Joseph R. Smallwood, 
had a dogr~ of sympalfwlor tho Pentecostal caus~. and .thottoceptfvlty prompted 
\another attempt for recognition. By ~954, the Pentecostal'\.numb$r~d _.11,237, 
according to the. 1951 · census, and the time seemed ripe for another· appeal to 
. . \ 
I . . 
government. On April 1 of that same year a detailed brief was prepared, outlining 
; the dlfflcutttes being experienced by the Pentecostal people In educational matters, 
' · I ~ 
. an'\sketchlng the history of llielr atte.mpts to re_s,olve th~ ~roblems. It was.:'iloted_ 
that)• Salvation Army hod been afforded suCh ~U!litlon when they numbared 
onty 6,594. It was also pointed out that the Congregationalists,· Presbyterians, and 
:· .. . : . 
• A • ' \• ' ,. 
S~venth Day .Adventists were enjoying the benefits of gov.emmerit recognition for 
ed~catlo~al l)~~o~es ·~he~)th~lr combined n~m~rs. according to the 1945 census, 
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were but 1,984. Each of the prevfous arguments was raised again, and the appeal 
concluded .wnh the following comment: 
. p~ring the past several years we have tri6d to wort< ~nde; 
existing clrcumstSJ:)ces. We had hoped for something more 
accQptable to us to evolve from the weltleof• twists and 
turrJS In edvcation, but up to the present no lng better has 
come forth. Just now we are t~oroughly dlsg ted and cannot 
aee that we can go further.Jinder · existing circumstances. To 
get anything acceptable we ..,eel we must be put on an equal 
: basis with other denominations within the Department of 
Education. We need to be placed In a position to defend 
ourselves and · to 'negotiate with others on an equitable ·basis 
wlihln legal . bounds and wllh something definite to· offer or 
withhold as a .bargaining power In order to be accOrded 
equity lm~ fair play. "ijlts to us seems but reasonable, right 
and proper. · (Pentecostal B~ef,'1954: 10.11) 
' . 
To further support their request. an aggressive lobbying campaign was CQn~ucted, 
' . 
- ( 
with Pentecostal people fro·m all ov~r the province contacting the p~eml~r In 
.. ' 
si.ip~ort of the.Jr cause. ~~ result of a! I these efforts rea~ed a cl)max ·on Au gust 
11, 1954, when t~e Government of Newfoundland arid Labrador agreed to recognize 
the Pentecostal Assemblies- as a •de~omlnatlon• for educational purposes. ay· that 
time there were already 13 Pentecostal schools In existence, with 22 te.achers, and 
-..,/. • - r • _ , - .,. ., 
apprOICii'nately 750 students. Since then, their ~ool district has ._expanded, until 
today .It Includes 48 schools, 397 teac:hers• and 8,720 students. The latest census 
• • • 
figures, taken In 1981, sh~w the PentecosUt.l people hi the province to now number 
37,450. 
111: PHILOSOPHiCAL PERSPECnVE 
tt ·was· nQt until .. after the Pentecostal Assemblies .of Newfoundland was 
recognized as a "den!)mlnatlon•, for educational purposes, that Its leaders began to 
~ • , 0 ' • • • 
develop a ·distinct phllosop~y _regarding education. Prior to the 1960s their Church 
., 
hierarchy ·was absorb&~ In tt\e simple logtst~cs of establishing and operating .schools, 
' .. 
with little effort being maae to 
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A3 the new board of education moved Into the 1960s, one of Its foremost spokesmen, 
Pastor Geoffrey Shaw, began to elaborate on th~ Pentecostal philosophy towards 
education and Its "raison d'etre•. 
That ·philosophy Is based on a literal, fundamentalist Interpretation of the 
Bible as the Inspired and Inerrant Word of O~d. the "final standard ~ authoritY (-....._ 
In all matters of faith and c;:onduct". Within this perspective. adherents to the 
,, 
faith are admonished to "see education through the Bible, not the Bible through 
~· 
education• (Shaw,_,f972: 7). This ultlm~te authority of Scripture Is reflected In the 
•statement of Educational Philosophy", cont~lned In the policy handbook of the 
-
Pentecostal Board of Education, which states: 
f 
, -,- The role o~ the Pentecostal school system Is to e~tabllsh and 
maintain. an educational program In which everything Is 
. t~ught or done in accordance with:· 
. . 
_. (1) a scripturally base_d philosophy of ~docatlon; 
(2) 
(3) 
On the 
a . psychology of learning with a Christian view of the· 
child as a child of God ·and of the coye!'ant with . God; an~ 
a synthesis of the needs of contemporary society in 
which the child must llvf>, in which he must serve, honor. 
~nd glorift his God_. J · 
basis of select Scriptural passages, It Is advanced that all truth' 
originates In God (I Corinthians 3:11; John 17:17; Colossians 2:3), so real education 
Is the process of Identifying and prom.ulgatlng God's truth. C~equently, the 
I 
. . ' teacher Is encC?uraged to lr\tegr~te the BibliCal perspective of udeclared truth" 
. . 
> • 
with the more secular disciplines of udiscovered truth": By merging t~ese two 
• · dimensions of knowledge one Is expected to arrive· ·at a more accu_rate understanding 
of Individual subJect _ _areas, and life In -general. Thus th~ Pentecostal teacher 
attempts to blend God's revelatio'!_ln the Bible with His revelation . In creation. 
This view Is summarized . by the ·present' executive director of the Pentecostal 
' 
Education. Cou·ncll, Paster A.E. Batsto~e, In the following manner: 
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The task of the Christian school Is to provide an ed,ucatlon 
that clearly has Christ at the center and perceives all -truth 
In Him, an education that Is based on the Word of God as 
the final authority In all matters of faith and practice, and 
educatl.on that strives for the student's fullest and best 
devel~pment fn all facets of his being • spiritual, social, 
Intellectual, emotional, and physical. (1982b: 30) 
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Pastor Dexter Higgins, a former religious education coordinator with the 
Pentecostal school board, attempted to illustrate this principle In practice. He 
proposed .that fn addition to the commonly accepted rationale for curriculum 
content within the school systent, the 'Pentecostal teachers were also motivated by 
spiritual dimensions, which meant they were to make every atte~pt to Inject 
Christian values Into the program of study. Within this framework, It was suggested 
that: 
Art opens channels· for expression of beauty and gives eyes 
to the splendour of God's ·world. Language enables us to 
·communicate truth conceml~g God aryd f:ils world ·to others. 
Music cour!fs arouse the volct;t of praise· and gratitude to · 
God. · · Mathematics displays form, design and relationship 
proceeding from an .orderly Goe:t who Is constant in a world 
of apparent flux. Physical Education , acknowledges God's -
stress of the. Importance of body and soul. Science courses 
· confirm a creation and its maintenance by God's hand. Social 
Studle$ serves to establish the existence and acts of a personal 
God and to find 'divine purpose 'In human transaction. Bible 
courses · for'm the basis for the total curriculum. .since the 
· Word Is the core around which the curriculum Is built. These 
courses present the life, person and message. of Christ and 
assist one to respond to God as a unique pe..Son. (Higgins, 
19!30: 27) . 
One· ptemlse deriving from this Interpretation Is that religious neutrality Is 
" lm~osslbla In· life and In education. At its roots. education }deals with man, t~e 
nature of s.ocl~ty; one's goals for man and societY, and the essence of truth. 
When these Item~ are :·va~ed as · bejng essentially of a religious n~ture, It ·follows 
:that religion cannot be dlv.orced from education. Pastor Shaw contends that the 
•negative• In religion Is Just as •reiJgl~us• as the positive. He argues: 
' ' 
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The truth of the matter Is that • both atheists and agnostiOj = 
are "religious• ·but In a negative way. It Is ImpoSsible to prove 
- that God does not exist, because It Is Impossible to prove a 
universal negative. Thus the athelst•s negative belief In God 
Is based upon a fatth-assumP.&jpn, no less than the Christian's 
positive belief In God. (Re-thln'mng Education: 14-15) 
, 
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To support this position with Scripture, reference Is made to the Biblical passage 
In which Christ said, "He that fs not witfl Me Is against Me• (Matthew 12:30). On 
' 
this basis, Pastor Shaw continues: · 
.. 
...consciously or. unconsciously, every educational system has 
a religious premise ~hether that religion Is positive or 
negative, whether It Is expressed or Implied.... · 
"Non-religious" education, . or "neutral" education, . Is thus a 
fallacy, a contradiction In tamlS;-not merely a mistake - It Is 
an impossibility. AU education is religiously partisan; prejudiced, 
sectarl&{l -whether. for example, towards Christianity, or 
Islam, or secular h":!manlsm, or ethical culture, or Nazism, or 
Communism • . or towards any other Ideological philosophy (Re· 
thinking Education: 15). · · 
!f'ls view leads.to the Penteco$tal.assertlon t~_at rellg!on cannot be com~artmenta~ 
'Into discrete and lndepend~nt time blocks 1!'. the 'School st:hedule. Instead, · It Is 
seen as a perv~slve influence which affects the total environment In which the 
educational pr:ocess occurs. 
It follows that in any society a· variety of religious viewpoints ·exist. If that 
Is so, then the democratic principle dictates that parents be permitted some 
degree of choice with respect to the type of environment. In which they want 
. . 
their children to be. taught. According to Pentecostal philosophy, the Bible, ln-
De.uteronomy 6, places responslbliltY .for 'the education of children directly on 
parents. This belief concurs wlth that of the Universal ·Declaration of Human 
. . . 
Rights, adopted by the Unlt?d Natlp~s. which states that wparents have a prior 
. right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children• (lo 
.. 
eatstone •. fa2a: 29). 
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The emphasis within the Pentecostal philosophical position Is on the collective 
and Cooperative efforts of the home, the churc~ ~nd the ·schoorln -helping stuaents 
reach their fullest potentl(ll In society. These three Institutions are linked so that 
each reinforces the other In providing consistent Instruction to the child. Formally, 
this principle Is recognized In the policy handbook of the school board, which declares: 
The home Is the chief educational agency. The teacher has a 
responsibility to knpw and understand, as far as possible, all 
the Influences which are brought to bear· on the child and to 
plan to make the!fl contribute to his growth. The school 
should, therefore, eonsclentlously strive to unify the te4thlngs 
of the home and church (Section 111 ), 
With this perspective, It Is understandable--that the Pentecostal Board of 
. I 
Education actively seeks teach~ who are committed to the teachings and practices 
• I ~: 
of Its . c~ch, sine.~ the. teacher Is considered as one of the most Important 
elements w~ln · the ~cho.ol system • . · ~ rep~esentatlves of 'Pentecostal parents In 
. -
the classroom (•in loc.o . parentis·). the t•cher's ·basic. conception of truth and 
- . \ . 
reality should be In harmony. with -that of the parents ~hom he represents. In 
· Pastor Batstone's' words: 
The Integration of culture and faith is mediated by the 
. Integration of faith and life In the person of the teacher. The 
nobility of the task to which teachers are caned demands 
that In Imitation Qf Christ ... they reveal the Christian message 
not only ~ord but also by every gesture of their. behaviour 
(198~2: 30). . . 
~ 
This view stresses the importance of the teacher's responsibility, as a role model, 
to •demonstrate through precept and example the virtues of a Christian llfeu (Polley 
.H~ndboo~.· Section 121.5). ' · 
·The pup\ls are the central figures wlthln such an,e.ducatlonal system, and the 
. . ,. . . 
. . 
schools must •gJve attention ~o the Individual needs of the children, to guide 
th$1r Interests, and to P.repar~ them for Christian life" (Polley Handbook,. Section 
-111). The teacher Is, ~herefore, 'instructed to "respect, uphold, and promote the 
,. 
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dignity of each and every pupil, and provide le~mlng experiences designed to assist 
them In realizing their fullest potentiar (Policy Handbook, Section 1_21 .6). All 
.these 1 efforts ars geared towards helping the student experience a personal faith . 
In Jesus Christ, through the teachings of the Bible. -
-
The state cannot be ignored in this philosophy, simply because the same 
people who organize themselves Into "parental school groups• also organize themsehtes 
politically In the form ,of the state. Since It is the same people In both systems, 
there should be a vital partnership between the parents and the state In educational 
matters, with the state using the people's money from taxes to ftnance schools, 
(J \ • 
subject to e~tabllshed regulations and .standards .(Shaw, 1970: 5). The state then 
"'-· . - - ~ becomes the true servant of the people, establishing •a pluralism In education 
which will corre_sp_ond to the desires of all parents~ (Batstone, 1 ~82: 28) • 
The end result emanating· ·from such a philosophical· pe'rspacUve Is a very 
~ . 
cohesive and close-knit socfal ·.unlt, which shares a strong commitment towards . a 
specific kind ·of educational system. Jts 'me,.,;b9rs may at tlmes·become resentful If 
. . . 
an outside party, who does not snar~ their particular polrit of 7lew, Is pytCeived 
as trying to unduly Influence their school system. The present chairman of the 
-. 
-Pentecostal Board of Education, Pastor Roy King, ·has exp.ressed thfs C?Oncem by 
declaring; 
Phrases like "suitability clauses", ' "moral clauses", "walk out$" 
and "lock outs" give ·us no concem when we knQw that, by 
mutuaJ agreement, we are committed to our Christian philosophy,- · 
alms an~ obJectives. But when we allow· oui'Selves to · become 
bound· b~ontract to any third party, 'who does not underStand 
and apprec te our Christian values of life .("The Christian 
World View"), e .obstruct our alms and objectlve.s (1982: 39>· · 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter It has been shown that the historical crrcumstances surrounding 
education In Newfoundland provld~d the Pentecostal p3op.le with a unique opportunity 
to gain .government funding- for schools operated by their church. The relative 
recency of their development as a religious body, combined with government 
recognition of their denomination for educational purposes In 1954, ' means they 
~ . .' \ 
are much closer to their historical roots. chronologically, than the . other church 
groups ln •. the prov!nce: When ~h~s .factor Js coupled with the ph11osophlcal solldari~ 
shared by Pentecostal people, II provi~es a background for examining the attitudes 
of Pentecostal teacher$ more dose.ly. Against such a backdrop; It ts posslb.le to 
better understand. the. ln~uenc~s which shape ttie attitudes and actions of Pentecostal 
, • 0 • • • -
educators. · 
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CHAPTEFI 'tV 
DESIGN OF TH! STUDY 
I. INTRODUCnON 
• 
The con~pl\f attitUie Is Important in the social sciences beeause atti,udes 
. . • . I 
shape perceptions, affect judgements, Influence be'havlour. and help go~m .various 
. , . 
social actions. -. An ,earty dennition, by Thurstone ( 1 929: 2). describes an attitude In 
terms .of th~ IntensitY oi affect for or against a psychological object. Guilford 
- . 
(1954: 457) gives a more.de.tailed definition of an attitude as: -
... a personal disposition comnio,.; to· Individuals,. but possessed 
to different degrees, which Impels lhe.m to ·react to objects, 
'sltuatlqns, or propositions In ways that can· be called favourable 
or unfavourable. · While attitudes ·are subJect· to .. change. their 
"' . dlrectl~ns and strengths. a~e .~uf(lclently endyrfng over perl(Jds 
of tinie to J~stlfy treatlog · them as. personality tralts ••• The 
19gic behind the• use of opinion Is that th&ru Is a positive 
. ~ porrelat!on between what people s'~y on a subfect ..!"d what 
· they will do about lt. .. .. . · · · , 
.. 
. There have been· numerous ot~er definitions for this ~oncept, which according to 
, ' - I 
· Fishe.r '(1~n:283) has been given '!'dre de~nitlons than any ottter In social psychology. 
~ . . . . ' 
If Is not l.ihlverSally cccepted, ~owever, .that there Is a· neee"ary · ccrrespo.ndence 
' • f • .. 
· .betweeq . ai;J\tudes · and overt action. Murphy· and Ukert (1938: 28), who were 
among the ploneera ?' .attitude sc.ate const~cti~n. ~av..e r~cogni.zed thl:, crftlcl~m 
and addresSed it ·,n thlt following !ll~nner: 
Contemporary definitions cluster arof,Jnd .two chief conceptions: 
~lrst. that attltu.des are .dfsposltlons. toward overt . action: 
second, that they are verbal su~tltutes f(>r. overt action. The 
.. fortner usage stems . to 'lhe ·present wFifers to be preferable. 
·· · . The verf.>al declarations of opinions and attitudes· are regarded 
as _!O...lnd~rect method of measuring ·dfapqsitlons which are 
most easily signified and expressed In verl)al form • 
*' V!Jllle tnere has tra~ltlonally been extensive - debate over ~he use of attitudinal 
sc~!e~, !n rece~t ~Q~~ there· has-treen · 'a renewed Interest In attitudinal phenofetta. 
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after- ~de of relatively low Interest (Mitzel, 1982: 180).. Seidenberg and 
SnadowsJcy. (1976: 19) have pointed out that: 
~ . 
In recent years ·some noticeably more sophisticated work has 
~gun ·t!) appear. Attitude measures tailored ·to a specific 
behaviour are being u~ed, combinations or attitudes are often 
employed, ·and some ·of the attention has shifted to . behaviour 
with less formidable c!)nstralnts systems than the old. favorites •. 
. . 
It would ~eem, 'tile~~ 'that . the- -contlniied use of such a measure - Is ·J;omewhat 
Indicative of Its suJtabllitY. for surve~ research, as Is apparent In .Robinson's and 
Shaver's (1973) comprehensl've summary of major instruments of attitude measureme .. nt. 
. . 
• '<tJ 
. 
\ ·11. ·.THE INSTRUMENT 
- .. 
The present section describes by general type and detail the instrument or 
- ~t;:> 
• 
questionnaire used In the study. 
. ..
,. . 
TYPO of Instrument 
~ The questionnaire was developed wlttt the assumption that attitudes do translate 
lnt~ ove~ action, . and .. that Information collecte.d through a r~tlng of responses 
'can. serv~· ~ . art Index of ,xpected behaviour. The bulk of the lnstru,;,ent utilizes , 
. . . • .. . • · t\ . , . 
a Ukert fon:nat, whereto a. ·number of statem~n.ts ·are given .and participants are 
.. . .. 
asked to clrcl~ the one _respOnse, ·out of~ flve, ·which best describes their reaction 
. . 
to the particular statement. The Jive respo11ses ·provided anr. strongly disagree, 
•> 
disagree, uncertain, agree, and • strongly agree. ·An- arithmetic value ra~glng from 
I • ' / 
.. ' . ~· ~me to five l .. o be asslgne3 ·each of these· res~onses _respectively, In the following · 
manner: 
Strongly ~ 
. Disagree .Disagree 
:· 
1 2 
" 
. 
I • ' 
.. •' 
' . Uncertain 
3 
\ 
\ 
. t ' , 
Agree ' . 
4 
•' 
S\rongly 
Agree· 
\ . 
.. . . . ·- -~~-~ 
' 
..J 
·-
.. 
. 
.. • t' 
~ • l • • • . '~ .·(. 
·• •. l • . . ..•. /~ 
• 
. .- -· 
' 
- ··-· 
• • • 
• •• • • t 
.. . .. ·:. · . \' 
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Such a ~cale Is· considered to be quite !ellable, when properly designed, for e.stabllshlng 
a ranking of people. . With regard to a particular attitude or attltu.de complex .(Miller, 
' ' • I • • 
1~7'7: 89). ' .. . . 
.. 
Jn tlils study th.ese ordinal .responses are. treated :_as If they conformed t~ lntervai 
. .-- . . . . 
. sca!es. · ·According tci l:abovltz '(1970: 515),. the~ Is ample empirical evidence . to 
: • Q' I ' ' ' 
: support such a procedure, and. any small error' ac~ompanylng the proc~dure Is .. offset -
a a . . • . . ' . 
by the · use of more powerful; more sen~itlve, better developed, an~ more clearly ~ 
"...,; : . - . . 
lnterpretab!e statistics with ' known sampling error". This .treatment of data Is 
. - ' 
"not . risky if care Is taken to avoid extreme exponential distributions" (Labovltz, 
1971: 521). 
The Ukert techn!_que was adopted because It has ·been widely used, and Is 
. 
familiar to most teachers. The items, while requiring care In formulating and 
organizing, are not difficult to construct, administer, or Interpret. 
-· 
., 
, I 
Oe~crlptton of the Instrument 
. -- . 
I 
The questionnaire ~a~ ~et up to provide ..d-etailed background Information from 
I 
the respondents, thus . allowlr,tg for analysls~y denominational affiliation, lave, of 
certification, sex, grade level being ta.ught, position, years of teaching· experience, 
. . 
size of home town, size of school, degree of J~b satisfaction, commitment to the 
·-~· - --
teachings and practices of one's church, Importance assigned to .one's church, extent 
of N.T.A. lnvolvem~nl: end degree Fport for .dan~riilnallonal schoOling. 
To ~acllltate analysis of d1Jt& 'the lnstriJment was divided Into four separate 
• I • • , I 
sections . . · The flrst : gathered the. preliminary ~ackground .:. lnform~tlon alr,ady dl~~d, 
. ' . . 
while the second section attempted to address Issues related to den~mlnatlonal 
· schooling. . In this latter seCtion teachers were asked to respond to nine statements 
. . . ' } . . . . . . 
reflecting . some of the basic principles and practices undergirding this type of 
• 
. '. 
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72 
edu~onaJ aystem. These Items were then treated addltlvely to give ore composite 
. -score to Indicate extent of agreement or disagreement with denominational schooling. 
Th~ aim here was to ascertain teacher attitudes towards a church-oriented system 
of education. · The Items .Included could ·apply equally well to a Protestant or 
. . . 
Rom.!J1 catholic educational setting • \ 
. . . ~ 
. . 
The third section focussed more directly on collective bargaining strateglef 
. which could be used to advance contract talks and considered some of the ·b&Sic . 
· methods· used to resolve lmp&S$es In negotiations. Most of these Items would need . 
. \ ' . . 
• 
to ~ ~nalyzed separately. but SOJ!I& Internal comparison~ c·o~ld be appropriate. 
The final section was devoted to the specific problem of th~ position of 
Pentecostal teachers within the collective b~rgalnlng process. An attempt was . 
' . 
made to spllclt direction from all teachers as to the most acceptable means for 
accommodating the Pentecostals within the ·structure of epllectlve birgalnlng. 
.. . 
Again, most of these Items would have to be ass~ssed separately.- but. comparisons 
could be made within the section. 
, __ . .,..:, . 
.., . 
. :~ :.- · . . 
, Ill. VAUDilY. . 
In ,preparing the Instrument for this study the available literature related to 
collective bargal.nlng In education was revle~ed and appropriate Items were constructed 
' accordingly. The ln!tlal group of thirty-four Items was submitted to four· unl~erslty 
professors and a group of ten grad~ate students at Memorial. University of 
-· ' 
~ewfol.!ndland for consideration and reaction. Their responses ra'd to · several 
' . 
., . .. ·
deletions, . additions, modlncatlons, and organizational changes to the questionnaire. 
~ 
Further refinement resulted In other deletions and alterations, as required by this 
process. 
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Pre)lmtnary Information 
. 41 • 
The background-Information requested from respondents wa~ Intended to permit 
• J • 
the analysis of teacher attitudes toward the resolution of Impasses In collective 
• # •• 
bargaining according to a number of Influencing variables. These Include 
• - • 0 
. , r 
·denominations afflllatlop, level of certification, -sex, grade leva\ tavght, position, 
years o eaching experience. size o; home town, !lze of school, degree of Job 
~ 
satisfaction, religious rating, . importance assigned to one's churc'\,, extent of 
t;. • 
N.T A Involvement, and degree of support for denominational schooling. A number 
of studies, which are referred to In the earlier chapter. on related 1 literature. have 
. . 
demonstrated that ·mosLof these factors can Impact on teacher attitudes In collective 
bargaining. It was therefore conslder~d Important' to Include them In the ques~nn~lre, 
l , . 
In the attempt to -~dentify possible determinants of tha'ittltudes of teachers towarcf 
. . . 
appropriate bargaining strategies for resolving Impasses • 
. . 
Denominational Schooling 
, . 
To ensure validitY on Items within the denominational schooling component, 
the complete section · was submitted to each af the executive directors of the 
denominational education councils In Newfoundland for close scrutiny. They were 
.... -- - . , 
• 
asked wheth~r the Items adequately co~ered the basic principles embodied In 
denominational schooling. and whether any Items should be added or deleted{ Their 
responses were f.avourable, and are provided In the appendix. . · : 
f 
She statements, out of the nJne given In this section, were ·worded ,positively 
I f • t .. 
. . . . 
and three were ·worded negatively, In order to ensure tHat scores ware not Influenced' 
by "position set;, without due r gard to content. In the other sections this was 
· n.o~ a concem, .. ·,the ftemstt~de to. discriminate :'equ~tely. . . : . 
. . 
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~ Pmcedures to Besotye Impasses 
Sin~. Pentecostal teachers are unwilling to engage in strike action to advance 
their negotiating position, l~ this· a~ctJon measures were considered for resol~ing 
·.Impasses In collective bargaining. The basic means available for this purpose, . as 
.. . . 
.. 
preaenteq In the, literature, - were :Identified for. teachers' consideration. These 
Include mediation and conciliation, fact . finding, binding arbitration, flnaf offer 
arbitration, i~uJ;;;Iss~e arbitration, ~thholdlng~f .selected services, and withholding 
. . . . ·. ' . . . . 
of all services. In addition; teacherS were asked to comment on the value of political 
- -
....... 
~ob~lng and using the media ~o advance 'bargaining positions. Although there are 
' 
many varfa~lons of these strategies, this list ~vered the basic options avallabl@ to 
teachers when they cannot reach an agreement with their employer In contract talks • 
. . . 
This section was distributed to both the president of the Newfoundland Teachers' 
~ . 
As;soclatlon and thelpr~sldent of the. Pentecostal Teachers' Fellowship and each 
.... 
was I!Sked. whether It adequately summarized the tactics u,ually considered for dealing 
with Impasses. They were Invited to respond with any comments or suggestions which 
might enhance the questionnaire. Their · responses were favourable, with respect to 
~ ' 
• the scope of the Items, and are Included In the appendix •. 
. . 
• 
Accgmmodatlng PentQcgstal Teachers , 
There ~ue basically three dlstl~ct options which receiving the most 
. • ·. t 
: attention-If) the discussions betw~en the ~entecostal . tAAir.:nAnt · and the Newfoundland 
Teachers' . AasocJatfon:. (~) maintenance of ~e pre~erit bargaining unlt, as Is, with 
. some Internal arrangement to dccommodate Pentecostal teachers within 'ttl at structure; 
. . . .. . 
(2) the form~tlon of a separate b~rgalnlng unit fo~ Atecostal teachers, within 
the Newfoundland Teachers' Association; (3) th~ formation of a separate bargaining 
' I " • • I unit ~or Pentecostal teachers,. but outside the Newfoundland Teachers' Assoclat!on. 
,. 
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75 
There are also several adjunct Issues related to these three choices, which were ·. 
conslderld In the questionnaire, comprise the three main alternatives 
proposed to date. · 
. : 
This section also was submitted to t president of the Newfoundland Teachers' 
Assp~iatlon . Jn.d..the pr~slr;fei1t of the Pent~costal Teachers• FeiiCf~Shlp, l.o o~er to - · · 
" . . . . . 
ensure that · the representation was accurate. They were asked. whether the Items· 
! ncluded · adequatelY add~ess~d the Issue unde~. lnvestiga~n. Their responses, by 
. ' . 
~·!·telephone convOisatlon or lett~r, wer8posltlve .. nd they Oac~ suggested several 
ot \ er pptions which could be added to~~e questionnaire. , · • 
. IV. REUABIUlY 
After the parties Identified In the validation pro~ess had 'been provld~d 
, sufficient opportunity to react to the questionnaire Items.. the ·Instrument was 
piloted among three non·~entecostal and three ·Pentecostal teachers; presentiy on 
le~8-Q!.___absence from .thai~ ~~speptt~, school boards, and fo~rte~n teachers ~t the 
Seventh. Day Ad\lBiltjst school In St. John's. As a fesult of comments . received 
·through this process, several . slight· chanqes were made to the qu.estlonnalra format 
.' 
to facilitate completion of the Items. 
~ 
The reliability of the Instrument was determined by re-testing the flrilt 
.,.. . . 
I o t • .,. ' , ' ~ 
twenty resportde~ts · tw~ weel<s ~ft~r their Initial return was· received. · Tw~lve of. 
these que~!onnal~es were returned, and .. the Pea~on product·moment correlation 
. . .: \ . 
coe~clent Y'as calculated· to confirm the reliability of each Item. These correlation 
coefficients a~e provided ·In Tabl9111l. . Items In the sections on pe~onal lnformettlon 
I 
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ITEM r 
' .. 
I 
Pl1 1.0000,* 
Pl2 1.0000 . 
Pl3 1 ~0000 . 
Pl4 1.0000 
PIS · 1.0000 
PIS . .9986 
P17 1.0000 
Pie . 1.0000 
. 
• PI9 .9982 
Pl10 .9885 
Pl11 .8996 
Pl12 .7311 
Pl13 . • 7494 
DS1 .6325 . 
·OS2 ~8528 
TABLE I 
RELIABILITY OF QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS 
• 
z, 
2.647 
1.472 
.929 
.973 
ITEM 
.. 
IP1 
IP2 
IP3 < 
IP4 
IPS 
lPG 
IP7 
IPS 
IP90 ' 
IP10 
IP11 
APC1 
APC2 
APC3 
APC4 
r 
.3780 . 
.726_2 
.4264 
.0266 
.0000 .. 
.9211 
.9648 : . 
··.s~· ·-
.8316 
•. 8461 
.7771 
.9254 
.8156 
.7100 
.6261 
76 
. . ; 
~400° 
.918 . 
.454 
.025 
.000 
1.589 
2.014 
.570 
. 1.188 
1.238 
.850 
1.623 
1.14~ 
.887 
.733 
. OS3 .9D82-
.750 
1.274 
1.528 
1.623 
· APC5 . .8007 1j!99 
OS4 . • 9226' 
DS5 .5421 
ose· . • 8180 
os7 .8728 
OS8 .9322 
OS9 .9255 
-
= Ez, z, 
N 
....... 
i · 
Z,1.10 = 
= 
.604 
1.1.57 
. 1.354 
1.658 
1.623 :· 
35.386 
32 
r.oo 
= 1.106 
APC8 
APCt 
APCB 
( 
.8170 1.142 
.6390 .765 
.9183 1.157 
*'. Items Pl1 to Pl9 were not Included ·In calcufatrng ' Z, because they were of a 
·factual nature, and would generally· have a perfect .Correlation each time. .This 
· would have unduly Inflated the flnal reliability coefficient.· · · 
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(PI), denominational schooling (OS), and accommodating Pen.tecostal teachers (APC) 
' 
scored rela.tfvely high. . . In the third section~ on Impasse procedures (IP), there 
. 
were more items which had low correlation's. 
* ;-/· 
Two Items, · related to -t:Jnat offer 
ltbltratlon and Issue-by-Issue arbitration, had correlations of .0266 and .0000 
r~spectlvely. It Is· possible .that teachers are not familiar eno.h with ' these 
. . 
Impasse pro<?edures to ho!d ~rmly ~stabllshed o~lnlons about them. 
- - ,._ . 
In order to gain an oxerall view · of · the reliability of' the Instrument, an· Items 
. . . . . . 
• • 
. ... t 
•·. ~ 
... , 
·o~,non·factual nature were translated into Z scores, us.ln~ Flsha~s Z, ~ransformatlon .• 
The mean Z-score was then calculated and transforme·d~ back Into a correlation , 
~ 
coefficient In the same manner. Thts technique resolves difficulties arising from 
I 
the skewness of the sampling dist~butlo~ o.~ the correratlon coeffl~lents, there~· 
permitting thEt . calculation of a. mean score from a normal distribution (Fergu_son, 
1976: 182). In this case, a correlatlofl coefficient of .80 was cafcufated for the 
Instrument as a w~ole, omitting _Items. Pl1 l? Pl9.. Table I provide\ thp statlst,lcal 
results of this process. 
\ . 
V. POPULATION AND SAMPLE 
. Sine~ the total number· of active Pentecostal teachers In Newfoundland Is 
. . 
only 397, It was decided to · survey the complete population. OuestlQnnalres were 
. . . . 
. . 
therefore distributed to all teachers employed by tlie Pentecost~! .Assemblies Board · 
of Education at the time of the study~ This .included 7 program coordinators •. 46 
'principals, 16 vtce-prlnclpais, and. 328 teachers. f 
' . 
In order to compare the attltu~es of Pentecostal teachers with th<?se of their · 
~ot~uas· In other school d_istrlcts In ttl_e province, the same number_ of qu~s~lo~~alre~ 
wer~ sent out to . teachers _In . either lnte.grated or Roman . C~thallc districts. . The 
decision to Include Integrated and Roman Catholic teachers In the· one group, and 
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78 
' label them as •non·Pentecos~r·, was based largely on Snelgrove's flndlrig (198.6: .,. 
• 99) that while there were v~ry few differences between Integrated and Roman 
. . 
·,.: Catholic ·teach&~ with respe~ to selected aspects Qf collective bargaining, . there 
were quite· ~ ~u.;nber ~f slgnl~cant differences be.tween ~hat ·group and Penteco~tat 
• ! 
teacher&. · This distinction was demonstrated when both Integrated and Roman \ 
. Catholic ~ea~hers adh~r~~ . to t~e . 19S~ .·dlrectiv,e from ·their Assocfatlon to wlt~~~w _. . 
' • • ~ •''. • • ' ' - · • • '""' I .,. .... --: 
_. · 'selected ae~ces, while ·the . Per.ttecostals steadfastly refused ~o.· do so. However, on .........._. .. / ·· th~ questionnaire teachers were asked to Identify the!elves as elth~r lniegraied \ 
or Roman Catholic, In case more detailed analysis seemed desirable. · 
• 
· The . 397 non-Pentecostal teachers chosen to participate In the study wer~ 
· selected at random trom a computer generated list provl_ded by the Department ot · 
Educatl~n. When the participants had Qeen selected In this ~anne.r thp re~ult was 
226 Integrated and 171 Roman Catholic teachers. This represented 4.8~,and '5.5%, 
respectively, of each of 'these systems.~ 
When ~tfng the hypotheslsjh~t the attrtudes of all teachers ~oward. collective 
b~~galnlng )/e . Influenced by factors ot~er than · d~nomln~tlonal a_fflliatlo~. a, 
~Yrerent sampling was used. . Since the provincial allocation . of teaching units Is 
•' . , . . 
approximately 57% Integrated, 38% RomaA Catholic, and 5% Pentecostal, these same 
-· . 
proportions were us~d to provide a suitable sampling · ~lstrlbutlon to represent all 
teachers within the province. A computer p;ogram was utilized to generat, a rando 
sampling, from the questionnaires ret~med, · of _'155 Integrated, 103 Roman Cath 
a!1d 14 Pentacostar teacHers. This sample was used In the · a~alysls of the se 
. . . 
;\ 
·a$t of hypotheses~ related to ·both Pantecostif and non-Pentecostal1aachers In the · 
:\ ,.. . . 
: ~ '. ~ ~ • '\ 
province • :l 
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VI. COLLECTION OF DATA 
Prior to the distri~utlon of questionnaire~ the Department Head for Educational 
Administration· at Memo~f y~ Dr. H. Kitchen, wrote aU district 
superintendents within thp province Informing them of the study and requesting 
. I 
. . 
approval to s·urvey teachers within their re~pectlve .di~trlcts . All superintendents 
consented to having their teachers surveyed. 
. .• -<..-
.· 
. In ea~y. Ma~~h · th'e: questionnaires · were mailed. out' to teachers, Individually, 
, 
at their school address. hic~uded with the questlQnnalre was a covering letter 
~ 
and· an addre~ed, postage-paid, return envelope. Each qu~stlonnalre was cod~d to 
tfnable the researcher to Identify teachers who h~d not responded. After about a 
. . . c . . 
month, teachers who had not returned their questionnaires were contacted once 
mare, In the same · manner. To further encourage teacher responses, a notice was 
also placed. In the N:T.A.~s monthly publlcatlo~ t; teach~, The Bulletin, requesting • 
their cooperation and suppQrt In the study. 
.• 
' ' 
VII. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
. Differences ·~~ Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal teachers, on the first 
and third set or' hypotheses, were tested by performing a one Y(ay analysis of 
,/ 
variance, using scliool system as the lnC1epend~nt variable. The dependent variables 
for these analyses . ware Impasse procedures (IP) and methods of accommodating . 
·. 
PentecoStal teachers In the collective bargaining process (APC). The SPSS:X 
- ' . 
subprogram ON~AY '!its used for this p~rpose. . This . program ~utputs a stanciard 
. . ' 
analysis of variance summary table showing sums of squares, degrees of freedom. 
._... 
mean squares, the F·ratlo,· and the significance revel of the obtained f. The · nu.ll 
' hypothesis to be tested .ln each case was that there was no significant difference ' 
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In means on the dependent variables betwaen the two groups, Pentecostal and non· 
• Pentecostal. 
.-
For the second set of hypotheses, the data were analyzed by the· method of 
.• 
multiple regression. This procedure uses the principle$- of correlation and regression 
to help •explain" the variance of a .dependent varl"bk! by estimating the c~mtrlbutlons ' 
~ . 
of two or more. Independent variables to this variance (K~rtlnger and Pedhazur, 
197~: 4). : Multiple regression was used to determine the orde~ of Importance for 
each of the varlabl~s under study. The predictors were ranked In the order In 
which they contributed to the variance. 
The level of significance for all testing ~as set at tile .05_ level. This alpha 
level was chosen because the study was concerned with finding dlfferpnces that 
existed, and Identifying factors contributing toward teacher militancy. A mo~ 
I 
stringent criterion, such as th~ .01 level, might have e!'evented the Identification 
of . these differences and factors. Furthermore, the consequence of a Type I error 
would not have been serious. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This chapter ~mmenls on. the respcindeflls and non-respondenls In the s~ 
tests the hypotheses established fn Chapter I, and discusses some other refeval'lt 
findings which came out of the study. Some consideration Is also given, In the 
appropriate sections, to comments written on the questionnaires. 
I. RESPONDENTS AND NON-RESPONDENTS 
The generallzablllty or external validity of, research findings Is affected by 
.. 
the extent to which the resporulents represent the populations being studied. In 
-.the present study, questionnaires were sent to all Pentecostal t$achers and t~ a 
randomly chosen equal number of non-Pentecostal teachers, but not all responded. 
-As lndlcated. ln Table II, approximately, 67% returned completed C)uestlonna3-e~, 
I . 
with this response rate b.elng almost Identical among Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal 
teachers, and among Integrated and. Roman CatHolic teachers In the non-Pentecostal 
group. There were two teachers, one PenteCostal and one non·Pentecastal, who ~· 
· r! sent back. their blank qu~tlohnalre Indicating a desire not to participate ·In the 
.. 
.... ' 
I 
'·' ··· 
.. 
:*"• : 1"',••• 
·:\' ' ' \.~ .. :' 
' . ~>.· .· .. \ . . . 
·' 1\ 'lf .· . .: 4.' , 
0 
study. Five of the non-Pentecostal questlonn"$' were also retu~edo because . the 
teachers concerned had relocated to a new address, which was unknown. 
Using x 2 analysis, a significant difference was noted In the distribution of 
responses according to sex, with a higher proportion of ~ males responding than 
' 
females (see Table Ill). However: this tendenQY was evident among both Pehtecostal 
and non-Pentecostal teacheis. Subsequent x 2 analyses showed no significant 
0 
differences between. ~he Pentecostal fefl\ales and non-Pentecostal females In thelf 
response rata, nor between Pentecostal male~ . . and non-Pentecostal male,g In th~lr ., 
response rate • \.. "'- ' 
I • '• 
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School 
System 
TABLE U 
. . " 
• · i)l)MMARY OF ~ETURNS 
Nul'!lber 
Distributed 
82 
Number % 
Returned Returned 
;·:·:·:· .. . ·. ·.. ,- , . • • • Integrated 
' . .o • • 
Q 
227 155 & • 68.3. 
.. 
1 . 
... ( .·· 
f'.: ... . 
.· . 
' . 
;• 
' ..
: . -: .. 
v 
: ' 
. . 
. ~· · . 
. . 
. . 
i .. 
f..• . 
•'' 
. 
--
.. 
. ' 
Rom'an Catho.ud-· · · . , 170 112 65.9 
1 
< 
-1: 
--,. 
... · ~"" I) 
-
/' 
397 : \ .. 267' :. 67.3 Total Non-Pentecostal 
. . . 
-
397 . . 264 '66.5 
· .~ .. 
Pentecostal 
f 
' . 
..,.. . TABLE Ill ~ 
DISTRIBUTION OF'RESPO~OENTS BY SEX 
Scb~l ) 
System. 
.Males Resp~ndl:a 
No. % 
Females Resoondtng 
. 
• 
No: . % 
Pentecostal 168 78 95 53 
Non-Pentecostal · 141 75 126 60 
,. 
A similar trend with respect, to grade levels taught , wasi obServed,'· with a 
• • • I 
I ' .. I 
higher percentage of ·secondary thah elementary teachers responding among both 
~ . . "" 
• I 
groups but . there was. I~ adequate !nformatlon available about the orfgln·ai hbn· 
• • I 
.. 
., 
/ . 
·~ . ·- .. I 
f'\... _) . . 
Pen~eco~tal a~mple._t9 tea~ the. slgnl~c~nce of ·t~·~· !e.ndency •. ~the .Pentecostal .. 
respondents, a -x.. 2 analysts revealed a statlstlcally stgniQ difference· In the 
,-
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. , . 
. 
I . - -
'sa""ple when teachers were classified according' to grade level taught, with elementary 0 • 
' . 
. .. , 
... ' t' f • • 
teachers having a lower rate of return thafl secondary teachers (see Table IV)i 
• 
. ' ... · 
TA~LE IV 
DISTRIBUTION 'of!RESPONDENTS BY GRADE LEV.EL TAUGHT 
I • • •• • I 
~ystem 
.. / , L .. • . Elementary: . .. % Sse.ondaryr %. ~ ' (K·6) Returned . (7·12j Returned 
.. ~ 
~ ·.· .... ~· 
.. • 
136 57~3 124 79.5 
. . 
Pent~ costal 
\34 . 
0 .. 
---N/A 128 N/A r Non-Pen_tecostal 
-· 
# 
A careful Inspection of the retl{med . questionnaires by the researcher was~ 
... 
unable to ·reveal any obvious differences ln response rate from various areas of 
. .. ' . 
J' . 
• 
the P~ovince, or by $1%e .of school. 
,\ 
In summary, while the samples seemed generall)'- to represent adequately th~ 
populations studied: there ~~re .statistically si~nlficant tehdencle,S for maleS! td .
. ' .. 
respond more· so than femal~s, and for secondary school teachers to respond more 
' .. 
so than eleme~tary teachers. 
11. METHODS FOR RESOLVINQ· I~P~SSES 
. L 
IN CO~ECTIVE BARGAIN~NG .  I 
'· 
· In determining teacher attitudes toward a number of available strategies fd~ 
. . 
resolving lmpass~s In collective bargaining, an(f testl.ng for slgnlflcant differences 
•. . 
between ~entecostal and non·Pe.~tecf_stal teachers, the following hvr;>othesl~ ' was • · 
" " 
tested at the .05 level of lslgnlncanc~. . A one wa~ analysis of ~ varfl~~ce was 
. ~"'·~ out ~~. ld~nf!Y slrlfl.,(i1~ d~fferances between the'. two groupe • 
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Hvoothesls One . 
. 
{a)_. 'Peptec.o~tal teachers- are lesS- likely than _non-Pentecostal ' fh~t1ers t~ 
· support the more militant bargaining strategies ·,of partial ·or complete 
wlth,drawaf of ser~lces, as appropriate means for resolving Impasses In 
colfeCtlve bargaining. • 
84 
' . t 
(b) Th'ere. ·~·re , ~o differences be~een Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal ' , 
teachers In· Jhetr support. of ~he less militant' b~Jrgalnl~g strategies or. ·. 
mediation l!ncf·.conclllatlon, fact finding, ~lndlng ·arbitration, fTnsl· offer 
arbitration, Issue py lss~e arbitration, · involvement ~n (he political 
procesS, an,ct the u\e\ of tlie ~dla, as appropriate means for ·resolving ' 
Impasses In'. collective bargaining •. 
. ·' l _) - (., '> • I. 
. •1Jle /-me~o scor~s for both Pentecqstal and non-Pent~costtfl"" teaChers-on each -~ 
' _,..:;"" ' . . ' ~ ' · ;,~of . th~-?'f~pass~ ~ec~nl~uescjn H;po~he~ls-· One a~e· reJl6tted ·tn -fable v: · In t~es·~ 
I . . . . . . , ·-
. . ' .. 
· · ,.allcutations, a · on~ ·represented "Strongly. Qisa_gree" and a five represent9d a 
\ ,\. ~ t • t ' • I ' 
. ' • of 
"Strongly Agree". . •. . • 
' • • , .. o ~ \ ,, o I , 
\ . ' . .... - . 
~·· 
·' . 
. The one way analysis of variance 'on Hypoih~sis 1(8) showed slgnlflcai'\L 
• • • 0 • • • . ' . Ill • 
• I . 
· differences to exist, at p < .o·o1, between Pentecostal Qnd ·non-Pentecostal teachers 
. . ; \ 
. ' In ~heir attitudes to~ard. both partial and complete withdJ~wal ·of se.:Vtces. Such a 
. \.i • . ~... .. 0 ~ 
. resuJt leads to the. conClusion that the. two· gro.ups .do differ significantly In their 
0 • 
(,. . attitu~e~ toward. the ~proprtaten;s~ ot. us1~·g elt~e~ .. P\'a~ ·nr ~~.,ipl~te wlthd~awal 
of services ~ 8 mean~resolvlng tm·passes In collective bargaining, • with fhe 
. . \, ... . 
. . . ~ Pentecostal teac)1ers disagreeing wlth the use of stich ta~lcs. 
'" ~ - .. . . --. '· 
' , . , 
'- .. Jn ·Hypothesis 1(b) It was stated that there were no differences between the ~att;tudas of Pentecosta.t and non·P~ntecostal teachers on ttle~ther·lmpasse J1ro.cedures 
............ . .. . . 
•·. 
-
u'nder · ·tnvestl~atl~ri. The . on~ way 8naty~l$ of variance carried o~t ~~:-vee_~ 
Indeed, there were ~ no dlfferen~es __ between the ~o groups with resp.e~ to their 
• <I 
. . . . 
r 
.. 
- •• '><..._ 
•, '" . 
---
... 
.· 
... . 
I 
attitudes toward ~he appropriatefiless . of mediation an~ conciliation; fact finding, ,. 
.• 
-binding arbitration, , flnal offer arbitration, and Issue by Issue arbitration, as 
" 4) • I - · II 
app_r:oprlate means:for resolvhig Impasses. However, there were slgnlfic'ant differences 
' 
• • • . 4. • • • 
. ' 
.between the two groups with re~ards to lnvofv~me~t In the"polltlcaf process BQ~ 
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. • TABLE V • .J 
qlFF.EAE~CES BETWEEN PENTECOtT AL AND NON-PENTECOSTAL 
TEACHI!RS ON IMPASSE PROCEDURES 
"· ' . 
-es 
..... . j ' 
" Means 
Non· 
.: 'Item _(IP) Pentecostal 
·-
\ . 
.. Pentecostal '" p 
'. 
:•: 
_ 1. · Mediation and · 
concllf&itlqn - ' ..J 3.962 
' ' ...... 
2. Fa~ flndln~ ' 3.781 
'-' ... 
I • 
: 3. ~.Bf~~g ar~J}r~tlon , .... ~646 
.. \ .. 
!4. FlnaJ. offer 
arbitration 2.985 
. . 
•' . 
. 3.902 . .33 
.~ ,. 
\ 
_ ·3.670 · /1o~· 
'...... 
. 
3.52~ . • . .11 
~ 
*' 
...... 2.679--- .20 
............. 
·~ 
• 5. lssl!_e by Issue 
arbitration .. 3.508 
.../ 
3.517 .87 
.. 
6 •. · Partial withdrawal 
\_ "")I 
of services 2.234 ' 3.508 < .001 
l. Cor:nplete withdrawal 
of ser:vtces 1.798 3.538 < .001 
8. Political . lJ 
Involvement 3.544 3.842 . < .001 
, 
9. llslrig th~ media 3._238 I -3.716 < .001 
., 1d. ReV.ovtng the right 
to strike would leave j teacb_ers powerless 2.783 
' • . 
3.989'. < .001 
........ 
11. Retaining th.e"rlght 
.... 
. 
to strike 2.903 4.232 < .001 
For the'se comparls'on_s, N's for the two groups combined ranged from 520 to 527 . 
. "* • 
\ 
.. 
. . the use or the, ,media to ,advance the teachers' bargalnlr'lg position. In d~ch of . 
• 
these latter two Items, non·Pentecostai teachers Indicated stronger agreement for 
~ . 
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' . 
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86 
political Involvement and using the media to promote their bargaining efforts. 
·The hypothesis Is therefore ac.c d for mediation and coaclllatlon, fact finding, 
. ~ , ' . .. 
I 
ion, and l~sue ~ Issue arbitration, but rejected 
for lryvofvement fn-the politl~·rocess and use of th~ mecya. · 
-- A m;;;e ~eta~ed breakdown of the distribution ~f scores among Pentecosiaf 
and· n.on·P1!ntecostal teahars .Is provided In Table VI. The extent of the difference ' 
& 
__ -~een· P~nt~costal and non-Pentecostal teachers,_ a~d the re.spectlve ranges for 
. ... ' ... . . . . 
each gro~~· on' wlthho~d~~g partl,a~ servlct)s,~loldlng all services, fOIItlcal :: 
... 
ln~ol~ement, a~d ~~f the. media .~fe. evld~( At the same time, the dlstrtbutlo.n 
of scores for ;;h ~!_oup~n medThtlon ·an~ cton~\!lattoO:. f~ct finding, and bl"dlng - ' . . · • .: 
· arbitration ~ugges~ 1hat ·.both Pentecosts! and non-Pentecostal teachers tenet to; 
·. • . . • • j • .:. , 
support these Impasse re~olutlon strategies. The· relatively high scores on medlqtfon -
. . - . . . . . . . -
-and conciliation suggest that tl'le teachers· surveyed · have a high degree of conftde~ce · 
. • In the- possibility pi thOse ·stral~gl: being us:d effectlv~ly. Twb Impasse p,;,ce~:.; 
final offer arbitration and lssue·by;~ssue arbitration, reg,lstered ~«rly ~esponses, ln , 
-
; I ! 
the Nuncertaln" ~gory; which may be Indicative of teachers' lacl< of familiarity 
. \ . 
with these strategies • 
... 
If that Is so. It might· h(tlp expla!~.,h low reliability 
coefflcit)nts report.ed earJJer on these lt~l'ns (Table 1). 
lnte.restln~ly, des.pite th.elr strong objections to partial and co~p1ete withdrawal 
. 
of services, t~e Pentecostal teachl!rs were uncertain· about whether or not teachers 
should . retain the legislative rlght to sttlke, with a mean .score of 2.903 on this ; 
Item. It .. could be cori~eCtured that this may have been ~ecause they were ·not 
. 9 
presented with any alternative mechanism to 'replace the strike option. The :non-
. . . , ..;. 
Pente~~stal teachers, however, were In strong' ~~reement with retaining the legislative 
right to strike, showing a mean score of 4.?32. This difference between the two 
groups Is significant at the .001 level. 
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' TABLE VI 
OISTRl&UTION OF SCORES AMONG PENTECOSTAL AND 
NON-PENTECOSTAL TEACHERS ON lf.4PASSE PROCEDURES 
' \ 
' 
Impasse 
Procedure 
. 
System so 0 . U A . 
... 
Mediation A. Pent. 0 5 . 42 . 174 
QstoQIIIIIIIgo Non-Pent. 3 • 12 27' 188 
Fact finding .--. Pent. 3 10 51 173 
. \ .. Non-Pent. . 6 20 48 1sr 
Binding 
• 
· Pent. 3 20 . 71' . -\126 
~- Non-Pent. 8 32 . 66 · 132 
-
I 
. r-n-·· Eloal gffe[ Pent. 62 119 54 
·aB1llmllgn Non-Pent. 21 0 •71 ~ 103 (' ' 59 
' luua:bv·la:uo~& Peht. 1 37. 69 134 
aEbll[allgn Non-Pent. 9 35 58' - 133 . 
' · 
· Yilibbald ~:~ar:llal Pe'nt. 60 • 129 32 31 
. aal:lll,&a 
.. 
Non-P'ent • 21 ) 50 
~ 24 115 
Wllbbgld all I -- Pent. 129 85 26 .16 
services Non-Pent. 17 49 27 120 
1"\ 
Polltfca! Pent. 6 35 58 138 -
lo~hr:umuol Non~Pent • 
' 
10 ~2 35 131 
use ol Pent. 12 58 65 108 
' nwUa . • ~ Non-Pent. 9 34 -a a 125 
~. . 
.,. 
Sln:tllarty, the non-Pentecostal teachers agreed, with a mean score 
\ 
.. 
87 
, SA 
42 
34 
. \ 
I 
\. 23 
.\ ~0. · .. 
I 
. 34 -
' ,27 • I 
. 
·13 . 
11 · 
. 118 
.2\ ~. 
9 ' 
56 
6 
53 
• 26 .. 
67 
• 
18 
58 
of 3.989, 
. . 
that removing the • threat to strike would leaye them In a -powertess bargaining 
... - - · ; 0 • 
. . ' . . 
position. The Pentecostal teachers, on the o'ther hand, were not so certain about 
. . ' . . .· . 
• ' • IP • ' \ 
this statement, ,showing a mean· score of 2.903. . this difference fs also significant 
. . . -
at the .001. level. 
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~e comments written on the lmiJ&sse procedur~ seCtro? :or the questl~nnalre_ 
were many and varied. · jn the folloY.ilng two pages an attem\,t Is made ·to provide 
' - - ; . 
a broad -sampling of the 'comments received, Incorporating opinions from beth 
gro1:1ps on the Issue. 
Strikes do not se&f!l · to wofi< too ·well. Invariably th~i; cause muc·h loss 
of l"come, loss of productivity, much a11lmoslty, etc.. There must be a 
better wayl {Non-Pentecostal) ~ 
- . . - . . 
If teach~rs · are· not willing to. stri~e for what they want, they must suffer 
. the consequ~nces.. (Non-Pentecostal) I - . . . 
· ,:.,e ~~~ke Is' p~ychol~~icall~ ·a regr~sslo_h to chlld~o~ . stone throwl~g ana 
nose ·punching • . 'Goveminent _and' professionals Jll.\W-.provlde the positive 
examples by _whlc~· to ·perpetrate a decent jefclal forum. '!here has to· 
_be. a ~tt~r way!! There_ is_- If ~-e have th'e wlii!"''(Pentecos!al) : . $ 
. An Impartial person Is hard to · flhd. Experfenc;e .with arbitrators of ·the 
past few negotiations has not Inspired confidence Hln w_hat. ln theo~ should 
' be a sound alternative to strike tlctlon. (N2n-Pentecostal) . · -
, . 
.. 
.. 
My refusa( 'to. ~trike as a Ptntecostal teac~er d~es--no~\-st_e_m~'fr_o_m_· _a_n_y_--,.-_ _ 
rel!,glous conviction or doctrine. Rather ft Is a moral: decision. Most 
dl§putes ·are ~ver salary. God l<nows t!)achers do quite W.@.ll .. ~lth reg.a.rds 
to sataryt I'm not wflling to give up my sala,Y ps long -as I have a ,support 
group. (P~ntecostal) ' ., 
"' \ ..,-.- I 
Regardtn·g· #8, letter wrftlng and meetln'Qi. with MHAS are fine, . but.J 
participation In ]public rallies nee~s to be wen· organize(! so th~t' 
qoesn't become a mob situation. (p'entecost41l) . ---:--
There Is a great difference In our profession and ottier sectors of the labour 
force. lh~e who suffer are not really the government. school boards, 
or even 'teachers, but the Innocent pupils who could have lhelr careers 
put In jeopardy • . {Pent,costal) · · · 
. 
... . 
It's through unlon't- that the ord_l~ary wo~lng . man has achieved the 
reasonable working conditions that he has. At all cost we should strive • 
to keep the concep~ of collective bargaining, but keeping· ,In ml~d ,the 
-state '4/. the economy. In cases where govemments are unfair, and lfs 
really o"Bvlous, they should be subjected to settlem~nt by binding arbitration~ 
·How to ac_hleve this _Is a pro~l~m; ho~ever, $fnce It Is ~emrnent who 
· 'r'nakes these dectstons In th~ first place. (Noj\·Penteco~tatr · · 
• 0 f • .. • 
--- • 't (With respect to using the media]: Certainly f!Dt open·llnel (Non-Pentecostal) 
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AJth9ugh I dtu.giee with tea~ere:atrfklng , I think my disagreement shC?uld 
In no way curtail others' rights. (Penteco$lal) ... 
~~ . . 
I have mbced feell11gs pt9ardlng strike. I am not so au~~ that elth@r side 
reatfy wlnr. Blndlng/a~ltratlon Is defl~ltely the best method. (Non-
Pentecostal) · · • 
Allh~~gh rtpers~nally am opposed to st~k~, I .thln~1hat If other .workers( ··. 
~ave the ng~t to strik~, tea'f~rs sh~~ld also hav~ that right. (Pentecostal) .. 
, . . \ 
(Re: Use of the . rriedla): Jf the ~edla, . or anyone ~ oUtside the fro_nt 
lines of t~e education procer.;, were·cjlpable of true, accurate' understanding 
. - , 
of · our sltuatlon;-t._would agree. However, I feel pe,rsonal prejudices 
and 'selective reporting ,frequently .,.do more harm than good . . during the 
•. :.a,argalf1lng proc~sa. Effective, hc:»~est public relations at all times might 
be a mu.ch .more 'effective tool '£ather.,than· the maniP.ulatlve ·u~e· of the 
.. . me~J:e. (Non·Pente~staQ · 
..., . 
. 
·: . 9 . 
0 • ; • 
Govemments an~· lndMduals. who ·say they are C~riSti~Jn, an~ act or pr~ct!ce · · · 
other¥tJae, need ~ to be COr'!trolled and the best w_ay Is by union. Strike If . 
.!:!!:~searvl Why pussyfoot . around with partial ·:evJthdrawal? . Gb /aU the way or z ~ :· 
:.·. ~ 
. . . ... , · . 
.· 
.. 
. ,, 
~:-. . 
J • 
. ;
; · .. 
f.i: .. , 
J,:. • • • 
~·: 
~ ·· . 1., 
i;' • 
l • ••• 
.: ,,. 
~ ·- . IJ'•' . 
.. 
' ( 
not at alii (No~Pent~costal) . · · · - · · ·• 
If . I seem rather· ~~hy washy ·rn my stand It Is because. I am not very. 
·knowledgeable on .som'e of these tQplcs. · (Pentecostal) · · . 
.J. 
. . 
. \. 
. Ill. DETERMINANTS ·OF. TEACkER MIUTANCY IN 
. \ . : 
·COLLECTIVE BARIAININQ' 
Hypothesis 11 sfate~: · 
. . , 
The attitudes ~f teachers, both Pentecostal . an'd non·Pente.cQstal, 
towards appropriate means for resolvll'!g Impasses In collective b~rgalnlng 
will be related to V{lriables other than de~omlnatlonal afflll~tlon. 
.. (a)· . Male. teact:ters wllf be· more likely ttl an female teachers to support 
; the more militant. bargaining' strategies of partial and complete 
· withdrawal ot.pervfces. • · · . 
•. 
. , . 
(b) Secondary .school teac~ers · (7-12) will be more Jtkely than 
elementary· scpqol .teachers (K-6) to support the more militant 
. \ bargalnlno;~trategl~s of partial and complete withdrawal of services. 
" . (c) Classroom teachers will be more likely than principals and 
vlc~rfnclpals to support . the more. militant bargaining strategies iL . r; ~, partial and complete wlt~dri~·~ of se·rv'~·· · · , · · · 
:.1;: . . ·. I (d) I Support for the more militant bargalnl~g •• ategles of partial 
{: ;. : . : . .·.~nd comploto · wlth~rawal of c~rvlcea: Will i / fl'."ctly wHh 
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teachlngJce!11flcate level, size of homthown, size of. school, and 
extent f union\ Involvement, but · will vary -Inversely with 
teachln experience, degree pt job satisfaction, extent to 
which teachers consider themselves to be religious, the Importance 
of th' church to teac.b.e~, arid thl! extent to ~which te'achers 
favour de~omlnatlonal· scho,g. <"' . ' . . . 
• The second set of hYJ?Otheses was established for M4p reasons. r First, and 
I ' . 
mo:;t Importantly, It was essel)tlal to find out whether any appa~nt Pentecost~/non· . 
\ ,. . 
Pentecostal dl(feren·ces in teacher mllltarcy . co~ld btit exptaiJ1ed partly o·r tlrely , 
~Y su'c~ o~~erences. ~be~een ~he two gr_ciu~s as. sine~. ~e~lflc~te le~~~l,e ~~ 
· hom~ t~~n~ · sl~e _or. sc~~ol, -_fxtef)~ of ~nlo~_'ln~o~ement, .. t~~chl~g. e~erfe.nce, . 
degree. of Job. ~atlsfactlon, extent to. which teathers are· c.~m_mltted ~P - the teachings · 
4' • • 
and: practices ·of their chur:ct1, and the extent to wht~h teachers _fa~our th~ present 
s~tein of d~~o-~friatlona;~h~ottng In .th~ovlnce. · S~co~~~Y~ · ~ ~as · of interest. 
. . 
to find C?ut Jlow differences wi~hln . each of the two groups • PentecQstal and .non· 
. . . 
.. 
. '.: ·;,;\: ·:! 
' . . ...... ';. 
: : :1 
. ': 
·,,• 
,.· . ·. 
\ 
~~ 
.. 
I ~-. _, 
. : . 
--
I 
I 
~-- -~nfecostal; .~ere relate~ to (h~~.e .s~me ·~ariable~-. -. .. -~· . ~ 
· ~ / Thus data are set . forth below .for the combined group, for Pf;tntac~al 
< 
--: . . 
·-
I • 
.· . . 
I ,;. 
r-cpondents saP,arately, and. for n~n-Pent~ostal __ resp~ndents separately; First a~ 
displayed the zero-order correlation coefficients between each of the lndepen~ent 
variables an~ eaQ.f the ·two dependent variables • partt~l and complete wlthdr~wal \ '. 
of services - for the combined sample of ali1 teachers. Prior to the calculatfoh of 
th~ coeffl~lents: scattergrams ' and crosstabulatlons. were examined to . veri~ that ' 
. . .· . 
the a~~:o~mptlon of lin earl~ . underl~lng · r was ~et_~ ·so that lnapproprlat~ble~ 
. w 
could be tra.nsformed or deleted If r:tecessary. However, the data did not pro~lde 
' . ' 
.any Information lndlc;atlng a clear ylolatlon of this as~u~ptlon: On ohe variable, 
experf~n_ce, there · ~as a _slight t~ndency t~ward\ cu_rvllf~earl~~ · which i~Y have 
depressed '.the r for this factor._ After t~ls . was do_n$, the ' lndepe~dent '·varfables 
. ' . . ' 
were combined . using ~ultlple linear regression (stepwise: selectlo~) · to teat the 
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hypothesis for 8lllh o·;~e two dependent variables and to build for each the 
( / / .. 
. ) multiple correlatlon ~fficlent R. I ~ J ~ 
CombiDD~ ~[121.11211 } 
, 
. 
To test the e~ent to which teacher mflit~ncy fn the province Is related to 
----
variables other than teaching In the · Pentecostal schooi system, or not, the 264 
. . 
Pentecostal ' and 267-fllon-Pentecostal returns could not~ comb't'e~ becau~e that ,. 
. • • 1. ' ' 
would give a ~lspro~ortlonate ~epr_et~ntatlon to Per:'tecost.al teache~;/The provlnclalf 
f ~ ' I 
.-distribution of teachers Is approximately ~7% Integrated, , 38% Roman._ ~athoflc, and • 
5% ·Pente~ostal, ~o these . flg.ures ~were used to sele~ a p;oportlon~l stratified 
• • ~ • ,. ' " • !I • 
.. : • ' . 
~ampje .from ··among the· returns received;· - Consequently, . the flrst analYsiS on 
th·e.~~ ·· hypbt~eses was· carried out on 272 ran~o~~ se~ecled returns, ~ich ;J~~Iuded 
. . 
155 Integrate~. 103 Roman C~thollc and 14 Pentecostal teachers. · In keeJ?Ing· with 
the focus_' · of this study, the Integrated. and Roman Catholic teachers . were then 
. •' ... ' ._ 
. ' . ) 
combined to represent all non-Pentecostal teachers In the province. 
,, .... 
partial Withdrawal of Services. As · lndfcated In Table VII, there were six . 
. . 
lnde_P-endent variables showing correlation colfflcients slgniflca!"t at the .0~ · level. . 
However, most of thfi'se correlations were small and did not register In the regression 
~quatlon once the larger factor of school·system .had been entered •. 
-
Table VIII displays .the .results of the multrpla.regresslon analysis . (stepwls~ 
selection). Of the thirteen variables examined,. only two~ contributed to R. · These 
. -........ 
. . . . 
~re s~hool system (Pentecostal/non~Pentecostal} and _degree of commitment to 
' I' . 
the teachings and practice~ of one's church. Thus, for partial withdrawal of · 
. ' se.rvfc~s the second set of hypotheses Is rejected for all lt~rp;; except · school 
~ . -... . 
system and Christian commltm·ent to one's church. · 
-· 
·---- ~) 
'. 
. I 
;-
. .... ,., . ~'11 1' .. •;" .. \: ••• : . ~ ...... ·- : :,_~ ·~ .. · ..... "': ... ; 
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Moreover, while statiStically slgntflcant,.the _Rz Is small; -explaining only 7.1% 
of the variance. 
·TABLE VII 
CORRELATION BElWEE~ SUPPORT FOR WITHORAVJ~~ ·OF SERVICES AND 
- . SCORES ON INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, F-QR COMBINED SAMP,LE 
I • : OF ALC· TEACHERS . 1 . 
i ·. 
Independent 
.. Variable 
1. Sch~ol System . 
.. 
2 • . Certificate 
3 . .Sex. · 
4 . Te.~chlng Leva~ 
/em./Se~.) : 
5. Position 
· (Teacher/Admln.) 
6. Experience 
7. · Size of.-Home Town 
· 8.' School Size 
9. Job Sa~lsfactlon . 
I • , 
1 o. Chrlstlim Commitment 
J 
11. Church Importance 
I . . . 
I 
12. NT A /Involvement 
t 
' . 
13. oe.,'oml.nattonal 
S~hooJLng 
(OSComp) 
1- 'Partial.\ Withdrawal 
: r \ p 
, .oa 
-.01 ' 
<. 
.00 
-.09 
·-.12 
.02 
.08 
-.03 
-.17 
-.13 
-.10 
-.11 
\ I 
\J.001 
\ 
\ 
\ .11 
\43 
\ 
.50 
. 07 
.03 
.39 
·.o9 
.29 
.• OQ2 
.017 -
.045 
.04 
Comolete Withdrawal 
r p 
.17 
-.1~ 
.12 
-.003 
-.02 
-.07 
.13 
-.02 
·-.16 
-.14'--
-.1!'-
< .OOf . 
.002 
.002' 
.02 
.48 
.35 
.15 
.004 
.009 
.02 
.004 
Note: ror these_ correla~o~ coeffl!::lents theN ranged between 1~53 and 270. ·' 
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TABLE VIII 
SUMMARY ~ REGRESSION, ANAl,. YSIS fOR' COMBINED SAMPLE Of 
AWTEACHERS ON PARTIAL WITHDRAWAL OF SEiVICES (N = 272} 
.. . -
.I · 
93 
Independent 
Variable Step . p J . 
System 
(Pentecostal or 
non-Pentecostal) 
Christian 
Commit'!'ent 
c 
1 
' . '-. 
2 
• I ' 
: . ~ ( :} . .r II 
.055 < .001 
.• 071 < .001 
~' :. _ ~ / ---' 
• . Comolete WISh~[aw81 of S,prvices. As· shown earller In Table VII, for complete 
• • • • ..-• .. ' !' • I •' 
~lthdrawal of se~lges ~ there were nine independent variables showing correlation 
coe~clents signlfl~nt at the .05 levei. 
\ - . ·~ 
Howe~er~ mq,st of t~e~e . correlatlo~ were 
. - . . 
rather small. and, excepHor sex, dfd not register .In the regression equation once 
the larger factor of school s~tem.Jpad been entered: 
Table IX displays the results of the multiple- regression anatysrs. School 
. . 
')system Is th.~ ~ajar contributor to_the\4vananc~ (15%) •. However, sex also e11tei'S 
. . 
the regression equation (3,%), with male ~each~rs beln..Q more supportive than 
. . 
.... female teachera of complete .withdrawal of serv!ces (Table X). Thusi for complete . 
. - . 
. o'wlthdrawal _ ~~ _services. the ~~co:d , ~t<of ~~oth~s~s I~ rejected. ~or at17e5o 
except sex.'--
·--
.. 
. ' Furtherm.ore, o~ly approximately 18% of the variance . In teacher attitudes 
toward oo~ple~e , withdrawal .of •. servlc~s ~ accounted . for 
(Pentecostal/non·Pentecostal). and sex, In combfnatlon. 
.. c · . . 
. 
. . . 
by schooi system 
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'. TABLE IX 
· SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR C.OMBINED sAMPLE OF 
~CHERS ON COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL OF SERVICES (N = 272) 
Independent 
Variable ./ 
J / 
\&ep 
94 
p 
I . . 
I 
I 
o. 
System 
(Pente'costal or 
non-Pentecostal) 1 .15 < .001 .. 
I''". ~· : 
•• .k. r I 
· ' -' Sex - •"' ·:~J. . '' .1.8 < .001 
.. 
'J. 
.1 
: 
TABLE X / . , 
SUMMARY OF ~EAN SCORES FOR COMBiNED SAMPL~ OF ALL~TEACHERS 
• ON COMP1E WITHpRAWAL OF SERVICES ~C~RDING TO SEX' 
. · " . 
I 
I 
· Sex N ' I Mean 
Male · 
/ 
I ....... . 141 ·' 3.660 
,Female I ./ 129 3.225 . ' II ( 
Pentecostal Teachers 
/ · In exanil~lng factors amon~ Pentecostal teachers contributing to militant attitudes 
' 
.. --
In collective bargatn.lng, aS1 expr~ssed by <the extent of agreement with PB:rtlal. and 
comp~ete v.:lthdrawal · of service~ as appropriate mei~ns for resplvlng Impasses In 
collective bargaining, a number of variables were found to be statistically significant: 
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• 
Partial Withdrawal.' of Servlcoa: For partial withdraw~! of seNjces, the 
Influencing variable~ were • degree of support for denominational schooll"g, exteryt 
• 
of union lnvolvem'ent, and sex of · the respondent. Each of these independent 
variables was found to be significant at p < '!f101, and combined they ·account for 
. . ...-
'. . . 
approxlmately,_.23% of thS'varfance 1n teacher attitudes toward thls item (see Table 
..., XI). The mean scores show the nature of the variance and are. reported In the 
respealve taqles. G~nerally, Pe~tecostal teachers. who are more supportive lSl -
,. ' 'i \... ' 
:denominational schoofln.g are to . l~~s ~gr~eml!'t wi~h the use C)f partial withdrawal 
- ·~ of ,~eryf~~s (see Tal*t XII). Those t~achers who a·re more Involved with the ,. . 
.. 
N.T.A. are· inclined to b.e more agreeable towards partial wlthdraVfll of ~ervlces 
. . , . . ... .... ~ . 
{see·~able Xlll), . .,.'l~~male ~e~oh~rs ?re less opposed to .partial withdrawal of 
. : sttrvlc~s tha_n ~~teach~rs (see Table XIV). . '· . · . • \ · 
It can .lie concluded, then, that among· Pentecostal teachers support for 
,. . . . . ~ . _ ..... ~ ~ . . . ~. 
partial withdrawal of se!'Jices varies dlrt\ctly · with ~xtent of teacher·· Involvement 
In the union, varies l~v~rse(y ~~ h de~f support ~o~alntalnlng denomln~tlo~al 
schooling, and female teachers are less opposed to partial withdrawal of services 
t .. n areolnate teachers. • , • 
t 
Complete Withdrawal of services. The attitudes of Pentecostal teachers 
)I , I -• 
• 'toward complete wlthdrt!Wal of services \'!~~ _l~fJ.uenced bY. their degree of support 
. . _ ... _ .. ' 
for deno~lnl!ltional schooling, the extent of their union Involvement, their years of 
. . I . . . . 
teachfng e)cperlence, sex, and th.e grade level at which they were .teaching (either 
~lem·e~t~ry or ~~con~ary). Eac~ of these lnjrpendent variable; was slgnifl~nt at 
. . 
. ,. . . I 
p < .001: In total they account for 3~ of the variance In the Pentecostal population 
• fl • • 
(see Table XV), \ 
. The ~ean. scqres_ c.~rculated on each o~ t~~~~ .variables ln~lcat~ that, g'n~ra~lyj 
• . • • . •l ••·. 
. . ·.~\nlacoslal teacha'? · who a'tltmore support~e of de~o.mlnaHonaloschoollng are :•••! 
. .. ~ . ~ 
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4.~ dA 
supportive of complete wlthdr~wa~ of services {see Tab~e XII). Teacher& ~~o •are •. 
\ 
more Involved !n the teachers' union (r-.m-.A) ·are. likely to· be 'more supp~rtlve o! 
. . . . . . -.~ 
complete with~rawal of' se!"lce·s (s,ee · Table . XIII). Teachers with more . yea~· of 
• •  
. · . ~Ching experience are. J~SS ;upportiv9-: Of ~~~~leta Withd~Wat Of S;~ICEtS (~e;( . 
. . . ·""" . "" . } . Table XVI) &Jl<! . fen:'ale teacherS a.re not ·quite so _strpn'g In their dlsagr~ement 
. . 
. ; . . \ 
towards complete wittidrawal ~f services as their~ male co~nterparts • ·(!!;ee Table 
. . .... 
XVII). . Similarly, second.~ry teachers: while dlsag'te~lng with · OC?mptet.e W!thdrawal 
~ . 
· • of , seiviWi§ ate:. not so str~rg . An their .dis~6te~ment 8s~ efementa~ teach~~-
,_... - . . . 
·· •· (see. Table XVIII). Each of these findings tends to 6oncur with the currennlierature }· ~ . . . . . . ·-~ 
In {hi§ regard: · ~cept f~r the. ~ex ;nflu~nce, ~J'lich sho..:Jed .·fe~·~tes ·to~ s~lghtly_ •. ~ 
• . v . . . 
more mllltant ' th~n mates In the degree of their. support for compl~t&-With~awal 
•. ~ 
of services. · 
..  . ,.,. 
., ~,<. 
, . I ·' \ . . . . "'-
• . Therefore, Jt can be ~on'cluded • that ~m.q~ventecostaJ teac.~~o~ for . 
. ( 
com'plete ,wl~hdrawal of service's varies dir~':'Y ~iUt the extent. of ~nlon- lnvolve.ment 
~ . . . . . .. 
and f~versely with degree of supP,ort for denominational. scnoolln.g,\ and years of. · 
·:--..... .._ 
' . ·' ,... . "' 
· · ·. - tejlchlng experience. . In a~dition, Penteco~tal femaJrs. ar~ slightly more militant · 
. than .Pent~costal fnates: 
. : ,- . I 
t elementa~ ~achers. 
0 . . .;, 
and secondary te-achers are slightly more. ·militant than 
.. 
·-"" 
• 
. !" ,., . • 
\._' 
... 
.. 
. ' ... • <> 
• . ' . 
. ----• . • p . . -1 . • 
. - · This finding. might have· been Influenced 6y the low response rate among 
.· 
~entecostal . female teach a~, as cit~d earlier, the majority 'of whom were teac~g 
at the elen:tentary fevef.. W1th 20 out of 25 female se~ondary teachers respon ng, 
for a· mean· score of 2.450 dh ~OtY?plete wlthdrawal.of s~rvlces, and only 75 o of · 
154 fe~te ·elementary teachers/espondlng with a mea!" score · of 1.827 ·on the 
same ltem, .lt Is posslbie that'. ~a more elementary female teachers r~~pohded. t~ls ·· 
se~ .-~IHer~nc~ mlg~t· not .h~\te .been ~vldent.• 
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TABLE XI 
SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR PENTECOSTAL TEACHERS # ON PARTIAL WITHORAWA\- OF SE'"1VICES (N = 242) 
lndep~ndeAt 
.Variable · 
• < 
.. . 
• Deg'ree of support 
for danomlnatlonal 
schooling .(DSComp) 
.. ;., ... : . 
. 
. \ I . 
'-J 
.. 
> ~ 
.NT~ :ln~olvet!'9nt (~113) 
... ' l 
· Se~ (P 13) . : . 
I 
Step 
1 
2 
3 . · 
-} 
f" 
~ 
w 
.20 
·'· 
' 
- ~ 
.21 , 
" I 
.23 
~ "'-· 
p 
'· 
<.001 
~1001 
<.001 
'' . 
.· . - ·-~- · 
• I 
, . 
~ . TABLE XII , . 
QISTRI.BuTIO~ OF MEAN SCORES AM~NG PENT.ECOSTAL TEACffi:RS 
ON PARTIAL AND COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL OF SERVICES ACCORDING-
• ]0 COMPOSITE SpORE ON DENOMINATI)NAL SC~OOLIN~ • / . 
- ' 
" Compo~lte . . .. 
. Score on 
Denominational 
Schooling ' · 
.. . 
·2:1 -. 25 
26-30 
. 
31 .- 35". 
..... - -
36 --40 
:· . 4.1 - 45 
-
\ .. ~ ··, .. 
. . 
. 
.. . 
. 
~ean Scores on Withdrawal of · Ser\tlces 
. . '
Partial · 
With~rawal 
5.000 
• 3.375 
;3.091 
2.287 
1.820 
. ' 
1 
r 
33 
108 
111 
(/" · 
"" 0 • 
... '• t. 
. ' 
Complete 
Withdrawal 
5.000 
3.375 
2.667 
1.826 
1.369 
· · ·· /:) 
... ·,, • • • •• t ' · ·~ • • 
N 
. 
• j1 1 
' 8 
33 
109 
111 
tl: 
, . 
,f 
-~, 
· .. 
. 
'• 
~~--
I· 
~-
" 
,· 
.. 
· , 
' "-
.. .. 
· . 
-: ··~·~: ·.;~ 
..; ..... 
'•(" ·' . 
.. ;'· ·- . 
•.' 
•·. 
• 
1'/' 
' 
' . ' 
' '• 
I I 
. . 
' 
. ' 
\ . . .. 
t 
- TABLE XIII 
. . ' ~-
DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN saORES AMONG PENTECOSTAL TEACHE~S 
ON PARTIAL AND COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL OF. SERViCES AC.CORDING 
TO EXTENT OF UNION INVOLVEMENT 
Extent of 
fnvolvement 
. 
(1} Executive 
activity ·and 
· .f'egular attendance 
at b~anch me~tings 
I ' 
(2) Regular 
attendance at 
branch meetings 
(3) Occasional . 
attendance at 
branch me~tlngs 
(4) No attendance .-
_ .. 
Partial 
Withdrawal. 
2.909 
•' 1.889 
2.315 
N 
9 
73 
.Complete 
_Withdrawal 
2.455 
1.333 
1.892 
, 
98 . 
N 
11 
9 
~ 
74 
at branch meetings .JJt ' 2.173 168 1.738 . 168 
-
TABLE XIV \ 
' SUM~ARY OF .MEAN SCORES FOR PENTECOSIAL JEAeHERS 
• ON P~TIAL WITHDRAWAL OF SE~VICES A<?CORJfN; C:. TO SEX 
r-~ ~ ,o o • \ I 
'• 
' .Sex Mean N 
Male 2.127 165. 
Fe mal~ 2.400 95 
.. 
.· 
0 
I 
.. ' 
+ 
: . 
- . 
I • 
. . . . 
·,. ., 
-
.. 
.....,____ 
l 
. ' 
' I 
-
·.\ - -
~ 
\ 
TABLE XV 
' ' 
.. 
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SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR PENTECOSTAL TEACHERS 
ON COMPLETE WfTHORAWAt... OF SERVIGES (N = 242) 
Independent 
Variable 
. Degree ?fS'Upport 
. for denorwlnatlonal 
schooling (OSComp) 
. \ 
· ~~ Involvement (PI13) 
Yesrs of teac~lng , 
experfenc;~ · (P16) 
' . 
Sex 
Grade level taught (PI4) · 
... 
_, 
"' 
. Step 
2 
' 3. 
4 
5 
TABLE Xvl 
. . . 
p 
.25 < .001 
.27 ' < .001 
_, 
I 
I 
.. 
.30 < .001 
. . 
.31 1: .001 
.32 ~ .001 
._ 
j 
.. 
- DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN ·SCORES AMONG PE~ECOSTAL TEACHERS ON 'COMPLETE. ---. 
WITHDRAWAL OF SERVICES ACCORDING TO YEARS OF ·TEACHING EXP.ERIE:NCE 
~ 
. . ,J •. 
'" • • fl., 
Years of Experience 
•• 1 - 5 
-
(1-2.) 
{3-5) . . 
6- 10--
11 - 15 
16 -· 20 
21 - 25 . 
,.. 
26.30 
.... . ,., .. 
Mean 
2.097 
(1 ,947) 
(2.265) . 
1.843 ' ) 
1.723 
1.487. 
· 1.625 
1.333 
' 
'· 
' .. 
-
N 
72 
(38) 
{34) 
:;1 
65 
39 
32 
3 
-
-
,, 
• 
., 
. , I',\=· 
. . ·. :·.'· 
. 't 
.. 
.. 
. \ 
\.\ 
. , 
' ... ~.\.: .. 
I 
I .. 
· ~ 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
.. 
-
TABLE XVII 
DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN SCORES AMONG PENTECOSTAL TEACHERS 
ON COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL Of SERVICES ACCORDING TO SEX 
~ , . 
Mean 
' \ 
1.693 
-1 
1.958 
~· ' 
" .. 
TABLE XVIII 
DISTRIBUTIO~ OF MEAN SCORES AMONG PENTECOSTAL TEACHERS 
100 
N 
. 166 
95 
.. 
ON COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL OF SERVICES ACCORDING )0 •• 
GRADE LEVEL 'TAUGHT <:~ il 
.. 
Grade Level t' 
,; Mean '\.. N 
;: . 
·" 
Elementary 
"• 
' 
. . . 
(K • 6} 
• .. 
,.681 \ 135 , Secondary \ ... (7 . .. ~2_) 1.-951 123 " 
-...... . 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
... 
~ 
. 
' . 
:· "; 
· .. · J 
.. 
~ 
; : ~ 
.. J 
. · .. ~ 
-. . 
.. ~
. . .. . : :·1 .. 
\ ... ·-·'-" 
~'• •' I 
""· .: 
.· 
:...:-
.·. 
\ 
· i 
.. 
.·, 
-- ~ . i~~·;. ..  
lt .·.· ,, . 
,. 
.. . . 
~: .': ;, ... : ·,·:.., , '. ':. 
..... .. '· . 
. ., 
--
. ... 
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Non-Pentecostal Teachers 
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There were .fewer factors entering Into the regression equation for militancy 
amonp non-Pentecostal teachers, as measured ~Y degree of. support for partial and 
... 
complete withdrawal of services. 
eartlal withdrawal of serviCes. The only sfgnl(lcant yarlab,le for partial 
-- . 
. ' - ' withdrawal of s~rvlces was 'degree of commitm·~.nt to the teachings and practice 
of one's c.hurch, which· registered at p < ·.os I"~ R2 ~ .018 (see Ta~le XIX). Thl~ 
A2. Is qu~t~ . s~all, accounting for less than _2% ~A~e variance. The mean scores 
. . 
In Tabl~ XX ·s~,ow jh~t non·Pente~ostal teactie~~ rate . the~selves as .more 
~ellgfous ~'' ·less likely t o suppo}'t such a tacttc. 
.. ,. 
" 
,. . 
·~ 
SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR NON-PENTECOST-AL 
TEACHERS OOPARTIAL WITHDRAWAL 
Independent 
Variable 
OF SERVICES (N :;: 231) 
• • I 
Step A~ 
... 
· P 
----------:------11z--------.( 
Degree of commitment 
to teachlngs/practltes 
of one's cliurch 
. ,_ ~ 
. .. .. 
. ~ . 
\ " 1 
' .. ~ 
.'' 
) . 
--
.. 
. I " . ~ . .. . ' f ;,. : • • '~ 
' 
.018 .04 
' 
' \ 
...~···.-· 
·' . \ . ' . • l · ~ \ ' · .. 
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• TABLE XX 
-
DISTRtBUTION OF MEAN SCjjRES AMONG NON-PENTECOSTAL 
TEACHERS ON PARTIAL WITHDRAWAL OF SERVICES ACCORDING TO 
COMMITMENT. TO THE TEAeHINGS AND PRACTICES OF ONE'S CHURCH 
Response 4 Mean 
Not religious at al( 4.143 
Sllg~tly religious 3..673 
. 
Falr1y religious 3.492 
Quite religious 
. \ 
3.328· 
Very religious ·- .3.250 
~ 
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~ 
N 
14 
49 
124 
67 
12 
' " . Comolete withdrawal of services. On complete withdrawal of services, th~nly 
\ . 
. 
significant factor . wa5'v6ex, which accounted for 3.5% of the variance at p < :01 
., . . . 
r.;:;· (see Table XXI). The mean ~cores .In 'Jable XXII show. these malo teac_?ers to be 
more supportive of complete withdrawal of services than female teache.rs In t}1e 
same population. ' 
/ 
· TABLE XXI 
SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS ,FOR NON-PENTECOSTAL 
TEACt:-tERS ON COMPLEte WITHORAWAL.OF SERVICES (N =·231) 
Independent 
V~riable 
Sox.. 
. 
Step 
1 
.... 
0
.035 
\ 
I 
p 
.. 01 
J
l __ _ 
.· . ll, . .. . , . ;.-- .-
'\ 
.. 
·. 
·~ 
~ 
J".,_ 
. . 
. ,• 
--- : 
·r' 
..\ 
·'I .. , 
. . , . 
..•. 
' . l·~ 
.: ~-·· 
1. \ • • •• ·;. 
~::~~: ,::: ~· ·" :' 
. \ .. 
. · ~ 
ll 
·' 
,;· 
.. 
~: 
.  ~ 
' 
• • 
.· 
~ .. 
.. , ; .· 
. " . -.. ~ . . . .. ', 1 ' 
• 
" .. 
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• TABLE XXII i I 
,.._ DISTRIBUTI.ON OF MEAN SCORES AMONG NON-PENTECOSTAL TEACHERS. 
ON COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL OF SERVICES ACCQRDING TO SEX 
Sex Mean ... N (/ 
Male 3.764 
Fe.,ale 3.304 
. ' 
... 
" 
\) . ' 
. ' 
IV.. ACCOMMODATING PENTECOSTAL TEACHERS 
/ 
IN COLLECTiVE BARGAINING 
.. 
Hypothesis Ill states: 
Pentecostal"' teachers are more likely than non-Pentecostal Jeaehers to 
support some form of separation from other teachers, as Indicated by 
Items APC. 1 ," 2, and 5, and less likely to support su.ch other measures 
as Indicated In Items APC 4. 6, anit 7. 
• 
140 
125 
The mean scores of both Pentecostal and ~ont,Pentecostal l$3achsrs on the . 
various options under consl~eration, ~or accommodating Pent~costal ;each~~:.. in 
~he . bargaining process, • are reported In T~ble XXIII. In- testlrig · for significant 
differences between the two groups, on each of these alternatives, a one way 
' 
analysis of variance was calculated, using ~e .OS alpha level. 
· ~ 
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TABL~III , 
DIFFERENCES BElWEEN PENTECOSTAL AND ~~N-PE~~TEA~ERS 
ON ACCOMMODA':rJNG PENTECOSTAL , 
tEACHERS 1N THE COUECTIVE BARGAINING PROCESS 
r-
Item (APC). 
--
1. Separate bargaining 
unit within NTA 
I 
2. Separate bargaining 
unit outside. NTA 
"" 3 .• A professional and 
unl.on organization 
4. Memorandum of 
...... understanding 
\ 
5 .. PossibilitY of 
phllosop~cal 
accommodation 
6. Fund to pay Into 
during strike 
7. Conscienti6us 
' objector. status . 
a. LowJr salaries for 
Pentecostal teachers 
Pentecostal 
~~ .1 
3 .465·. 
~-r 
2.734. 
3.451 
3.106 
2.973 
2.496 
3.222 
3.154 
Means 
Non· 
Pentecostal 
2.575 
2.926 
2.988 
2 .721 
3.212 
3.194 
2 .282 
3 .777 • ,. 
p 
< .001 
.10 
< .001 
< .001 
.016 
< .001 
< .001 
< .001 
Note: In these comparisons, N's for the two groups combined ranged from, 509 to 
518 •. 
ThiS study did ·find that Pentecostal teachers were more supportive of a 
separate -bargaining unit, within the Newfoundland Teachers' Assocl~tlon, to 
... 
accommodate their Interests (APC1 ), than were their non-Pe_ntecostal counterparta. 
\ 
The differences between the _two groups, as expressed by tHe ~~ean score~ of 3.465 
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. . 
for the PenteC?Ostala and 2.575 for the non-Pentecostals, Is significant at p < .001. 
However, the difference between · Pe~ecostal teachers .and non-PentQcostal teachers 
.. . ·~·~ 
on accommodation In a· separate bargaining unit outside the N.T A ·(APC2) was not 
. . ... . 
st~tJcafly srg·nfflcant at p <, .05. The difference betwee_n the two groups on 
t~hether or not philosophical positli{l of Pentecos!al teachers cou!d be accommodated 
. . 
within the Newfoundland Teachers' Association {APC5) was significant but not In 
the ·direction tlypotheslzed; On this basis, the hypothesis · is accepted for APC1 
but rejected for APC2 ancf' APCS. 
• o, 
With respect· to the latter part of this hypothesis, it was found that the 
·pentecostal teachQr& were less supportive of accommodation through the establishment 
. ~ . \ . ' 
' 
of a mut~lly · agreed • u~on fund, Into which they would .pay all salary receive~, 
above the rate of strike pay, .during· a jo.b action (APG6). .~owever, contrary to 
. I . . 
the hypothes{s. the Pentecostals were more supportive than t\e non·Pentecosrals 
-- toward~ acco.mmodatlon through ~n ~nternal "Me·~~ra~dum of Unders~andlngA 
~ . . 
•. t . 
(APC4) or through a conscientious objector status {APC7). The difference oe\veen 
the two groups on each of these three options is significant at p < .001. The 
hypothesis Is therefore accepted for APC6 but reJected for APC4 and APC7. 
---. 
The surprising aspect of these findings Is that they suggeslthaf non-Pentecostal 
·teachers, more so than Pentecostal. teachers, are more favour~ble towards complete · 
_, 
sep~ratlon of the · Pent~costals from other teachers within .. the present bargaining 
~ l 
unit. This Is ·Indicated by the respective responses qn items APC2 and APC5. 
· Contrastea wltl) this, thQ Pentecostals responded more favourably than the non· 
Pentecostals towards some form of accommodation while remaining wlthln the N.T.A., 
such as through . a separate · bargaining unit within Jhe Association (APC1), a 
between a p/lonil and union O~ganlza~ion (APC3), a mutually 
acceptable "Memoraiiaii"! of Understanding• (APC4), or the r~allon of a 
...... 
distinction 
•. 
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1Q6 
conscientious obJector status (APC7). However.· the mean scores for ,both groups 
on ~osl of these Items fall in th~ ·-;~.5 "uncertain" category, and on all 
items the difference between t~e two groups Is less than one. The exact distrlbult9n 
of the scores Is reported In Table XXIV. 
) 
TABLE XXIV 
• • 
DISTRIBUTION Of SCORES AMbNG PENTECOSTAL AN 
NON·PENTECOS,-AL T~CHERS ON ACCOMMODATIN 
PENTECOSTAL i'EACHE~S IN THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING OCESS 
. . ~ .. 
' Item Syste~m 
APC1 Pentecostal·· 
. Non-~anteccisfal · · 
APC2 · Pe'ntecostal 
AP03 
APC4 
APC5 
APC6 
. APCB 
: :.,.....-.- ,. .. 
. Non·Pentecostal 
Pentecostal 
Non-Pentecostal 
P~ntecostal 
Non-Pentecostal 
Pentecostal 
Non-Pentee·ostal 
Pentecostal 
Non-Pentecostal 
• Pentecostal 
Non-Pentecostal 
Pentecostal 
Non·P9ntecostal 
so 
14 
60 
. 40 
48 . 
8 
30' 
19 
40 
22 
10 
59 
32 
16 
. 72 
31 
12 
- . 
-
0 
50 
84 
78 
67 
24 
59. 
48 
60 
83 
62 
93 
49 
56 
89 
68 
27 
u 
45 
' 42 
,......,....... 
71 
40 ·.· 
96 
' 70 
90 
95 
59 
.. 90 
A 
96 
78 
81 
58 
68 
59 
35 51 
48 95 
60 ~105 
57 35 
30 
44 
,.. .. 
....__..,/ 
--· 90 
101 ° 
) -~ 
· SA 
50 
21 
28 
-42 
29 
19 
16 
5 
26 
~9 
16 
34 
20 
. .6 
~ 
40 
76 . 
... 
0. 
-
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Teacher Comments • 
I f 
Once again, com~entt made on this ·section of the ·questionnal.tf were both 
varied and Informative. Some ·of them are Included here to give the re'ader an 
lndlcatlon;;Y!hat· teachers are 
1 
saying, beyond just their circling of appJopriate · 
numbers repr sentlng their opinions. 
- .. 
This Is a complex Issue. After several year!' 9eallng with this Issue, I . 
am convinced that Pel1t8Cci5tat teachers can only dperate by becoming a1 
separate bargaining unit. Pentecostal teachers, ~nd other · teachep. 
would be a lot more content wh13n negotiating and job action occurs. 
(Pentecostal) . . " , . . . · / 
Let thQ Pentecostal.s go! Why hold on to some people who lac~ the 
desire. to-fight fo·r wtiat Is a just Jrnatment for all. (non·Pentecost~l) J 
. " 
.1. as an IndiVIdual,·. do riot agree with 'most of the philqsophlcal positions, · 
of · th~ Pe11tecostal . Association, but 1 do feel that every pe.rson has .a 
rJg~t. to his or .her beliefs, and If that right is faken .away because pf 
!ftembershlp. lh a unio~ that represents 8,000 Ch,rlstlan tea~hers. then jt 
Is time to rtHteflne the· word '.'Ch~lstlan". (nof!·Pente~ostal) ' ' /. 
.. , 
' . . 
I think that ·If we h~ye. a separate sct)ool system we ;houiCJ "alSO 'have 
s~parate bargaining unit. (Pentecostal} 
I feel that the. Pentecostal teachers for!Tllng a separate bargaining unit 
would be the "thin edge of the wedge". Educatl6n In general has 
profited . by the existence of ' strong NTA. · Should our professional 
organization be fragmented In mt way It- will be to the detriment. of 
teachers In p~rtleular, and our children and the educational system in · 
· general. (non~Pentecostal) · · 
Pentecostal teachers should be treated, without any hesitation whatsoever, 
the same as any other denomln~tlon teachers in ~ way . . (non-
Pentecostal) · 
- Conscientious obJectors ~have some gu·aranteed vehicle for expressing 
,.thelr ·feellngs &l'ld acting according to conscience. (Pentecostal) \ 
.. . 
I like · to take pride In the facf that I'm not prejudiced. . However, 
-
feel that the Pentecostal teachers ·want their cake and eat It too. If · · 
their religion forbids them to strike, tl)en they .should not put themselves 
· In .a pcisltJon where strike action Is necessary. In other words, they 
should leave the NTA and fight for their rights by other means. (non:-
Peniecostal) 
..·. ,~ . 
Th~ prot;l~m of the Pentecostal teachers and their refusal, unwillingness, 
or ..!'lnabUfty• to engage In jo~ .aC!,Ion Is alsa one for · many Individuals 
. . 
., 
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who do not honestly believe, or who are unable ta-·iccept, t t--teachlng 
as a "profession" can be reduced to the level of a lis f duties. I 
108 
car:tnot give clear cut answers to many of the question ln this sectlo~ / 
• as thls Issue confuses me from thne to time. The pr lem that I have 
wjth-thls Issue is confusion over allegiance to an · A$s0c tion (NTA) and • 
-{he qu111ffion of what "teaching" as a profession means· to me personally. 
As an Individual, I have the same problem as Pentecostal teachers 
during Job action. (non·Pentecostal) 
The existing arrangement must change. However, consultation 
.c.- -1 I b .~ii~·. cooperat on, ased on ·mutual respect, should result In benefits to 
· · .;_~_. ~roups. We . must aim for unity without destroying diversity {or 
4;~rsa). (Pentecostal) . 
' 
and 
both 
vice 
'" ~ I am f~r a workable solution, ,such as an accept~ble "~emorandum oi 
Understanding". However, I 1 ~~~r that If educatlo.nal policies and/or 
philosophies keep following--'th$' sta"dards of the ·United States and 
humanistic philosophy we are going to hav'e '0 make a ~tan,d on our 
own. If we opt to separate, It should be complete separation. I feel 
~ this Is necessary If we cannot · philosophically agr.ee, because to stay In 
even ·a loose connection may argue our support for a cause or Idea we 
\ do· not support. (Pentecostal) · 
All teacherS have a common qause • education. We must remain united 
and strive to Improve both positions - teachers and studerits~ll's ' 
costly to go-our own separate ways. As a fairly strong religious p on, 
I firmly bellevft that we can have a good edu~atlonal system, wit ur 
religious convictions taken into consideration in a united way. (non ... 
Pentecostal) · 
The major Issue for the NTA Is the money we gain through their 
sacrifice. They say there Is no problem In protecting teacher · lifestyle 
. if we can answer that issue. Suggestion: Pentecostal teachers take the 
salary offered at conciliation, and pay excess gained thro~h actual 
strike towards uniOA dues for · a separate .bargaining unit. Example: 
Government offers 5%, strike results In 6%. Pentecostals pay their 
. regular dues plus the 1% difference to the union. (Pentecostal) . 
1 am not of fi¥he 8rUftcostal faith. . Howe;er, 1 consider their rights and 
fundamental bell s. llhlnk they can be reasonably ~~:gc_o_mmodated within 
the NTA If It as· handled . better, with not so much militant behavjour 
by larger ce res In the NTA. It was the Pentecostals before, It may 
be the Anglicans or Roman Catholics sometime down the· road.· I'm sure 
If questions about hiring Protestants, or the ,question of abortion orr· 
dl~orce, ·b.ecame a problem among teachers the Roman Catholic boards 
would get their feathers ruffled: (non·Pentecostal) 
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V. DENOMINATIONAl SCHOOUNG 
~ 1 
The degree -of support for denominational schooling In Newfoundland, as 
represented by the composite s9pre on the nine Items presented for consideration, 
was a slgnlflca~t factor among Pentecostal teachers in predicting their attitudes 
toward both partial and complete w ithdrawal or services. However, it ~hould be 
-noted 'that two of the Items in this. section (DS5 and DS6) seemed to have created 
c~nfuslon because ~f the mfnner In wh;ch they were worded. Respondents Identified 
t~ls .we~J~ness j~ thelr comments and In their clrclln.g of the •uncertain• categ~>ry. 
This may have slightly weakened the overall strength . of ·the correlations gen~r~ted 
by the compbsll . core on denomJnational schooling, but ·.not to any great extent. • 
· · On ,? of the IIams · "'.latOd to ~enomfnall~nat sohoollng, . tho Pen~ot:'~iaf, 
'scored hi er than any otber group In the study, However. In perfonnlng the 
• • .... ' • • J 
calcul~tlons for non-Pentecostal teachers H was also noted that. there were significant 
• ~ • 1 
·tlifferences betweep Integrated and Roman Catholic teachers on all items related 
to this variable, with the latter expressing stronger agrepment ·with all, aspects o; 
der:-~mlnational ·schooling, a.S ~ &Sse~ed ~e-qtf89tionnalre...: This suggests that 
these two· groups do not ·sha·ra the same attitudes toward the denominational 
system .of edu~atlon, so caution ~h~uld be exercised In r:naklng any, interi>~tation 
which combines the Integrated and Roman Catholic · teachers In their attitudes 
. . . ~ 
• 
toward danomlrtatlonal schooling: The natura of these differences was beyond the 
. . . 
~e of~ th~ -present study; but the . mean scores are re~o!'led In Table XJtN ·t~ 
provide the reader ~ ·a brief summary of these attitudes. · fl:. one way analysis of 
(. :arianco ~ carrl&d out and SchoWe's test. used to dote, min; the levels ·Ohlgnlficance 
· for differences In each Item. . · 
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DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN SCORE$. ON ITEM~RELATEO 
Item 
1. The school 
helping to 
\ for Go and 
doveloi respect 
~ ~;sti n morals 
2. Partnership 
.• f churGh, home, 
school ( 
3. Teachers 
uphol~irig church 
doctri.ne 
0 
4. Teac:;h.lng as a. 
form of Christian 
ministry 
5. Re~iglous 
Instruction 
accor-ding to 
the church ·· 
6. Parental 
determination of :, 
religious context 
of educatiOn \ • 
; 
' .. 
1. Dismissal If 
personal life 
style vlolat's 
church teaching 
/ 
... 
•I 
.o .~ : 
· . .... . · ;'··· · ' , 
TO DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLING 
... 
-0 
. ,, 
•' 
I ,..1 ' ' 
.. , ::./ . 
~ 
-
Pentecostal 
4.891* 
Non-
Pentecostal 
' 
4.063 ~ 
) 
~· fa64* 
, r 
4.117 ' 
I 
~ ( 
', . 
4.63~* 2.996 
~ 
4.545* 3.201~ 
.- r 
4.069* 
.. ., 
3.008 -
I 
4.008* 3.348 
. 
.J 
3.908* • 2.287 
'• 
':1 
,, . 
'" 
. 
-·· 
.. " ... .. ~.· . . 
• • 
' (R.C.) 
\ . 
(Int.) 
I 
• 
3.774** 4 .455 -
~ 
3.824** 4 .509 
2.503**" ~.682 
/ 
1-
"' 2.665** ~ 3 :929 
•. 
2.359** 3 .892 
.. . 
3.247** 3 .482 
' 
.. 
.. 
1.890** 2.827 . 
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TABLE 'XXN (Gont'd) 
•• 
OISTAIBUTION OF MEAN SCORES ON ITEMS RELATED 
• 
.• 
Item 
TO OENOMINATI~NAL SCHOOLI~G 
\ 
. . 
Pentecostal 
Non· 
Pentecostal 
p ' 
(Int.) 
-
111 
• 
. l 
• .., .. u 
a; Hlrfng .. 
·~ ·-
. according to · . 
. religious ·: . 
afflllaUon . 
9. _Matntaihing 'the 
denominational sys-
tem of education . . 
· ' 
10. Mean Composite Score · 
on all Items when added 
(OSComp) 
. 
' 
. 4.798* ; 2:447. 
"' 
4.625* 2.736 
39.314* 27.993 
. 
-
. ,:1.994*'* 3.0€?3 
.. 
. I 
• ... 
2.f82'L~ .3.509 
.... 24.297"* 33.107 
Note: Items 3, 7 and . 8. were · wor:ded negatively to avoid r~spon'se set. Their . 
. sco'rea . were adjusted to reflect the changq. in. wording' .. required to obtain a 
· consistent sentence ~t~~ure • 
. ·*Indicates :. slgnlftca~t difference betWeen · Pentecostal a~d . _no~ . . e· t~co's~at scores 
. at p · .~ .001, u~lng Sch~ffe's · test. · · . / . . · 
· · **ln·c;Ucates slgttlfl~nt dlffer~nce ~etween Integrated and Roman Catholic :·scores. at 
• p c' .001, using Scheffe's test. · · -- · · · 
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CHAPTER ~I . . 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
• 0 ' • • 
' . . ... 
This chapter presents a synopsis of the problem under lnves\lgatlon, reports 
. . 
the basic conclusions rea~hed In the study, and offers so?'e recommend~ ·t.r. 
, 
~elated to the topic. 
I. SUMMARY 
Consld~nable tension ·has begn created within the provlncJal bargaining unit 
. ' 
·of teachers In the province of Newfoundtanet by. the existence of a minority group 
. . ... , . . . ..\ 
. . ' 
' . . \ 
'- within that unit,· namely 'Penteco'stal teachers, who refuse to participate In job ac;tlon 
. . . . \ . \ \ . . . 
to re$olye '}mpasse$ 'in ' COII~ctlve b~rgalnlng •.. 'These,P.ent~costals cl~lm. their refusal . 
. . ,. 
to engage In· ·s~cti .activity Is . \" extension of thefT . reUglous phll6~!lphy; which 
P!aces-eduea~lon' ·.fn a p~rochl~l· c~ntext. Cons~que~tly, i~ recent years the P.eriiec~stai 
, : • teachq,~ ~~ ·m~bliJz~d !O seek som~ sultabl~· accom·;;,~datlon wl~hln~ th~- ~oilei:ti'le 
I • I - ·. 
bargalnfng structure, which would. permit them to·.co.ntinue ~eac'hlng. in \he midst 
. ~ . ' 
of a job action.. This has 1e~ to the consideration , of a variety of alternatives. 
- ' 
• • 1-
such . as a separate bargaining unit, either . within or outside the prese.nt union 
. - \ .. · . 
.. (·N.T.A,); an lntern~l~emaranduin oi understan~lng" within the· -'N.T.A.-recognlzlng 
, . . 
·the Pentecostal ·position, 'the posslb!Hty of teaching withOIJt .salary during a' job 
. . . 
~.. .. action,· and the establishment of a •conscientious Objector" statu~: The ·PentecoSt!' I 
I .... • ' . . 
teache~ have goo~ on reco.rd as ·expre5S)nl) preference, ~or .a separate b~rglilnlng 
.. . . .. . 
4nlt whhln the pres~nt union, bu~ ·that · ~ption .Is difficult to real_lze because It : 
• • • • • s. • 
would 1equlre a • t:hange in •pro~lnclal l~glslation. . The ·Newfoundland Teachers' · 
Association (N.T.A.)A h'as ln~lcated- 'that It would pppos'e such ·a JllQve beca~se Its. 
.. , ~- . 
executive does not. lee .It as being In thd best Interest of teac~ers,·. a~ a whole, In . 
the province. • : 
' 
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. . 
Thla st_udy was developed to ·Investigate this probler:n more closely_ by documentlnQ 
. I . • 
.the dlffe~ences between Pentecostal teachers and the· rest of the teaching force In 
. . 
the. province, on appropriate strategies for resolving Impasses In collective bargaining: 
'' 
Since there was. strong evlqence to suggest that .differences· between the two 
groups do, Indeed, exist (Snelgrove, 1986: 99), an attempt was also made to Identify 
- .. . .. . . 
• <> • .. • • 
any ln"Henelng factors which might contribute to these differences. Therefor~!.. on . 
. . -
the basis of ~he current literature, a number of ln~ependent va~ables were examln~d~ 
'as they relate to job .action. The~e Included school system (Pentecostal ·or no.n-
• q \ 
Pente~ostat), teaghfng ~ertlfic~te .level, se_x. grade ·~ level taught (eleme~t~ry or 
secondary),· position, · years of teaching· eXP.erlence, · size of home town, sch~ol size, · 
(':.. . . . ' ·. ~ . 
degree of ·Job satl~faction: relig!ou.s commitment to the· teachlng5. and practlce& ~ 
one's~church, Importance ~lgned to one's church.o extent of union Involvement, 
. • I . 
and degree of support for denominational schooling.' ' In addition, the final part of 
' . . 
the studv .. ~as an ·att~mpt t~ seek dlrectio~ tr~_m. teichers as to the most acceptable 
.. . 
means·of''accommoc:1atlng the Pentecostal teachers In the collective bargaining process. 
. The· questionnaire deslg~ed 'tor this study was distributed to ' the ~otal population · 
. ' . . ' . 
· . of ·397 . Pentecostal teachers and the same· number of non-Pentecostal te~ers, In 
' . . . ·. . • ~ 
· . th~ PJ'l)vl!1ce. One way analysis of variance ~~s. u~ed ~t for slgnifl~ant differences . 
. betwetn ' these two groups, while linear multiple regression (stepwise)' was used to 
. . . 
. • - •• ..  • J • 
-~)(amine the factors lnfl.uenclng 't)e~e differences. 
. ' 
' 
.. _ _2!)1s ·~tudy was· cons~~ered slg~lfl~ri~ because It examined dlre_ctly_ the .attitudes 
t • • • .. • 
qf teachers.. both Pant~costal ana. non-Pentecost~ on these Issues. . Pra~lously, 
'.J • . '· - / 
most. of the fonnat 9plnlons : expre.ssed consi~ted of. controll~d statements made .by 
. . . 
the execotlve of eithe-r. the N~wfouni:Uand Teaehers' Association or the Pentecostal 
f. . • J • .. 
: . · · ~~-·- Teachers' Fellowship •. Now, through the -statistical proc81:iures. of one way analysis • - lro ' -. . . . .. ·. . .. . 
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of variance and ~rnear multiple . regression, an· overview can be provided on \4hat 
te·achers themselves are sayfn"g on thls matter. 
II. C'ONCLUSIONS 
ln. this section, the conclusions generated by the hypotheses established In 
Chapter One, In response to the three general r~search question~. are presented. 
. ' . 
The first of those questions sought to determine if dlffe~ences existed eetween 
' Pentecostal and non-Pentecostal ~aachen; ' with resp~ct to preferred m,~thods for 
resolving Impasses In collective bargaining. the testing of. Hypothesira One showed <"! 
' · I ' .' 
statlstlcaily slgnlflcant dlffarences {~ . < .Q01) to ~xls~:-~een .thes~ two ~roups r: 
.•· 
on. _partl~l wlth~rawal of . services.. comp~ete, • withdrawal of servk:e\ ·~olltlcal 
• Involvement, and use of the media, as appropriate means. for resolving Impasses In 
~ .. - . 
collective· bargaining. The Pentecostals ej(pre~sed clear· disagreement with both 
&artlal and co·m~lete withdrawal of services to resolve~ lmpa~~s . In cqll~ctlve · 
I ' ) 
bargaining, while on ·political. Involvement and. use of the media they expressed 
, 
less agretlment than their ~on-Pentecostal cou~terparts . 
. 
The $econd question a_ddressec;t in the study was whether any va~ables, other 
. ' . 
\ . 
than denominational afflllatlon, were~ ·related to differences In attitudes toward 
partial ·'and complete wlth~ra~al ~f servlc~s~ In testing Hypothesis Two, for . ail 
'> 
_. 
teachers In th'e prQvlnce, It was found that denortllnatlonal affiliation (Pentecostal 
: or · non-Pentecost,l) . was the strongest factor In; explaining differences In these 
I 
' 
attitudes. However, the degree of Ghristian commitment' was a factor In teacher 
. . . . 
. . . .. 
'attitudes toward partial wl_thdrawL\f of services, while . S~)( . was a factor In complete 
( 
withdrawal of services, with male teachers being more supp~rtlve · o.f thaf p-,rtlcular 
J 
• ·. strategy. . . 
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A subsequent an~ysls of teacher attitudes ac.corc;tlng t6 school system (Pente?ostal 
or non·Pe111ecostal) was ·~so ~arrled out, A~ong_ the Pentec~stal .. ~chers, sup~ort 
.. . . ' . 
for partial . withdrawal of services va~ed lnVDrsely ·with . degree of . support for 
denominational schooling, a~d varied directly with extent of teacher Involvement 
ln. the :union, with female teachers also being in less ~isagreement than • male 
teachers on this variable. Support for ~omplete withdr1.wal of services varied 
Inversely with degree of support for denominational schoollgg and years of teaching 
I • • ' 
experience, and . varied dlrectlyl with extent of .teacher Involvement In the union. 
. - . 
. '\. . 
. In addltlor;t, arno~g the Pentecostals, female teachers 'more sa than male teachers, 
and secondary teachers more so than ~ementary teachers, expressed less disagreement 
• <I • \ 
with the uS(t of c6mpl~te wlthd~awal of s\trvices to resolve ·tmpasses In· colrectlve 
bargaining. ' . · 
. , J. 
.. 
' . 
For non-Pentecostal tea<?hers, the only factor to statistically ~eglster as 
slgniflcatlt, · with resp~ct to partial ~lthdrawai of services, was degree of re1gious 
. . 
commitment ·to · the teachings and practices lot one's' church. · On this variable 
' ) I 
p~rsons who rated themselves as more· religious generally Indicated less support 
. 
for partial withdrawal of se~lces as an app~oprlate strategy for resolving, Impasses. 
When · conslder.lng co~plete withdrawal of services, s~x. was the on!')' significant 
contri~utor to teacher attitudes, with male tea~ers being more supportive of 
complete withdrawal of services than female teacherS. 
. l 
\ The third research question atte~pted to ascertain .the views of Pentecostal 
-and non-Pentecostal teachers on ways of · accort:'modatlng th~ Pentecostals In the 
collective barga~nlng process. Generairy, ,the Pentecostal teac.hers were more 
~ 
supportlve ·than non·Penteeostal teachers' cit accommodation. within the Newfoundland 
' • "" t • • 
Teachers' Association, such as through a separate· bargaining unit within the 
Association, a distinction between professional and union organization, a mutually 
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a~cea Mmemorandum of understanding", or the establishment of a "consclentl~us ' 
objector" status. The most favour~~ opti'Q among Pente((ostal teachers was ·a 'Separat~ 
bargaining_ unit within the Association, which Is consistent with th'e position 
adopted by the PentecostaJ Teachers' Fello~hip. The non-Pentecostafs, while not 
expressing strong prefereflce In any direction, ~ere some~hat more convinced that 
. . ; ' 
the philosophical position of the Pentecostals could not be accommodated within 
. 
the Association. However, the mean scores on most of these alternatives were not 
strongly directed towards -either o~tlon . • This might indlcateJth~t ~-; far as t' 
. . . ·' . ~ - ·- . ,. / 
f" ,~ - ..... _-....._ ,.,.... ~;- - ... ' • • 
teachers themserves are ··tOncerned, the posifion of neither party ·ts ·as flrmly 
. ---
..-· 
entrenct)ed a~··tlast experiences ·bave suggested . 
The 
attitudes 
.!· 
I 
- ~ . 
I • Ill. RECO.fnMENQATIONS 
"' .. . ' distl'l_~~9n-..Q!~e~~ ~~~~~~s and. non·Pentecostal teachers In · their· 
. ' . 
toward partial and complete whl)drawal of services, as 8 means ~· . 
. ' 
resolving Impasses In collective .bargaining, Is unmistakably clear. This creates a 
dilemma because the potential threat of Job . action has, tradltlpnaUy, been central 
to the bargaining process. However, the extent ·of the preferences, among both 
. . . 
P~ntecostal and non-Pentecostal teachers, for th~ use -of the less militant bargaining 
. . . 
. . 
strategies to resolve Impasses, Is a factor which should tjle taken Into accoonf by 
th~ r~spectlve~tlatlng t~ams. - · . ··- . 
. _:.~ 
.. On th'e basis of the data In this study, It seems that the specific problem of , 
accommodating the Pentecostal teachers In the bargaining structure may not ~ an 
Insurmountable problem. The Pentecostal teachers seem willing to entertain the 
. . 
. . . 
possibility of some form of .accommodation while remalnir:tg within the Newfoundland 
, . . 
Teachers' Association. Furthen:nore, the large numbers from both groups responding 
. 
In the uncertain category suggest that ·the position of neither Is firmly entrenched. 
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It would seem that. 'an acceptable settlement on the Issue could be reached If the 
persons Involved In the discussions were to exercise their political will to negotl~te 
an agreement. It Is therefore recommended ttiat both parties show a greater 
degre~ of flexibility. on this Issue, fn keeping with the attitudes expressed by. 
te~chers In the present study. 
Thor; are several areas emerging from this study which would ~efit from I • 
further research. These Include: ' ,-
. Q 
. 1. A closer .examination .of how religious orientation ·an.d church 
· Influence affect"mllltancy In collective bargaining. 
2. · An attempt to Improve ·the Instruments used to ·measure t~e 
' . 
variables fburld In ·the. present study to be related to attitudes 
toward~ militancy In collective bargaining. 
3. An assessment of the extent to which duly eleete~ bodies, " 
...... 
such as the executive of the Newfoundland Teachers' Association 
' 
and t~~ Pentecostal Teachers' Fellowship, accurately represent 
the Interests and W~eS of the people who elect them. 
• 
--
4. An att~mP! -~o,i61y through exiens{ve• Interviews ·with militant 
and non-militant teac~ers to Identify the variables, other 
_ _... 
than those of t~e present study, underlying teacher attitudes 
towards collective bargaining, particularly strikes. 
( ' 
5. An overview of the expe~atlons of the general public,· Including 
parents and students, related to cortectlve ~argalnlng ·.bY 
teachers In th., .Province. 
6. , A comparison of teacher attitudes toward collective bargaining 
... 
with those of similar professions In the province. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
• 
In the following queatlonnalre you will be atked tome rather pemn•l and Hnaltlve qu•atlons. 
Please be a11ured that aU responses will be kept _In the atrtcteat confidence and tabulatM In an-
anonymous manner. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION (PI)_ 
Please respond to each -of the following q1restion$ by chOosing the mo&J appropriate answer and placing the ' 
number"Corresponding to i.t in the block provided. When no responses ore given. place your own qnswer in 
the blocks provided. 
. . . 
1. Under which denominalional'syatem of education are you presently emplopd?, 
(1) Pentecostal 
(2) lntegraied 
(3) Roman Catho!lc 
2. What Is your present teaching certiCicate level? 
(l) No Certificate (5) Level IV 
(2) Level I (6) ·Level V 
(3J Level II (7) Level VI 
(4) Level Ill (8) Level VII 
3. What Is your sex? 
(1) Male 
(2) Female 
4. In which area do you spend most of your instructional or curriculum tlme? 
(1) Eltmentary (1<-61 
(2) Secondary 17-12) 
5. Which of the following categories best describes your present employment 
position? 
( 1) Classroom Teacher 
121 Principal or Vice-Principal 
(31 Program Co-ordinator 
(4) Other (Please specify: -----------
6. · What is your total years of teaching e-xperience. includinl! this year? 
7. What was the approximate population of the community in· whic.; you 
spent_ .st of your childhood and teenage years? 
8. Hq~ milny pupils are enrolled in' your present scpool? 
9. How mnny Jilrades are taught in your school? 
""' 10. How satisfied are you In your present lob? ( 1) Very dissatisfied 
(21 Somewhat dissatisfied 
(3) Neither snllsfied nor dissatisfied 
(4) Fnirly satisfied 
0 
D 
0 
D 
- ~D 
DO 
I -I . .I .. I I I I I 
•I 
-
(51 Very satisfied 
11. With respect to Christian commllment to the beliefs and practlceJ of your 
church. how rellRious a person do you consider yourself to be? -. 0 (. 
""-· ( 11 Not Religious,. At All 
(2) Slightly ReliRious 
)3) Fairly Reii~Jinus 
(41 Quite Religious 
151 Very Religious 
J .. 
.· 
. ' 
~<t~· -1:· . 
·'· ~.... .
.•.•: . 
. 
. . . 
I 
-... 
'\ 
'·' . ./ 
.. 
;!.;'• 
.. --:· .  
.. 
,. 
·.· . .. '. 
. ... ..... 
12. How Import an I would you say your church 
1\:l - Not hnportant At All .. 
.i(2J Rather Unimportant 
(3 ) Fairly Important 
(4) Qulle Important 
(51 Very Important 
. 
. -\ 
is to you? 
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13. How would yo~:~ deacr ibe you'r involvemeni with the New4 undland T eachers' 
Asaoclalfon. at ellher the br.fnch or provincial lrvel? Choou only one. 
It ) C have been. or presently am. active In executive or committee positions. 
and I attend branch meetings on a £alrly regular b asle. 
0 · 
· (2) I have not been involved ln executive or committee poaltione. but 
attend branch meeting• on a fairly regular basle. 
(3) I allend branch meetings occasionally. 
(4) I do not usually attend branch meet ings. 
COMMENTS: 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLING (OS) 
The following statements ore considered fo address· some of the basic principles a ncl issues surrounding•o 
church-school-partnershiP. In education. Pl,pse inaicate the extent of your ogreement . or disagre~ment, with 
each s totemorii by circling the appropriate number on the scale. using the fol/owiog .code: 
2 • Strongly Disog!ee (_ 2 • Disagree 3 • Uncer tain 
4 • Agree 
5 ~ . Strongly Agree 
1. The school should help children develQpresp~tet forGod .and Christian morals. 
aa well ae thoir intell.;c tual abl~ities . 
2. The home. the school. and the church should be a united team In the education 
' · of children. 
3. Teachers should not be req'uired to uphold the basic doctrines of the church 
gro l.lp( sl by which th~y a re empiQyt!d in Newfoundland's s y stem of d enomlna· 
tlonal education . · 
· .T~achlnR 15 a form of Chrlsllari . ministry. 
ildren should be glveq, rell11i~us lnstructi.o n , by the school. according to 
th ' teach! RS or thei r respective church(es) . ! 
6. Parent should be able to ·determine the reliRious context of education for 
their c ldren . • 
. l ' 
7, School boards i~o\Jid not 'be perm itted to disn\ln t~achau whose p!nonal 
life styles do not conform lo the teachings 
assuminR lire style is the only issue inv?lved. 
of the churchlu) concerned. 
t. ReliRIOUI .rHJiatlon and practice . or lack of same. should not be a factor in 
hirinR tm~e~s. 
· 9. The denominational ;ystem of education In Newfoundland •hould be 
maintained . 
COMMENTS: 
•• 
c: 
~! ! .. !: 1: • •• ao ! . e! f: • • \,) • c: • 
-· ;;;iS E :l < en< 
2 3 4 
. '-·5 
'2 3 4 s 
2 3 4, 0• 
2 3 4 5 
·t 2 :t 4 5 
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4 5 
:z 3 4 s 
1 . 2 5 
•· 2 3 5 
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'ACCOMMODATING PENTECOSTAL TEACHERS (APC) 
I 
There has been considerable d iscussion in recent years over the role of Pentecostal teach ers within the structure 
of co/lecH"-tborgoining. due to their refusal to engage in any duly aut horized job act ion _ Please provide some 
direction as ro how Pentecostal teachers might be ctCCommodated within the bargaining process by responding 
to thtr following statements. using the some code of 1 • Strongly Disogree; 2 " Disagree; 3 • Uncertain; 
4 • Agree: and 5 • Strongly Ag.ree. e 
& -: 
t _ Pentecostal teachers 1hould form a separa te bargaining u nit, similar to 
La&radar Wut, ~hlle retaining the NT A as lla bargaining agent. 
2. Pentecostal. teachers ehould form a separate bargaining unit with a bar· 
aalnlns asent of _their choice, exclusive of the NT A . 
3. Teachers 1hould have a profeaalonal. arganlzallon to care for professional 
concerns. end a separate union organiZJtlon to negotiate collective agree· 
menta (e.g. 1lmilar to the approach ta'keri by nurses In N_ewfoundland). 
4. ~entecostalteactiera can be· accommodated In the NTA throush·an Internal 
"Memorandum of Underatandlng". between Pentecoatal teachers and the 
A. which would exist outside of the ~ollective asreement Itself. T he 
contents of this memore11dum would have to be agreeible to both parties. 
5. The philosophical poaltlon of Pentecostal teachers cannot tie accommodated 
within the NTA. • 
... 
8. Pentecostal trichera can be accommodated In the NTA by teaching when 
a strike occura :fad paying all monies received. above the rate of strike ' pay. 
Into some mutu lly aareed upon fund. · 
7 . Pentecostal teachers should be permitted to remain in the NT A as con&eien· 
tloua objectors to tstrlke action. _ 
8. If Pentecostal teacllers form a separa &e baraaln!ng unit becau.se or their 
unwllli ngnus to participa te In job. action. they should be prepared to 
accept the poulblllty of a lower wage settlement in contract taiks. 
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D~partmtnt of £Jurational Administra1ion Telex: 016-4101 . 
Tel.: (709) 737-7647/8 
• • 
Mr. Ron Mosher, President 
Pentecostal Teachers • Fellowship 
c/o Box 1, S1te 3 
Grand Fa 11 s , Newfoundland 
Kl.A 2J3 
Q.ear M_r". Mosher: 
February 13, 1986 
As part o{ the program requi rerents for the ~. Ed • . degree in 
educational :adm1nis"tration, at Meroorial Universi. ty, ·I am preparing 
to conduct ' a study on 11Attitudes of Penteco~tal Teachers in Newfound-
land Towards AppropriatefMeans ·tor Resolving Impasses in Collective 
Barga.ining ... . In order to explore this i ·ssue, I intend to survey the. 
.total population of Pentecostal teachers and a comparable nuni>er of 
Non-Pentecostal teachers . 
\ Before proceeding with the study, howeve;. I wou 1 d 1 ike to make · 
yo~ aware of two sections in the qu!Stionnaire, \'lhich relate to your 
organffation .•s ~nterests, and invite your reaction to each. The first 
includes strategies often elll>loyed to re?olve impasses in contract 
negotiations, while the second seeks sorrie direction as to possible 
ways ofaccomnodatingPentecostal teachers. in the collective bargaining 
process.. · 
0 \ 
. 
Could you take the ~rre to read the items included in these sections, 
as pro~ided on the attached sheet, and advise me as to the'ir suitai>i lity? 
Are..._ttte issues in each of these areas adequately addressed? Should any 
othe r Hems be added? · . 
0 • 0 
It wot.tld be very much appreciated if you would t~ke the time . to 
give this matter your attention at your earlies·t convenience, as I wish 
to send tt)e questionnaire tO' the printers shortly. 
In advance, please accept IllY thanks for your anticipated coop,.ation 
i n th 1 s re g_a rd . . 
<:S_" 
Sincerely. 
David Rideout 
.... . 
~~- .~ 
... 
..:. ·~ •• 0 
• ' 0 ,... . . - ~ . 
. ··.·.•,., ~···--:\' . ~: .. :~ ~. : .· ~ .. ... ... .. 
:: .. ' 
... ,.. 
• .4 .• • ~~«~ A, 
~:~~ ,~~ 
~~: .;_ 
.. 
. . . 
·;:·.· 
.. 
·, 
'c. ~ 
: . 
. ·. 
• • 
'J:· . 
.. 
i ... ,· • · 
' · .. 
"·:h· 
; . 
': · -:·· . ~.,.· .. , . ',' ·~ :::· .. :. 
\ . March 13. 1986 
Mr. David Rideau t · 
Department of Education Adminis t ration 
P .0. Box 4 7 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
S t • John 1 s , N e ~ f o-u n d 1 a n d 
. AlB 9Z9 
Dear David: 
136 
fJ 
I. 
In response to your letter about your study; we havi! to tell 
you again t h a t con t r a r y to t he in d i c at i on g i v "e n in y our 1 e t t e r , 
as an executive we d.id hot s _upport nor encourage · your study. 
After expre'ssing to you our fe ars on an earlier letter to you, 
we felt your ' d·e·cision tp pr~eed with the stud~ was cotnpletely 
your own r e s pons i b i1 i t y • •. 
We realize that some . the information you·· wi 11 glean from 
your survey will be interes ing, .. however, we feel that it might 
a 1 so be h i g h 1 y 'sen sit i v e · in. he ·-1 i g h t o f the · p res en t s t a t us o f 
negotiations for a final sol ion. Some of our teachers have 
expressed concern over the wLsdom ·of such a study at this 
particular point in time cons.l.dering the ' very tenuous relation-4f 
ships of the p~rties invo._lved in negotiations . 
"' At the same time, we do real -ize how much time and work you 
haye al'ready put in _on your project and that it would be i ·m-
possible to stop it at this point in time. In fact...., we are not 
asking that. However, we liould request t'hat, if it wer"e possible, 
could you have your findings kept ·Jfrivate unti 1 t'he final arrange-
·ment is made in ou.r status? 
... We will say, that f.;;' the particular parameters of y~ur 
_s.tudy, your questidn_naire .s~ems ' valid and. the questic;>nsvd~ 
cov.er the full spectrum of the i'ssues you are dealin~ wfth/ 
Our concern is pu.rely with the sensitivi-ty· of the ma~t~ 
RM/cw 
Si~l'y yours, 
• ( / 
' · Ronala·-Mosner 
President 
PTF 
-
\ 
t 
• 
;-' • .. : · , , ; ,· · - ~ ... ,,· '.,: . ' • ~ • \:. •: ·,:• ' : ' • ). I o" 
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Telex: 016-4/0/ Dtpqrtmtnt Q{ Eclurational AJministratiC?n 
Te(.: (709) 737-7647/8 
/ · 
Mr. Roger Grimes, President 
~ewfoundland Teachers' Association 
3enmoun t Road St - John's, Newfoundland 
~ .IW 1 . . 
_ Dea~ M~r;mes:. 
February 13, 19 86 
As part. of the program requirements for t;he M. Ed. deg.ree in 
educatiofral administration, at 1'-lerrorial University, I am prepari·n·g 
to conduct a study on "Attitudes of Pentecos ta 1 . Teachers in I Newfound-
land Towards Appropriate Means for Resolving Impass-es· in Collective 
Bargaining". In order to explore this issue, I ' intend to survey the 
tota.l population of Pentecostal teachers. and a comparable nunter of 
Non-Pentecostal teachers . 
Before proceeding with' the study, however, I would like to maJ<e 
you aware of two sections in the questionnaire, which relate to your 
organization ' s interests, and invite your reaction to each. The first 
1ncludes strategies often employ_ed to resolve impasses in contract 
negotiations, _ while the second seeks some direction as to possible 
ways of acco111110dating Pentecostal teachers in .the collective.bargaining 
process. · ,......._ 
Could you take the tirre to read the items included in these sections .. 
· as provided on the attached sheet, and advise me as to the.ir suitability? 
Are the fssues in each of · these~ areas adequately addressed? Should any 
~ ·other items be added?. 
~ 
It would be very much appreciated if you would take-"'the time to 
give this matter your attention at your earliest convenience,·as I wish 
, to send the questionnaire to the printers shortly. 
..... In advancQ, pl~a~e accept ITIY th'anks for your anticipated cooperation ../", 
in this regard. 
Sincerely, 
, 
Oa vi d Ride out 
.. __ .... - . 
·. 
. ' • 1 ' 
. . . 
I t ~ · :>.: .i.::~ 
.. 
-~· . ·~{:· y:~J~i - :"' ·: ·• ' 
/ '· · 
.. , : ... \ · .. . : .. 
:· 
New found Ian d Teathe rs' Association 
~br~ary 21, 1986 
. 
Mr. David Rideout 
SA Glasgow Place 
St. John • s, NF 
AlB 283 
De?t David: 
I 
Thank you for the opp!tuni ty to peruse 
related to Impasse Procedures (IP) and 
(APC). Your proposal appears to 'be very 
are a ref1ect ion of the remainder. 
-
.. 
' ' 
the se'Ctions of your .JIUasti onnaire 
Accorrmodatfng Pentecostal Teachers 
well prepared 1 f these two sections 
.· 
~ · . . 
·.~· 
· ......  " . 
, , 
I would offer a couple of comnents that may or may not be helpful. v·ou 
\ 
. .. 
',· ' 
•J' .. 
7!-' - - ~ 
I 
. ' 
• 
should feel free to incorporate them or .ignore th.em as you see fit. -'111 
In relation to IP(4) I bel iev~ from my reading of _the ·literature and,_my 
persona 1 experience that the phrase 11fi nal offer/ selection" may be more 
co11111~nly used. than 11 final offer arbitration... / 
, 
. 
As for item APC(3), I feel it is a p~rtinent, relevant question, but it 
may still leave the question begging as to whether or not the Pentecostal 
teachers should part·i cipate fn the "uni on 11 , the 11associat1 on 11 , or both . 
Maybe a subsequent question could be developed to deal with a clarification 
of that matter. It might be very helpful to attempt a determination .~ 
how Pentecostal ~eachers should fit into a new dual structure ff such ·a 
structure is deemed to have merit . 
' Let me wish you success 1n the conclusion of your mo~t worthwh.11e project. 
Keep in touch if you feel -1-·c-an be of further assistanc~. 
Kindest regards, 
Roger Grimes 
President 
• RG:gmc 
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. ·. 
·. 
Dtpartment of Educotional.,.dmini.ftration Telex: 016-4101 
Tel.: (709) 7J'It7647f8 
/ 
Pastor A. E. Batstone 
Executive Director 
. 
Pentecosta'! E¢lucation Coun!=il,. 
BFL Place, 1~3 Crospie Ro~d 
St.· John4s, NF. - · 
AlB 1H3 
. ' 
Dear Pastor Batstdne: 
.. . *" . . 
February 13, 1986 
\ 
,. . 
· . A~ part of the~rogram · requirements for theM. Ed. degr~e 
in educational admi~stration, at Memorial University, I am 
preparing "to col1Puct .a study . on ''Attitudes of Pentecostal. Teachers 
!fl.-New.tgunli-land .. Towards Appropriate Means for Resolving Impasses 
in Collective' Brirgaini'ng" . In ·order · to explo-re this issue, I 
intend to surv'by the complete population o·f Pentecostal teachers 
. and a comparabl~: number ~f Non-Pentecos~al tea9h~s. • 
One independent vari.able whj,ch I will be .considering is 
attitudes towards the · philosophy of· denominationa~ 'ducation. To 
do this·, I will be asking teachers to respond to eight items 
which reflect the basic issues · included in denominational schooling, 
as it has been knqwn in.Newfoundland. ' 
. Before proce~ding' with the 'study, however,_....I- would like to 
ensure that ·the items I have included in this sec.tion are valid 
elements of such an edUcational system. Accov!ingly, I would like 
you to read ~tirough th~se · eigh~. statement's, on the . attached sheet";-. 
·and ·advise me as to thEiir· suitJ!.bility for such ·a purpose~· Are 
· there any which , ~tre not· applfcable . within a context such _as ours? ' 
Ar~tb~re any others which you think should be : aaded? 
_Could you take the time ·to giv~s matter your attention? 
If possible, an earrY reply ~ould be\ appreciated. ·- -· J 
In advance, please . 'acCETP.t my thanks for your cooperation • 
( 
. ,• . . . 
.;: ... ; ·.'.. "': ... . ,;.:·. ·~t ,~::~··•" . -, •• ' .. - .. :: . '·, ·='•!t~; : :~ ... ::··· ::.-J . .: . . _l . 
. . 
Sincere!-~, 
~ 
David . Rideout 
. ~; , . . 
. ,.... .. . . . 
.. 
• ' • I 
' . · . ! 
t . · ~.: •. l 
.,-... .,... . ..,.~, . 0 
.. 
.. 
.. 
:·.J 
:'f. 
'' . o.oo .. . 
\ 
' 
\ .. ,. ,,\ · ·· 
.) 
Pentecostal Education Council 
" 
BFL Place, 133 Crosbie Road 
St. John's, Nfld. AlB 1H~ 
F ebru" ry 17, ·t 986 
Mr . David Rideout . 
Departmen~ of Educational Administration 
Memorial· UnJyersl(. of Newfoundland 
St . John's;· Nf ld 
-A lB )xa 
Dear Davrd, 
In response to your lett~r of February 13, 1986; 
nave reviewed yo'ur proposed survey format . 
In my opinion. the items you have Included are 
f I , .. ,.,., .  • 0 . .. .. , . . '· ' 
.,;,\ 
140 ·v 
Telephone 753· 7263 
.. 
va~ld elements of t~e denominati onal system ·and should clearly . . · 
demons trate the teacher!s perception .of the system . 
• 
. , 
AEB/ nsp 
• 
--
. Pastor A. E. Bats(O{je - Executlv• Ol~tor 
. 1:.'.' :. ~ ~ ...... j. ' 
.. 
Yours ver:_'i..-l.Q!.l.Y; 
A. t. ' tHM! S tone 
Executive Director 
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Council 
BF£ PLACE, /Jj CROSBIE ROAD, ST. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND 
AlB IHJ 
TEL· {7()9) 1SJ4141, 41 
February 17, 1986. 
Mr. David Rideout 
c/o Departm~nt of Educational 
F acu 1 ty of Education· · 
Memorial University · 
Administrat ion 
St. Joh~·s. Newfoundland 
·AlC 557 
,' ' Dear Mr . Rideout: 
·-
· ~ · I am responding to your 1 etter of February, lath and enc 1 osed state-
ments fpr your propose~ M;Ed. st~dy. 
. . 
. I find . each of the eight statements on denominational schooling gen-
erally acceptable: .but th,ere are ·a couple of points I w~uld raise as follows: 
' . 1 ' No . 1; Schools should, of course, engen~er the development of the total person 
No. 
11 the whole child:', including his/her religious and moral formation . 
3: . Teachers are employed by 1 School ' Boards, not by churche~per se. The 
Boards are of course, representative of various denominations; one 
assumes these Boards ·support the basic · doctrines of the church or 
~hurches they represent. - --
. . 
5: Gimerally acc.eptable but the .words 11 d~termine the context .. · are open to 
~artous interpretations. 
· No . 6: G~merally agree, but tea·chers should be assisted pastorally in s~ch in-
stances . · 
,.,, 
. I trust this ·will be satisfactory ·for the present and I wish you .ever,x 
suc~e-ss 1 n your· study. \ 
.. , I • , 
:~ ' . 
:c~. 
·. 
~~ ... . 
' .... . .. . 
.:;..--. 
~~·;,;,: · . . £Mn.ii\lt Dimtor: F. J. Kttt~H'}· ~.£d. ~ )>·;: .. :, .. ~ . . . ... "' . ~ '. . . 
.... '-.... ~ .. ' · .... ·-:J,~:,;.~· .. ::·."<='· ·:.·· ... ~ · ... . · ·:: .• • . ~ ... ·.·. ·.· .  : .. ~·-·. ... .. 
. • .. : . ·~·· •.u·. :,· . .• 
Yours sincerely, 
·L Frank J. Kearsey, 
Execu t 1 ve Director •. 
·' ' 
Co-11"itali4?"~ OfTKtr: R111. ) . #1:. Mt#l:r~M, SJ. 
. . ' . 
.·· 
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Denominational Schoolin& (OS ) 
The following statements are considered to address some of the basic 
principles and issues surrounding a church-school partnership in . 
education. Please indicate the extent . ~f your agreement , or disagree~ 
ment, with each statement by circ l ing the appropriate number on the 
scal e, using the fo l lowing code: 
1 = Strongly Disagree 
2 = Disagree 
3 = Uncertain -
4 = Agree 
. . 5 = Strongl.Y Agree 
'! 1. The ~dtotYl. ~ltould he.lp c.Wdlten qevelop tte..&pec.t 
~o.Jt God and CIVt.i6.:Uan moll.a...U, £U we..U M tlte.-i.Jr. 
i•~teU.ectu.a.t ab.i..U..:UeA. 
. 2 • . nfc home, -the ~clw_oi, and the ch.Wlch 6hou.td be 
a .!·"~<..ted _.team i11 .tlie educa-tion o6 ch.<..tdlte.n . 
? 3. Teacltc. 'l-~ 61wui.d be 'lequ-Vted to uphcfi(i tlte 
ba.6.tc doctune ~ o ~ the cl!u't.cll g11.ou.p ( &l- 6y wlucll 
. they, CL'Le employed ..tn NeLl'~owtdi.and' 6 &y6tem o5 
denom-i.nctt<.ono.t educa.U.on . 
" 
~ . Tc.a.ciUng .<..·~ a.~oiUn o6 Ch-u~.:c<.an minwtty . · 
s. PCVL <! n.t ~ , ta.tlte. '! ·than the ~ ta..te, !)hould de..te..~ 
tire C llll text d educa.t{on ~ <' 't tltei'L c ltiCdlten. 
6 . Schuvl bDa.t~ &hou.td : be pcvuuWe.d to 
d.<Am-<..!J·~ tea.cltVt.~ who~e pe.-'t~ona.l li6e ~tyie~ 
do ·not to the tea.clung~ o ~ the 
c.ltWtclt I u l c tceJtne.d, a.66unr.<.ng t.i.~e 6.tyle 
ill tit~ o.tf.y ~6ue ..i.t1vcf.ved .. ) 
.. 7. Religtt·u~~~t.ttyn and p.'f.act<.ce, o'l. tack 
o~ Jame, ~lwuid . be a ~actoll i.n hilt..ing 
.teaclte-'W . \ 
. '
' 
,. 
8. The denG•rn.ina.tional ~y&.tem ... _o~ educa.tio~ .0~ , 
Nw6ouncU.and 6hou.t.d be ma..i.t1::ta.irred. J.,:. o.t. ... ~..vt +* 
so v u A 
2 3 4 
2 3 0 
2 3 • .J 
- . 
' 2 ·3 , 4 
~ ' 
. 1 
. z I 3 4 
2 0 .J 
,) 
2 3 0 
I 2 3 .J 
SA 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 . 
... . 
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.. 
Department of Educational Administration Te/ex:'0/6·4101 
. - . 
··· .. ;~,·~: . ... . 
Tc•l.: (709) 737-7647/8 ._ 
february 17, 1986 
Or. G.L. Moss. Superintendent ~ 
Green Bay Integrated School Board 
P '), Box 550 
Batstone's Road 
Springdale, Newfoundland AOJ lTO 
O~r Dr. Moss _:. 
\ 
I 
_ One .of our graduate students , o,vtd Rideout, is preparing to carry out 
. under my supervision a study related to Pentecostal teachers and impasse 
procedures in collective bargaining. '!'his will ' be developed as a thesis 
to meet part of the requirements of the graduate programme in educational 
administrati9n at Memorial• 
To clarify the problem, detail factors impacting on it,~~d seek direetion 
as to some possible ways to resolve it, David wants to survey the cQmplete 
population of Pentecostal teachers and a comparable number of Non-Pentecostal 
teachers . The· latter will involve a random .selection of some five percent 
of the teacper~ in each Integrated and Roman Catholic School District . - All 
material colla,ted will be kept in strictest confidence and handled in_ 'the 
most professional manner. Letters will -be mailed directly to teachers at· 
their schools~ with .a questionnaire and a return envelope ~0 facilitate re,ponses. 
Before p~cee~ing with the questionnaires -we would itke to make you 
aware of the study, and request your approval in havin-g teachers 'fi thin your 
district surveyed. Accordingly, it would be app~eciated if you could complete 
the attached form indicating .your support, or lack of same, and return it 
to the. address indicated as soon as possible. If you require more detail .. 
before giving ypur consen~ to this request, please feel free to-Eaise any · 
questio~s of · c~ncern • 
•  
In anticipation of your cooperation, please accept our thanks for your 
assistance in this matter . . 
) ( Yours sinc~rely, 
-
· Hubert W :· Kitchen,:., Head 
Depar~nt of Jducational Admini~tration_ 
,I 4. 
.· . 
- -. /. 
_, 
.. 
~· ·, 
• 
~ 
.· 
--
.. 
i:·· 
··:· . 
., 1"., -
PERMISSION TO SURVEY TEACHERS 
. Pleas~ check one of the following: 
' 4 
GJ 
D \ 
Yes, I give -permis~~ to have teachers within: the6 ~f1(4S'f:.~ school dis~r'ict 
surveyed by David Rideout, on matters related ~o 
Pentec~stal teachers and collective barga~ning . 
No, I cannot give· permission to have teachers ith~n .v~­-------~~--------- school di trict, 
David Rideout, on matte.rs related o 
teachers and collective bargaining. 
•, 
Signat'UYe 
Positiolf 
Please . r~turn · to: Mr. David Rideo~t 
• 
Department of Educational Administration 
' 
' 
' · 
P. O. Box 47 . 
Memorial Unive~sity of Newfoundland 
St. John's, Newfoundland 
AlB JX8 
- · · ~ • : ~. , : ;' ·., ~ • • • t • • .. . . ' • .. 
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Tc•lt•.t: n Jfl-410 I . f)~partmt>nt of Eclw·otmnu/ ..1 """"'·\·rratum 
Tl'l.: (7o'9) 7.f7-7M7J8 
-,. 
Dear C lleagu~ 
, . 
\ 
\ J March 7, 1.986 's that time of the year again, when schools are about to be flooded 
with questionnaires from aspiring gr~duat~ students, who are trying desper-
ately to complete some study or project. And I must confess, I'm· one of those 
"desperados"' who n'eeds about ten .minutes of• your tif!ie. . . 
My study relates to attitude~ of teachers towards impasse procedures in 
collective . bargaining~ and especially as pertain's. to difficulties encountered 
· in recent y~ars with Pen'tecostaJ, teachers in 'this regard. The enclosed .. 
quest'ionnaire has been designed to clarify this problelll;. detail factot;s , 
impa~ting pn it, · and se~ectio~ as to possible ways to accommodate Pent-
~costal teachers in the ,collect~ve bargaining process. Both Pentecostal and 
~on-Pent~costal teacher~ ~re bei~ surveyed. 
The study has received support and encourage~ent from the Newfoundland 
T~achers' Association and the Pentecostal Teachers' Fellowshtp, with both 
groups expressing considerable in rest .in its findings. · In ~tddition, 'your 
district superintendent has shown support for it by giving approval to 
have teachers in your district surveye } 
. 
I would like to assure you that all material collated will be kept in 
strictest confidence and handled in the most professional manner. ·No one will 
ever know how you as an individual responded, so your anonymity is guaranteed. 
The numbers placed on the ·questionnaires are solelY. for clerical purposes, to 
allow me to send out follow-up letters if necessary, · 
' ·:-.· ... : :_'-:~; . 
. . ..  ~ 
No doubt you realize that I am completely at your mercy when it comes to 
getting a good rate of re~urn for this stu~y. So wou~d it be possible for you ~ 
tQ complete this questionnaire sometime today, a~d slip it in tomorrow's· mail? 
The self-addressed, stampe~ envelope ~nclosed should make that fairly easy foT 
you. Remember, every singie response counts, and your ~pinion is vital to the 
tindings 1 ·......_,_ __ · • 
I'll be looking forward to r~ceiving your reply in the next little while. 
In anticipa~ion of your cooperation, please accept .my thanks for your assistance 
in this matter·. 
Sincerely, 
' 
David Rideout 
•. 
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MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
St. John's, Newfoundland, <:;anada AlB JX8 
Telex: 016-4/01 Department o.f Educational Administration 
Tel.: (709) 737·76f7/8 
, -
• March 17, 1986 
Dear ,Sir/Madam: 
First of all, please accept my thanks for being so 
promPt in returning the questionnaire I recently sent to 
you, related to impasse procedures in collective bargain-
ing and Pentecostal"'teachrs. 
Now I am wondering if you could assist me further by 
complet·ing the enc;:losed ques·t ·ionnaire once more! You see, 
I want to test t~e reliability of this .i11strument, so I 
'need 'to ~e-test the first twenty respondents and then. use 
Spearman's pro~ct-moment correlation for this_ purpose. 
If you could go through this exercise once more and 
return the questionnaire to me at your. convenience, I 
promtse you won't hear from me again -in this regard! 
Thanks ever so much .' 
.1 •• : . .· , • 
• 
Sincerely, 
David Rideout 
Graduate Student 
l . ~ 
. . ·.t" 
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St. John's. Newfoundland. Canada A 18 3X8 
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~:t'~:t ·.-; 
Tel.: (709) 737-7647/H 
April 24, 1986 
Dear Colleague: 
Last mon}h I sent you a questionnaire, relat% to 
ppp·ropriate means for resolvin-g impasses in collec ive 
bargaining: To date, I have received quite a few ncour-
aging· returns, 'bu't I still don 1 t . have enough dat to · 
begin doing any kind of analysis. ' tf you have not yet · 
sent back your questionnaire, , would you be able ~o 
complete this one, and dro~ it in~he mail as soon as 
possible? ·• 
Of c6urse 1 you m~y h~ve aiteady .responded, in which 
• case you may completely ,ignore this letter. There were· 
three questionnaires which I inadvertently failed td code, 
and a couple of people wi~hed to remain anonymous so thei 
.tore off the identifying number on their return. If you 
were one of those people, please forgive me for bothering 
you once· again. 
Thank-you for your participation in this study. 
~erhaps some day I 1 11 be' ·able to return the favour. 
Sincerely, 
II 
David Rideout-
' Graduate Student 
·. : , 
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233 GILMOUR 
OTTAWA ONT 
K2P OPl 
TEL ~60 -4200 
AlliANCE DE LA FONCTION PUBLIQUE DU CANADA 
q • 
Mr. David Rideout 
. SA Glasgow Place 
St. John's, Nfld. 
AlB 283 
Dear Mr. Rideout: 
March 12, 1986 
. Th·is -is -1n response'!o jour recent letter asking how 
the Public Service Alliance oT"Canada acconmodateS- members who 
.f 
on re-ligious grounds do not <Participate ·in duly authorized strike 
actions. · '/' 
J 
~ 
Our collective agreement language pennits an individual 
to . recei~e an exemption from paying dues aod to contribute the 
equivalent monies to a charitable 6rgaflization providing that 
individual meets the following conditions: ' · • 
. 
1. l:te or she mu'st b~ a member of a religious . 
group which has as one of its basic tenets 
the belief that their member_s shoul<t not belong 
to labour organizatfons • 
2. The religious group· must he 'registered pursuant 
to the Income Ta~~ Act, aJla religious organizatior . 
3. He o~ she must /ub~i~: affi~avit pr9perlq sworn 
·before a Commissioner of Oath or JustJce of the 
Peace. · 
4. Ali offici a 1 of th·e religious group mist also 
ce.rtify as to the validity of the employee's 
claim • ,. 
•.. /2· 
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If these conditions are met, the individual ceases 
to be a member of the Public Service Alliance of Canada . 
Given that he or she is not a member, accommodation in terms 
of non-participation in a strike becomes un~ecessary. 
.. 
I trust that this is useful to you. 
Yours truly, 
. 
,· 
Daryl ·T .Ueean, · 
National President. 
1 
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